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Abstract
Distributed key-value stores have become the solution of choice for warehousing large
volumes of data. However, their architecture is not suitable for real-time analytics. To
achieve the required velocity, materialized views can be used to provide summarized data
for faster access. The main challenge, then, is the incremental, consistent maintenance of
views at large scale. Thus, we introduce our View Maintenance System (VMS) to maintain
SQL queries in a data-intensive real-time scenario. VMS can be scaled independently and
provides strong guarantees for consistency, even under high update loads. We evaluate
our full-edged implementation of VMS on top of Apache’s HBase using TPC-H work-
loads and queries. Exploiting parallel maintenance, VMS manages thousands of views
simultaneously, handles up to 300푀 base updates per second and provides permanent
access to fresh view data in under 5푚푠.
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Zusammenfassung
Verteilte key-value stores sind ein Typ moderner Datenbanken um große Mengen an
Daten zu speichern und zu verarbeiten. Trotzdem erlaubt ihre Architektur keine analyti-
schen Abfragen in Echtzeit. Eine Lösung, um die nötige Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit
zu erreichen und schnellen Zugri auf berechnete Daten zu erlauben, stellen materia-
lisierte Views dar. Die Herausforderung ist dann, das inkrementelle und konsistente
Aktualisieren der Views. Aus diesem Grund präsentieren wir unser View Maintenance
System (VMS), das datenintensiven SQL Abfragen in Echtzeit aktualisiert. VMS skaliert
unabhängig vom Basissystem und garantiert Konsistenz der berrechneten Ergebnis-
se auch unter hoher Last. Wir evaluieren unsere vollständige Implementierung von
VMS als Erweiterung von Apache’s HBase mit TPC-H Datensätzen und Abfragen. Unter
Ausnutzung von maximaler Nebenläukeit verwaltet VMS tausende Views gleichzeitig,
berechnet bis zu 300푀 Basistabellen-Updates pro Sekunde und garantiert permanenten
Zugri auf aktuelle Viewdaten in unter 5푚푠.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we motivate the topic of this thesis. Then, we state the research problems
and explain the challenges that have to be mastered in order solve them. Finally, we
provide our contributions and present the organization of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
The properties of major Internet players are backed by what has become known as key-
value stores (KVSs). KVSs serve millions of client requests and handle the production of
terabytes of data on a daily basis [1]. Popular examples include Google’s Bigtable [2],
Amazon’s Dynamo [3], Yahoo’s PNUTS [4], Apache HBase [5], and Cassandra [6].
As opposed to earlier generation KVSs, for instance, BerkeleyDB [7], whose primary
intention was to provide a main-memory database to persist application congurations,
the KVSs, we consider in this thesis, are highly distributed systems designed for large-
scale data warehousing.
Such KVSs are highly available and provide advanced features like load balancing, fault-
tolerance, and incremental scalability [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. For example, KVSs scale-out horizon-
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tally by partitioning data and request load across a congurable number of nodes. To
achieve these properties at scale, KVSs sacrice a relational data model and an expressive
query language and only oer a simple API, typically comprised of only get, put, and
delete operations on single records (scans can be considered as repeated gets).
In a Big Data infrastructure, processing of the data, warehoused in KVSs is done externally.
The raw data is loaded into a large-scale distributed computing framework, such as
Hadoop or Spark. This approach works to the extent of an o-line batch analysis, but it
does not provide the velocity required for real-time analytics of incrementally changing
data [8]. To speed up the processing, there is a need to store aggregated data for faster
access by the processing engine.
To this end, point solutions appeared raising the level of abstraction of a KVS by either
partially or fully materializing the desired application-level queries as views through the
underlying store [9, 10, 11]. In this context, secondary indices have been added to KVSs [9,
12], caching of application queries has been introduced [13], and massive processing of
selection views (e.g., for following news feeds) has been enabled [10]. However, these
solutions lack the ability to manage views for a wide variety of SQL query operators for
KVSs, which limit their applicability.
1.2 Problem statement
To address the aforementioned limitations in KVS, and provide results of SQL query
operators over large distributed data sets in real-time, there is a number of problems to
solve which are described in the following.
First, the simple API of KVS has to be extended with a set of additional API functions;
this includes a range of common SQL query operators such as projection, selection,
aggregation, joins but also a set of more specic SQL functions (e.g., exists or case/when).
Second, a mechanism has to be developed and integrated with KVS to provide the results
of the additional API functions to clients. Thereby, the focus is not only on delivering
the results in reasonable time but also on updating the existing results eciently, such
that fresh view data is always available to clients.
4
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The mechanism we choose in this thesis, to achieve our goals, are materialized views
that are updated using incremental view maintenance (see Chapter 2). While materialized
views and incremental view maintenance are well researched topics in centralized envi-
ronments (see Chapter 3), there are many challenges transitioning them to a distributed
context.
In a centralized context, the base table is located on a single machine. The base table
can be loaded in a single run and results of analytical queries can be materialized into
a view, located on that same machine. All updates that occur on a base table can be
directly applied to the materialized view; sequential processing guarantees that updates
are always delivered in correct order.
However, in today’s large-scale KVS, base tables, holding large amounts of data, are
partitioned and distributed over a whole cluster of nodes. Loading a base table requires
a coordinated collective action; analytical queries are computed at many nodes in par-
allel and may require multiple rounds of redistribution. Further, streams of base table
updates occur simultaneously and after being routed to dierent nodes are applied to the
materialized view in parallel. Thus, in the rst step of the thesis, we design and develop
a distributed view engine that is capable of performing the additional API functions and
uses KVS as view materialization layer. The main challenge then, is the incremental
maintenance of views at large scale; the view engine must keep the update ordering –
or more generally, sustain consistency – while distributing and applying thousand of
updates in parallel.
The amounts of data stored in base tables grow constantly, so does the demand for
analytical capabilities [1]. Most of the current research on (distributed) view maintenance
is focused on a single base and view table setup [14, 15, 16]. Thus, in a second step, we
identify the need to materialize and maintain ten thousands of views in a KVS in parallel.
Usual measures of horizontal scaling (i.e., add more resources to the system) do not
suce to handle the sheer amount of updates that arise in the system due to the write
amplication (number of updates × number of views). For that reason, we must develop
smarter ways to provide more ecient maintenance techniques. Thereby, the main
challenge is the identication and exploitation of synergies between the maintenance
processes in what we call multi-view optimization.
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Many modern frameworks and database systems support methods for combined o-
and online analysis [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Seamless integration of existing data (by batch
analysis) and update streams (by online analysis) is the method of choice to further
reduce latency and guarantee immediate freshness of results. This also seems to be a
perfect t for the concept of materialized views in KVS. Thus, in a third step, we discuss
hybrid maintenance strategies in the KVS context. The challenge here, is the denition of
basic batch and incremental strategies with regard to KVS architecture and the consistent
realization of their hybrid derivatives.
1.3 Contributions
We make the following three main contributions:
1. We introduce the VMS architecture to rapidly materialize and maintain views at
scale. Along with VMS, we propose a novel consistency concept allowing for
strongly consistent views in a highly parallelized maintenance environment (see
Chapter 4).
2. We propose a multi-view concept to optimize the materialization and maintenance
of ten thousands of views in parallel (see Chapter 5).
3. We develop basic and advanced incremental and batching strategies in KVS and
introduce our concept of consistent hybrid maintenance for maintaining views at
scale (see Chapter 6).
6
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1.4 Organisation
We provide an explanation of backgrounds in Chapter 2. We discuss the related work of
our three main contributions in Chapter 3.
We discuss our View Maintenance System (VMS) in Chapter 4: we provide an abstract
KVS model and introduce the VMS architecture in Section 4.1, we introduce our consis-
tency model and theorem in Section 4.2, we explain how VMS achieves consistency in
Section 4.3, we present the supported view types of VMS in Section 4.4, we evaluate VMS
in Section 4.5.
We discuss our concept of multi-view optimization in Chapter 5: we introduce the multi-
view concept for each view type in Section 5.1, we present a cost model for optimization
in Section 5.2, we evaluate our multi-view concept in Section 5.3.
We discuss our concept of consistent hybrid view maintenance in Chapter 6: we introduce
basic incremental strategies in Section 6.1, we introduce basic batching strategies in
Section 6.2, we introduce hybrid strategies in Section 6.3, we evaluate our strategies in
Section 6.4.
We provide a conclusion and our outlook on future work in Chapter 7.
7
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we provide high-level explanations of the most important aspects of the
thesis. The concrete basics needed (for example, KVS or consistency basics) are explained
in the respective sections along the thesis.
2.1 Large-scale distributed systems
Before the Big-Data era, many of the transactional and analytical tasks were performed by
monolithic systems hosted on single machines. But nowadays requirements, especially
on the amounts of (unstructured) data processed, have made it necessary to distribute
these tasks to a cluster of machines. This gave rise to a wide range of new distributed
system types. Distributed le systems, distributed lock services, distributed key-value
stores, just to name a few. These systems, many of them either originating at the
big global Internet players (e.g, Google, Facebook, Amazon) or being open sourced by
the Apache Foundation (e.g., Hadoop, Zookeeper, HBase), are equipped with scalable
processing capabilities and autonomous administration and load balancing features.
Exactly like these systems, the view engine we develop, is an inherently distributed
framework. This means, the design of its architecture centers around the following
9
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questions: (1) parallelization: how can each step of the computation be shared evenly by
all machines to achieve maximal performance of the total setup, (2) consistency: how can
the distributed logic in the system route and compute millions of updates simultaneously
and the nal results come out correctly, (3) communication: how can the machines be
synchronized with a minimum of communication overhead to provide global results,
(4) availability: how can results be kept available for clients at all times, and (5) fault-
tolerance: what happens when a machine in the cluster crashes and computation has to
be resumed by another one.
2.2 Materialized views
Views are perspectives on a database. A view provides data of a database to a client and
simultaneously prevents client access to the original database tables. When discussing
views, the database tables are always referred to as the base tables, whereas the views are
always referred to as the view tables. View tables can reproduce the data of a database,
they can provide a specic selection of data or they can compute new data out of the
base table contents. Basically any analytical operation that can be derived from base
table data can also be represented in a view table.
A special type of views are materialized views. Materialized usually refers to the fact that
the contents of the view are stored in form of a separate table, in the database system.
Nevertheless, materialized views can be also stored as a le or a data structure in-memory.
Opposed to that a virtual view would be loaded from the base table in the moment it
is requested. While the on-demand idea behind virtual views is certainly desirable, our
context favors high availability of results and as such views are always materialized.
To provide fast results, our system uses two dierent types of materialized views. One
type of views are the nal views that are actually stored into KVS and accessible by the
clients. These view tables are materialized in the original sense because they provide
results as database tables. The other type of views are the intermediate views which
are stored in-memory and which are only used for internal purposes. Denition wise
intermediate views are also materialized views, as their data is materialized in-memory.
10
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Arguably, those intermediate views could be also identied as virtual, as their contents
are volatile and (depending on the strategy) loaded on-demand. However, when talking
about materialized views in the context of this thesis, we primarily refer to the nal
views that are exposed to the clients.
2.3 Incremental view maintenance
In general, the topic of materialized views is tightly coupled with the topic of incremental
view maintenance. In the moment a view gets materialized, it represents the result of an
analytical query that is based on the current state of the base table. As soon as updates
over the base table are performed, the computed results in the materialized view are
out-of-date. As complete reevaluation of the results is a costly task, incremental view
maintenance is performed to update only those parts of the view that are related to the
updated parts in the database.
While incremental view maintenance is a very ecient method to update a view, it usually
complicates the task of providing correct results. The set of updates which has been
applied to the base table must be consistently applied to the view to guarantee correctness.
Updating records in a base table multiple times leads to multiple dierent versions
of a base table which should not be confused during view maintenance. Ultimately,
missing only a single update, already renders the overall result in a view invalid. Thus,
materialized views must be carefully maintained, otherwise they are of no use.
2.4 Base and view table denition
To describe tables in the thesis, we dene relation sets (as done for relational algebra).
Although KVSs support a more exible (NoSQL) data model, we model base and view
tables as sets of attributes and records, as it is done for established SQL databases. This
model facilitates understanding and provides a clear conceptual denition. In general we
model: (a) 푅 = (퐴1, .., 퐴푛), as a table consisting of a set of attributes where the primary key
11
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(i.e., row-key in KVS) of a table is denoted as attribute 퐴̄; (b) 푟 = 푅(푎1, .., 푎푛), a record with
attribute values 푎푖 ∈ 퐴푖 which can be accessed by 푟 .퐴푖; (c) 푝푢푡(푅(푎1, .., 푎푛)), a put operation
to table 푅; (d) 푑푒푙(푅(푎)), a delete operation and (e) 푔 = 푔푒푡(푅(푎)), a get operation. We
refer to 푝푢푡 and 푑푒푙푒푡푒 as update operations in the following. Still, a 푝푢푡 can be either
an insert into the base table or an update (i.e., modication) of an existing record.
In this thesis, when talking about analytical queries, we mean SQL expressions; syntax as
dened by the SQL-92 standard. While our system does not implement the full scope of
this comprehensive standard, the complete feature set as dened by the TPC-H benchmark
is supported (which largely extends SQL beyond the standard SPJA types). The analytical
query constitutes the view denition. It is provided on creation of the view and cannot
be changed afterwards. It determines the results that are provided by the view and also
denes the update process that is required in order to refresh the view.
In general, we describe a set of base tables as 푅푠푒푡 = {푅1, .., 푅푛} (let each be structured by
attributes as dened above) and a view table as 푉 . Then, the relation between both is
expressed as 푉 = 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡). Function 푉 푖푒푤 is specied by the elements of relational
algebra (i.e., 휎 ,훾 , ⋈) which have been obtained from the view denition. It describes the
necessary operations to transform the base tables into the view table and is used by the
view engine to construct a maintenance plan.
Example 2.4.1: A small example illustrates the notation. Let a base table be dened as푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) with primary attribute 퐾̄ and secondary attributes 푋 and 푌 . Then, let an
analytical query be provided as:
SELECT 푠푢푚(푌 ) FROM 푅 WHERE 푌 > 5 GROUP BY 푋
The corresponding view table is dened using schema 푉 = (푋̄ , 푠푢푚(푌 )); the view function
translates to 푉 = 훾푋,푠푢푚(푦)(휎푌<5(푅)). Updating base table 푅, simultaneously requires an
update of 푉 . The state of the view depends on the state of the base tables.
12
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2.5 Generalized multi-sets
To illustrate the dierent view types (starting with Chapter 4.4), we use a bag algebra [22,
23, 24, 25, 26], commonly adopted for SQL operations and for the modeling of incremental
aspects in systems [14, 16, 27]. We describe tables 푅 and update sets (Δ푅) in form of
generalized multi-sets (also known as bags) with positive and negative multiplicities.
Thereby, inserts have multiplicity plus one (i.e., 푢 = (푟 , +1)), deletes have multiplicity
minus one (i.e., 푢 = (푟 , −1)) and updates are realized as a combination of both (i.e.,푢 = {(푟 ′, −1)(푟 , +1)}). We capture the change in base tables using the additive union of
these multi-sets (e.g., 푅 ⊎ Δ푅). Further, we describe the process of classical incremental
view maintenance as follows:푉 푖푒푤(푅 ⊎ Δ푅) = 푉 ⊎ 푉 푖푒푤(Δ푅)푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡[푅 = 푅 ⊎ Δ푅]) = 푉 ⊎ 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡[푅 = Δ푅]) (2.5.1)
Given that a base table is updated, the system does not recompute the view using the
entire base table. Instead it keeps the results materialized in view 푉 = 푉 푖푒푤(푅). When
updates arrive it computes the delta as 푉 푖푒푤(Δ푅) and merges it with 푉 . In case that
there are many base tables, the system computes the delta of each base table separately
in relation to all other base tables (i.e., 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡[푅 = Δ푅])).
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Related work
In this chapter, we review the related work starting from the general and more basic
approaches of view maintenance going to the most recent and more specic approaches
that can be found in today’s large-scale distributed KVSs. We discuss the related work
for our three contributions, separately, reviewing each in its own section.
3.1 View Maintenance System
Research on incremental view maintenance started in the 80s [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Blakeley
et al. [28] developed an algorithm that reduces the number of base table queries during
updates of join views. Colby et al. [27] introduced deferred view maintenance based on
dierential tables that keeps around a precomputed delta of the view table. All these
approaches originated from the databases at the time of their inception, i.e., storage was
centralized and a fully transactional single-node database served as starting point, which
is greatly dierent from the highly distributed nature of the KVS we consider in this
thesis.
Zhuge et al. [30] considered view maintenance in multi-source data warehouse scenarios.
An update event causes the warehouse to query aected source systems to calculate
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the view relation for the updated record. As base data changes during these queries,
compensation queries are needed. Much attention has been given to preventing update
anomalies when applying incremental view maintenance [29, 32] (cf., ECA Algorithm).
VMS completely avoids the problem by not falling back to base table access (i.e., by not
using base table scans) at all.
Still today, incremental view maintenance is a relevant research topic. Formerly applied
to standalone warehouses, view maintenance is nowadays used in large-scale distributed
(streaming) infrastructures. In [14, 16] approaches for in-memory and batch-wise (incre-
mental) view maintenance are introduced to parallelize and speed-up view maintenance
vastly. However, there is no notion of consistency in these works, materialization is
done as an exclusive in-memory approach. VMS dierentiates itself from these works by
providing strong consistency and maintaining materialized views in form of persistent
standard KVS tables.
An approach for view maintenance in KVSs together with dierent consistency models
has been presented in [33]. We leverage these consistency models in the thesis, apply
them to attain consistency for dierent view types and greatly extend the scope of views
materialized. However in [33], only single view types are materialized (i.e., selection view,
aggregation view). Combined or nested queries with multi-table joins are not possible.
Further, only weak consistency can be achieved for some of the view types (kfk-joins,
min/max views).
Some interesting materialization approaches are presented in [12, 13]. Pequod [13]
serves as front-end application cache that materializes application-level computations.
It supports a write-through policy to propagate updates to the back-end store, while
serving reads from the cached data. Unlike this thesis, the approach does not focus on
global consistency and provides at most the client-centric read-your-writes consistency
model for certain views. SLIK [12] provides strong consistency, however, it is limited to
the materialization of secondary index views in KVSs.
Cui et al. [34] introduced the concept of auxiliary views as an optimization for the
dual purpose of view maintenance and data lineage tracing. However, auxiliary views
are the materialization of an intermediate result that is stored to compute the lineage
of a view record. We dened the concept of Pre-Processing Views. In contrast to the
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auxiliary view [34], the Pre-Processing View represents a preliminary step, which serves
to facilitate and speed up the consistent processing of subsequent views. Our Reverse-
join, for example, is not just a materialization of an intermediate result. It fullls several
purposes, including the consistent maintenance of a join keys timeline.
In recent years, there has been a rising interest in developing support for the material-
ization of views in a KVS, both in open source projects and products [8, 11, 35, 36] and
in academia [9, 10, 12, 13, 33, 37]. Percolator [8] is a system specically designed to
incrementally update a Web search index as new content is found. Naiad [35] is a system
for incremental processing of source streams over potentially iterative computations ex-
pressed as a data ow. Both systems are designed for large-scale environments involving
thousands of nodes, but are not addressing the incremental materialization of the kind
of views considered in this thesis.
The Apache Phoenix project [11] develops a relational database layer over HBase, also
supporting the denition of views. Few implementation details about the views are
revealed, except for the fact that updatable view denitions are limited to selection
views, and view results are generated by periodically scanning the base tables. Also, a
long list of view limitations is revealed by Phoenix [11]. For example, ”A VIEW may be
dened over only a single table through a simple SELECT * query. You may not create a
VIEW over multiple, joined tables nor over aggregations.” [11]
3.2 Multi-view processing
In the context of databases, multi-query optimization and view selection have been widely
discussed in the literature [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. However, in traditional query processing,
incremental updates of base tables and view tables are usually not an issue. Systems
work with pure table workloads, there is no need to capture and manage the state of
records (e.g., of a selection view, see Section 5.1.1).
View selection, a common sub problem in multi-query optimization, consists of nd-
ing the right subset of view candidates to be materialized [43, 44]. Our approach is
heavily centered around incremental processing (capturing the state of base records).
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In this scenario, the introduced Pre-aggregation and Reverse-join views are materialized
as distributed intermediate tables (in-memory) which speed up computation. Thus, the
question is not which views should be materialized but how intermediate views can be
combined to serve multiple maintenance processes.
The same applies to many modern algorithms for sharing results that are based on the
MapReduce paradigm [45, 46, 47, 48]. While providing a similar data model as our
solution (records are processed in a key-value format), most MapReduce approaches
adopt a strictly batch-oriented processing style. There are some approaches fostering an
incremental processing style but they are not optimized for multi-view optimization.
Recent work in the eld of view maintenance concentrates on incremental maintenance
strategies [14, 15, 16] and embraces in-memory acceleration. However, most approaches
foster an incremental processing style, which is feasible only when incremental main-
tenance is executed starting from an empty base table (i.e., from zero). Likewise, such
approaches concentrate on specic aspects (optimization) of incremental maintenance,
evaluation is exclusively done in a single view setup (on top of a single query).
In [49] optimization with regard to a multi-view setup can be found. However, the paper
relates to a publish-/subscribe context only, in which views are dened as subscriptions
evaluating simple selection predicates over XML-tagged data (no nested SQL queries,
including, e.g., multi-table joins). While the experimental evaluation focuses mainly
on rewrite performance of the view denitions (100푘 views), the actual workload to be
maintained is comparably small (200 documents, 10푘 views).
3.3 Consistent hybrid view maintenance
Hybrid processing modes provide high processing throughput and low latency for SQL-
like constructs. As such the hybrid processing approach can be found in many dierent
elds of research. We provide a quick overview of hybrid processing and, nally, we
explain the (more specic) hybrid approaches that are known to the eld of view main-
tenance
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A number of MapReduce online extensions are available [18, 19, 50]. However, in the
named approaches hybrid is created by either combining MapReduce with a streaming
system or adding streaming support to MapReduce itself [19, 50]. As these approaches
add streaming capabilities to the MapReduce processing style, they can also be used for
hybrid view maintenance. However, all named examples are coupled to the MapReduce
paradigm. While it is possible to load KVS data to MapReduce (and also write it back), it
is still an external solution and not comparable to the in-line view processing provided
by us. As such MapReduce solution cannot make use of KVS internals such as lters,
observers or write buers.
There are some interesting approaches in which developers capture both, batch and
online processing in an advanced programming paradigm (cf., Map Reduce 2.0) that can
be used by developers to dene high-level SQL-like constructs. Summing Bird [17] is
one such a domain-specic language that compiles into a mixed architecture consisting
of MapReduce jobs and an Apache Storm topology. While this language allows for a
combined operation mode, the system uses two dierent databases and the results are
combined oine. Our approach combines base table updates already at record level,
merging them into one stream of complete and most recent view updates.
Hybrid transactional and analytical processing (HTAP) concepts [51, 52, 53, 54] are
benet-wise relatively similar to materialized views. However, as tightly coupled archi-
tectures, they lack the generality and independence of a view concept, which can be
applied to essentially any system or database.
There are also some well-known frameworks to capture batching and online capabilities.
Apache Spark [55] provides batch processing as well as online processing in form of
Spark streaming. However, Spark is using a data lineage model at the granularity of data
sets (not at record level as our approach). Apache Flink [21] possesses a combined and
integrated runtime to perform batch and stream processing. The Flink model also allows
for materialization of intermediate (and nal) results and provides certain consistency
guarantees (exactly once). Again, both frameworks represent, from a KVS perspective,
external systems. While they are highly optimized in their environments, data must be
loaded from KVS and KVS internals cannot be used. Additionally, both frameworks work
over streaming windows, whereas our system works over the full stream.
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The work in the eld of view maintenance mostly concentrates on incremental main-
tenance strategies [14, 15, 56]. Most approaches foster a pure incremental processing
style, which is only feasible when the history of update operations is complete. The
most recent approaches to incremental view maintenance introduce batch optimization
for incremental processing [16, 57]. While the results show improved performance for
incremental maintenance, this approach is, likewise, not feasible for combined o and
online processing. It batches and computes the entire incremental update load into
separate working sets of congurable size, processing style is still incremental. In contrast
to that our approach is much more comprehensive. It provides a full-edged analysis of
batching, incremental and hybrid strategies in view maintenance.
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View Maintenance System
In this chapter, we propose the View Maintenance System (VMS). As opposed to existing
point solutions, our design abstracts from a specic KVS architecture and aims to support
a broad spectrum of systems. VMS is based only on a few key features that KVSs
need to support. This concise set of base features facilitates the integration of view
maintenance across dierent and heterogeneous KVSs. We describe these features in
detail in Section 4.1.1.
Furthermore, we focus on maintaining consistency for materialized views, which is a
challenge when dealing with SQL operators and base data coming from a non-relational
database. VMS provides mechanisms for basic materialization (i.e., the computation of
views over existing base data) and consistent incremental maintenance of views (i.e., the
propagation of base data updates to deriving views), enabling querying for real-time
analytics applications in KVSs.
VMS consumes streams of client updates: in case of basic materialization, streams consist
of base table records; in case of incremental maintenance, streams consist of base table
updates. As a result, VMS produces updates to view data records (see Figure 4.0.1).
Views are, therefore, materialized and maintained within KVS; they are kept as standard
tables and all properties such as concurrent access, scalability, availability, fault-tolerance
oered by the KVS, apply to them as well.
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Figure 4.0.1: System overview
To the best of our knowledge, our design, VMS is among the rst systems to provide
SQL-based materialization and consistent, incremental maintenance of views in KVSs.
The closest existing solution, Apache Phoenix, does not consistently and incrementally
maintain SQL query results, but rather generates non-materialized results (for a single
client) by executing base table scans [11]. We argue that VMS provides both: basic
materialization, obtained through full table scans and consistent, incremental updates.
In addition, VMS is more scalable, oers faster computation and better read latencies on
the views, as shown in our baseline comparison results (see Section 4.5). Thus, in this
chapter, we make the following contributions:
1. We provide a detailed consistency analysis using a specic model for view mainte-
nance. We prove how strong consistency can be achieved in a highly parallelizable
maintenance system and capture our ndings in a theorem.
2. We propose a novel concept called timeline buering which serves to avoid transi-
tive dependencies in record timelines.
3. We identify the challenging problem of handling multi-row updates for aggrega-
tion/join views, and propose a novel split-state mechanism to eciently maintain
atomicity without global locking.
4. We introduce Pre-Processing Views to modularize and speed up the computation of
consistent SQL views.
5. We fully validate VMS by extending HBase. We use a TPC-H benchmark (scale
factor 100푥 , 500푥) to show how VMS materializes and incrementally maintains
SQL expressions over views.
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4.1 System overview
In this section, we discuss KVS internals that serve us in the remainder of the thesis. We
provide a general model which represents existing distributed KVSs such as [2, 3, 4, 5,
6] (see Section 4.1.1). Our objective is to distill a set of features, our VMS requires from
a KVS. Furthermore, we present the design of our view maintenance system VMS and
describe its components (see Section 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). Additionally, we provide a design
rationale.
4.1.1 KV-Store model
The upper part of Figure 4.1.1 shows a general model of a KVS (the lower part of the
gure, i.e., VMS, is discussed in Section 4.1.2). Some KVS designs, explicitly designate a
master node, e.g., HBase [5] or Bigtable [2], while others operate without explicit master,
e.g., Dynamo [3], Cassandra [6], where a leader is elected to perform management tasks,
or PNUTS [4], where mastership varies on a per-record basis. In all cases, a KVS node
(KN) represents the unit of scalability: KNs persist the data stored in the system. The
number of KNs can vary to accommodate load change. In contrast to a SQL-based DBMS,
a KN manages only part of the overall data (and load).
KVSs frequently employ a distributed lock-service (not shown in the gure), such as
Chubby (Bigtable) or ZooKeeper (HBase and Cassandra), for coordination purposes (i.e.,
leader election, centralized conguration, and root node storage).
A le system builds the persistence layer of a KN in a KVS. For example, HBase stores
les in the Hadoop distributed le system (HDFS). In the le system, all KVS relevant
data is persisted and replicated.
A table in a KVS does not follow a xed schema. It stores a set of table records called
rows. A row is uniquely identied by a row-key. A row can hold a variable number of
columns (i.e., a set of column-value pairs). Columns can be further grouped into column
families. Column families provide fast sequential access to a subset of columns. They are
determined on table creation and aect the way the KVS organizes table les.
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Figure 4.1.1: KV-Store and VMS
Key ranges split a table into multiple partitions that can be distributed over multiple KNs.
Key ranges are dened as an interval with a start and an end row-key. PNUTS refers to
this partitioning mechanisms as tablets, while HBase refers to key ranges as regions. In
general, a KVS can split and move key ranges between KNs to balance system load or to
achieve a uniform distribution of data.
Read/write path – In general, the KVS API supports three client-side update operations:
put, which inserts a record, get, which retrieves a record, and delete, which removes a
record. In the read/write path, when reading or updating a table record, requests pass
through as few KNs as possible to reduce access latency. At the end of each request,
the client ends up at one particular KN that is serving the key range the client wants to
access.
Every KN maintains a transaction log (TL), referred to as write-ahead log (WAL) in HBase
and commit log in Cassandra. When a client update operation is received, it is rst written
into the TL of the KN (see Figure 4.1.1). From then on, the update operation is durably
persisted. Subsequently, the update operation is inserted into a memstore. Memstores
are volatile, providing low latency access; they organize records into a tree-like structure.
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Once a memstore exceeds a set capacity, it is ushed to disk. Continuous ushes produce
a set of table les, which are periodically merged by a compaction process.
Modern KVSs (e.g., HBase and Cassandra) provide dierent types of observers that can be
registered with KNs and intercept local events (e.g., data manipulation, administrative
actions). For example, HBase provides the so-called co-processors. An instance of a co-
processor is deployed at each region server and provides a set of predened methods that
can be overwritten in order to execute desired functionality (similar to stored procedures).
KVSs rely on a set of ACID properties. For example, all single-row writes are atomic with
isolation (e.g., HBase, Cassandra, Bigtable, PNUTS). This guarantees single-row reads to
always return an entire row which is consistent with the write history. KVSs generally
do not support transactional writes across rows of a table or even across tables.
4.1.2 VMS architecture
The lower half of Figure 4.1.1 gives an overview of VMS. The input to VMS is a set of
streams, each generated by KVS clients and emitted by KNs. A stream either consist of
base records (i.e., 푅) or of base updates (i.e., Δ푅).
VMS is comprised of a master and 푛 viewmanagers (VMs). While the master is responsible
for administrative actions only (e.g., load the view denitions), theVMs perform the actual
maintenance tasks. Each VM reads one of the streams emitted by the KNs. To (batch)
load base tables records, a VM connects to the observer that runs at its assigned KN to
locally scan base table partitions. To (incrementally) load base table updates, the VM
receives an update stream either via KN observer or via asynchronous read from a TL of
the assigned KN.
At the VM, the streams from KN are, then, fed into the record processor component, where
base updates are transformed into view updates. The transformation is done based on a
set of view denitions which are provided in form of SQL statements. Every VM learns
about the view denitions at the beginning of the maintenance process.
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The virtual store (VS) component closely interacts with the record processor. It stores
partitions of intermediate view tables in-memory to enable fast local access. In this way,
the VS enables fast incremental maintenance and local batchwise computation of base
record or update streams. For example, fast local aggregations or fast local determination
of join records are done with the help of VS.
Exactly like a KN, every VM is equipped with a transaction log (TL). The TL of a VM
can be activated or deactivated, depending on whether fault-tolerance or performance is
favored. When activated all updates that a VM receives are written into TL before they
are processed. In case a VM crashes, the TL can be used to replay the updates and rebuild
the VS.
Simple view denitions (e.g., selection, projection) do not require a redistribution of
updates. When a view denition requires multiple rounds of computation (i.e., including
redistribution, e.g. for a join), the VM computes its view update and uses the assigner
component to select and propagate the updates to other VMs.
After executing the last operation of a view denition, a VM computes and materializes
the nal outcome into a view table in KVS. Thereby, it uses its KVS client component.
The KVS client maintains a global connection to KVS to either load view denitions or
to materialize view records. In contrast to the observer, KVS client can only be used to
execute (global) KVS API functions.
A VM is designed to be lightweight and to scale elastically to accommodate changing
request loads. It could be allocated to a dedicated node. However, to reduce communi-
cation overhead, especially, for complex view denitions, we deploy one VM at each KN,
connecting the VM directly to the local observer. In a scenario where many views are
maintained in parallel, it is more benecial to deploy KVS and VMS nodes separately.
Our design provides a multitude of benets. Seamless scalability: multiple views may
have to be updated as a consequence of a single base table update. As VMS exceeds its
service levels, additional VMs can be spawned. Operational exibility: VMs introduce
exibility to the system architecture. All VMs can be hosted together on the same physical
node or on dierent nodes. Exchangeability: every VM can perform any task, a VM can
be quickly substituted in case it crashes.
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Design Rationale – When a client updates a base table (e.g., put, delete) in the KVS,
all derived view tables become stale. Thus, we design VMS to react to all KVS client
updates and change the aected view tables accordingly. We determined a number of
KVS-common extension points to stream incoming client updates of a KVS for processing
by VMS (see Figure 4.1.1).
We identify three designs to stream client updates from the KVS to VMS: (1) Using KVS
client to access the store’s API and retrieve the current record version, (2) asynchronously
monitor the TL from the KN, and (3) intercept updates at the KN (via an observer).
Design 1 can lead to inconsistent view states, as base data may change during update
processing. For example, a base data record may change again, just before retrieving
the record via the KVS-API, occurring just after the record was previously updated. In
this case, a base state is missed (the rst record update that triggered the retrieval) and
won’t be reected in the view state sequence. In addition, this method incurs signicant
overhead. For example, each update triggers a read and one or more writes to update
derived views. Also this design slows down clients of KVS that are accessing the view
data concurrently.
In Design 2, reading the TL, is asynchronous and decouples processing. It neither
interferes with update processing, i.e., no latency is added into the update path, nor
imposes additional load. Updates in the TL are durably persisted and can be recovered by
VMS. However, reading data from TL can be slow (especially when done over network).
Also, due to its size, the TL is purged by KVS as soon as records have been written to disk.
Performing incremental maintenance requires the KVS to delay purging until data from
TL has been propagated for maintenance.
Design 3 is based on observers, one deployed at each KN; observers oer functions for
the interception of read and write requests as well as scanning of local key ranges. Thus,
Design 3 can be used for both basic materialization and incremental view maintenance.
The latter can be either executed by propagating and applying each update separately,
or it can be executed delayed by batching update processing. A downside of Design 3 is
that updates, retrieved through an observer, are not durably persisted as in Design 2. As
a KN crashes, views have to be materialized from scratch.
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In VMS, we compare Design 2 and Design 3, where observers forward individual base
table updates, oering identical strong consistency guarantees; the actual view compu-
tation is also delegated to VMS.
4.1.3 VM processing
In this section, we provide a more detailed explanation of VM processing. In the further
course, we explain how VMs manage in-memory acceleration, asynchronous communi-
cation and internal data serialization.
Figure 4.1.2 shows the internal processing path and the communication interface of a
VM. On the left top of the VM, the bulk loading endpoint is depicted. It is needed when
a VM loads complete base tables or delta sets. The bulk loading endpoint retrieves the
workloads using a dedicated thread per base table partition. On the top right, the VM
provides two communication endpoints (that are both managed by a thread and buered
by a queue): one to receive updates from other VMs and another to receive commands
from the master (e.g., to load a query) of VMS. When connected to a live system, the
receiver is also used to accept single base table updates that occur in the monitored
database.
The record processor is the main thread of the VM. All update operations that a VM
receives (from bulk loading or receiving endpoints) ow through this component. Inter-
acting closely with the virtual store (VS), the record processor, in general, handles an
update by cycling through the following four steps:
(1) Fetch the old view record (from VS)
(2) Use the update to compute new view record(s)
(3) Store the new view record (into VS)
(4) Pass the update for further processing
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Receiving an update, the VM fetches the corresponding old view record from VS, de-
serializes it and applies the update (Step 1 and 2). To store the new view record, the
record processor serializes and inserts it into VS (Step 3). Then, depending on the
maintenance plan, the record processor passes the updates either to the assigner, for
the next operations, or to the KVS client, for nal materialization (Step 4). Receiving the
next update, the records processor jumps back to Step 1 and repeats the cycle.
The assigner component distributes the ready-to-send updates to the sending threads,
which are setup (bottom of Figure 4.1.2) to deliver updates to the remaining VMs of VMS.
Record routing in VMS is done via a hashing scheme. The assigner employs a hash ring
that organizes all VMs by the hash of their (distinct) name. Every view update that is sent
out is hashed by its view row-key and assigned to the next VM in clock-wise direction.
This VM then, becomes the destination and the processor of the next operation (in the
maintenance plan). The hash ring is synchronized over all VMs such that view row-keys
are assigned and sent to the same VMs everywhere.
The KVS client serves two purposes: a) It loads view denitions from the KVS (which have
been stored by the master). b) It receives update records from the record processor to be
materialized as the nal step of a computation (i.e., the last operation in a maintenance
plan). Thereby, the client queues and batches update records that are supposed to be
stored at the same partition in KVS.
In-memory acceleration – VS is built as collection of hash maps, each representing
a local partition of an intermediate view table in a maintenance plan. The row-key of
the intermediate view acts as the identier for the hash maps. The row-key can be a
single- or multidimensional construct. For example, when constructing a hash map for
join operations, the row-key is 2-dimensional. The values of the hash maps are byte
arrays that store the serialized version of a view record.
The API of VS is the same as the API of KVS; that is, it provides the same simple set of
methods (i.e., 푝푢푡 , 푑푒푙푒푡푒, 푔푒푡 , 푠푐푎푛) to manipulate and retrieve data. These functions can
be called using the table name and specifying the corresponding row-key, exactly as is
done for KVS. In this way, the usage is transparent for the VM as there are no dierences
between storing intermediate results and materializing the nal record: a ag decides
whether the storage of a view record is quick and volatile or slow and persistent.
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Although the usage of VS and KVS is equivalent API-wise, the selection has two impli-
cations for the data being stored: (1) data in VS are stored only locally, whereas data in
KVS are globally accessible from every node; and (2) data in VS are volatile, whereas data
in KVS are fault tolerant.
To address Implication 1, we ensure that view updates are always applied to the node’s
VS where former updates to the same view key have been processed. All updates are
hashed by their next view key to-be-processed. By means of this hash, the updates are
assigned and sent to a VM. Thus, all updates with the same view key are sent to (and
processed at) the same VM. When a view key changes, responsibility is handed from one
VM to the next.
To address Implication 2 and prevent loss of data in volatile VS, the VM optionally writes
a transaction log (either to local disc or to a DFS). All arriving updates are then, inserted
into the append-only log before being processed. When one VM crashes, a new VM can
take control of the transaction log and replay all contained entries to rebuilt the content
of the VS. During recovery the system has to interrupt until the new VM has completely
built up the VS. Then, processing is resumed.
Establishing fast n:m-communication – VMS distributes incremental updates evenly
and allows for high degrees of parallelism, so the distribution performance is dependent
mainly on the ability of VMs to communicate.
Thus, establishing fast n:m-communication is a crucial requirement for the system as a
large number of updates must be received by and sent to (hundreds of) VMs simultane-
ously. Especially when executing incremental maintenance, single updates can be sent
out to a large number of dierent VMs in arbitrary order. A setup, for example, in which a
new connection is initialized on every request is not feasible in this context. The preferred
choice is the creation of 푛 × (푛 − 1) pipelines; that is, each VM establishes a pipeline to all
other 푛 − 1 VMs. For maximal performance, these pipelines are unidirectional such that
there are two pipelines per VM pair.
The next measure that we apply to accelerate communication is parallel update sending.
Instead of sending updates sequentially, a VM entertains a dened number of sending
threads (each equipped with its own queue, see Figure 4.1.2). The number of sending
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threads is independent of the number of VMs and can be varied to achieve the best
trade-o.
What has been described as the context for sending messages, also applies for receiving
messages. Scaling up the system to hundreds of VMs and views, and at the same time
using synchronous communication or providing one reception thread per pipeline leads
to massive overhead (as the number of threads is 푛 × (푛 − 1)). Instead, a VM relies on
asynchronous communication, employing a dened number of reception threads (in the
gure, a single thread is shown), where each thread handles a list of pipelines together.
Thereby, a VM cycles through the list of pipelines and receives updates.
While keeping the received bytes in a buer, a VM is able to give preference to faster
connections and manage slower connections at a later point. This design allows transfer-
ring update parts or large update streams; communication is executed via asynchronous
sockets (Java NIO API).
Serialization of data – In general, serialization is used at three dierent points in VMS:
(1) when loading existing data or retrieving notications from a monitored system; (2)
when storing/fetching view records from VS; (3) when sending view records to another
VM. Because VMS performs these three steps continuously for every update that passes
through the system, we identied serialization as one of the actions that are critical to
overall performance.
We found that existing serialization schemes are not suciently fast or exible; thus,
we propose our own serialization scheme (shown in Figure 4.1.3). In the gure, a 푝푢푡
update of table 푅1 with row-key 푘 is loaded and serialized. Two hash maps, namely, the
table map and the column map, are used to perform rapid serialization; the serialized
byte stream of the record is shown in the center of the gure.
The byte stream includes a four-byte identier that reserves two bytes to encode the
base (or view) table and another two bytes to store the status of the operation. Out of
the rst status byte, two bits are used to encode whether the byte stream is a record, a
put or a delete operation. Another four bits are used to encode the number of composite
elements in the row-key. The second status byte encodes the number of column-value
pairs contained in the stream.
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Figure 4.1.3: Serializing VMS records
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Consecutively, in the byte stream, the row-key and the map of a record’s column-value
pairs are appended. The row-key is a composite element composed out of one or multiple
attribute values. Thus, instead of storing the row-key itself, we store the indices of the
attributes that are given along with the update, so the row-key can be rebuilt from the
set of delivered values.
After the row-key, the column-value pairs of the record are encoded via column map
that translates the column name into a one-byte column tag. Then, depending on the
column’s data type, the value follows. Using the tag bytes, we can dynamically transmit
dierent sets of attributes without having to include null values.
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4.2 View consistency
In this section, we continue to dene the notation used throughout this thesis and give an
explanation of view data consistency models, derived from prior work. We then, propose
a theorem which identies three properties required of VMS in order to support strong
consistency.
As updates Δ = ⟨푢1, .., 푢푛⟩ (where ⟨⟩ denes a sequence) are performed on the base
tables, their state changes; we depict the state of the base tables as  and describe a
sequence of consecutive states via indices0..,푖 , ..,푓 , where0 is the initial state,푖
is an intermediate state and 푓 is the nal state. In a KVS, every put or delete update
causes a single record to be modied and aects the state of a base table. A complete
update set takes a base table from initial to nal state.
0 + Δ = 푓 (4.2.1)
Two states can be compared by the ≤ operator. 푖 ≤ 푗 means that the versions of all
records in푗 are equal or newer than the versions of records in푖 (i.e., (∀푟 ∈ 푗)→ (푟 ≤푟 ′ ∈ 푖)). If two states can not be compared, which may happen due to the concurrent
execution of operations on dierent row-keys, their relationship is expressed by the ∥
operator.
We dene the incremental view update for a view 푉 as follows. Given as input an update푢 on a record in the base table, a view update reads the current state 푖 of the view table,
processes the eect of 푢 according to the semantics of the view, and generates the view
state 푖+1 for the view table. Note that each view update can therefore consist of several
reads and writes or none at all, depending on the operation processed and the current
state of the view. For instance, a view update for a projection view does not require any
read on the view table since each operation completely determines the value to write. In
contrast, a view update for a selection view does not produce any write, if the operation
does not satisfy the selection condition.
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4.2.1 Consistency model
A view data consistency model validates the correctness of a view table. Further, the model
evaluates a view table’s ability to follow a sequence of base table states and produces
a corresponding sequence of valid view table states. The model as well as the dierent
levels of consistency that we establish in the thesis have been widely accepted in view
research [30, 31, 33, 58, 59]. Depending on view types, view maintenance strategies, and
view update programs, either none, or some, or all of the levels are attainable.
Once a base table changes, the view table – or rather the system that maintains the
view – needs to react and incorporate the changes into the view. The accuracy of this
maintenance is dened through the following levels:
Convergence: A view table converges, if after the base tables have gone through
states 0, ..,푓 , and the view table has been updated accordingly, the last view
state 푓 is computed correctly. This means it corresponds to the evaluation of the
view expression over the nal base state 푓 = 푉 푖푒푤(푓 ). View convergence is a
minimal requirement, as an incorrectly calculated view is of no use.
Weak consistency: Weak consistency is given if the view converges and all inter-
mediate view states are valid, meaning that every intermediate view state 푗 can
be derived from a valid base table state 0 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푓 as 푗 = 푉 푖푒푤(푖). Weak
consistency ensures that no incorrect intermediate states are provided.
Strong consistency: Weak consistency is achieved and the following condition is true.
All pairs of view states 푗1 and 푗2 that are in a relation 푗1 ≤ 푗2 are derived from
base states 푖1 and 푖2 that are also in a relation 푖1 ≤ 푖2. Strong consistency
ensures that successive reads on a view never provide stale data.
Complete consistency: Strong consistency is achieved and every base state 푖 of
a valid base state sequence is reected in a view state 푗 . Complete consistency
ensures that every change in the base tables is reected in the view table as well.
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Example 4.2.1: Consider a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and a sum view 푉 = 훾푋,푠푢푚(푌 )(푅). This
view groups records by their value of 푋 and sums the values of 푌 for each group. The initial
state of base table is 0 = {(푘1, 푥, 15)} and the corresponding state of the view table is0 = {(푥, 15)}. Now, the following client updates are applied to the base table:(1) 푢1 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘1, 푥, 15→ 20))(2) 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘2, 푥, 10))(3) 푢3 = 푑푒푙(푅(푘1, 푥, 20))
KVSs generally provide a consistent per-record ordering, but not for updates across records.
Thus, updates (1) and (3) generate a timeline for record with row-key 푘1, update (2) for
record with row-key 푘2. Propagating and maintaining the three updates (in VMS) can be
possibly done in six dierent sequences (i.e., all permutations, (1)(2)(3), (1)(3)(2), etc.) which
generates eight dierent view states.
Figure 4.2.1 shows all sequences and view states. Thereby, the valid view states (which respect
record timelines) are drawn in black and the invalid view states (which do not respect record
timelines) are drawn in red.
To achieve convergence, VMS has to compute the nal view state as: 푓 = {(푥, 10)}, which
corresponds to the nal base table state 푓 = {(푘2, 푥, 10)}. To achieve weak consistency,
any intermediate view state generated must be valid (e.g., 0,1,4,푓 ). Executing base
updates in the wrong order can violate weak consistency. For example, (3), (1), (2) would
generate the correct end result (and allow for convergence) while intermediate view state
3 = {(푥, −5)} would be invalid. Likewise, executing updates not atomically can lead to
invalid intermediate states.
To achieve strong consistency view states must be correctly ordered (e.g., 0,1,4,푓 ).
Redistributing the results of 푉 for downstream maintenance operations (and not respecting
the record timeline of 푉 ) can violate strong consistency. For example, propagating 1 and4 to dierent VMs could lead to global order 0,4,1,푓 . To achieve complete consistency,
all base states must be reected (e.g., 0,1,4,푓 ). Leaving out intermediate states as it is
done for batching of updates (e.g., 0,4,푓 ) only allows for strong consistency.
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Figure 4.2.1: Possible view states of a given update sequence
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4.2.2 Theorem for strong consistency
In order to maintain strong consistency, we identify three properties which must be
provided by a view maintenance system, as stipulated by Theorem 1. The proof of the
theorem can be found in Appendix A.
Theorem 1: A view maintenance system which provides the following properties, guarantees
that views are maintained strongly consistent.
1. View updates are applied exactly once2. View updates are processed atomically and in isolation3. (Base-)record timeline is always preserved
We now provide a brief explanation of Theorem 1. If we employ Property 1 of the theorem,
we ensure that all updates are delivered and applied exactly once. However, Property 1
alone does not guarantee convergence of the view. When using parallel execution, partial
updates or multiple updates (to the same view record) might be applied and aect the
view correctness.
Property 2 avoids wrong execution in case of partial updates and concurrent view access.
However, if Property 1 and Property 2 of the theorem are ensured, weak consistency
is still not guaranteed as asynchronous processing and redistribution could lead to
reordering of updates.
Therefore, we also apply Property 3 and enforce the preservation of a record’s timeline.
All three properties together guarantee that convergence, weak, and even strong consis-
tency (correct ordering is established) can be achieved. By complying to the requirements
of the theorem, our approach achieves strong consistency for the views it maintains.
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4.3 View maintenance concept
In this section, we rst describe in more detail the maintenance concept of VMS, par-
ticularly focusing on computation and propagation of updates given a view denition.
Then, we show how our design achieves a high degree of concurrency while providing
strong consistency via the three properties of Theorem 1 found in Section 4.2. Finally, we
discuss how VMS optimizes view maintenance by using dierent methods of batching.
4.3.1 Distributed model
View maintenance as required by the view denition is brought out in multiple steps.
Given a general view denition 푉 = 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡) in which function 푉 푖푒푤 is specied by
relational algebra (see Chapter 2.4). The function can also be described using a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) which in the following is referred to as a maintenace plan. The
maintenance plan is used by VMS to plan and optimize the maintenance process and by
each VM to determine the next maintenance operation (e.g., selection, aggregation, join).
The maintenance plan is formalized as 푀 = (푅푠푒푡 , 푂, 푉 , 퐸)with base tables 푅푠푒푡 as the start
vertices; maintenance operations 푂 as intermediate vertices; view table 푉 as end vertex;
and the connecting edges 퐸.
A maintenance path describes the sequence of maintenance operations that start at base
table 푅 and end at the nal materialized view 푉 in a maintenance plan (see Figure 4.3.1).
To execute incremental view maintenance, VMS takes updates of 푅, processes them along
the maintenance path, and nally materializes the updates into 푉 . For each operation in
the path, VMS materializes an intermediate view. Intermediate views keep intermediate
results ready during the maintenance process. They are stored in-memory (i.e., in VS)
to speed up processing of forthcoming incremental updates. The maintenance path is
formalized as푀푅→푉 = ⟨표1, .., 표푛⟩ (with 표 ∈ 푂), for each operation, there is an intermediate
view dened as {(표1, 퐼1), .., (표푛, 퐼푛)}.
To minimize communication, VMS processes operations that work over the same parti-
tioning (i.e., that require the same distribution of updates) together at the same VMs. For
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that reason, it combines multiple operations into a distribution round if possible. While
distribution rounds aggregate sequences of maintenance operations, update processing
in VMS is not necessarily done in a round-based fashion. VMS supports incremental
maintenance of many (single) updates, as well as batch-wise computation of update
sets. The maintenance path is then, represented as a sequence of distribution rounds퐷푅→푉 = ⟨푑0, 푑1, .., 푑푓 ⟩ (with 푑 ⊆ 푀푅→푉 ). Distribution rounds are formalized along
with their distribution keys as {(푑0, 퐴0), (푑1, 퐴1),..,(푑푓 , 퐴푓 )}; thereby, the distribution key퐴푖 is the attribute according to which updates are distributed, and also the attribute
according to which all intermediate views are partitioned (not necessarily indexed) in
the corresponding distribution round.
Example 4.3.1: Consider base tables 푅1 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and 푅2 = (퐿̄, 푋 , 푍 ). Now, let a view
be dened as 푉 = 훾푌 ,푠푢푚(푍 )(휎푃 (푅1) ⋈ 푅2). The maintenance path 푀푅1→푉 , as shown in
Figure 4.3.1, is executed in three distribution rounds 푑0,푑1 and 푑푓 . Updates are distributed
according to base table row-key 퐴0 = 퐾 in the beginning, then get selected, reordered
and joined according to (intermediate) distribution key 퐴1 = 푋 and then aggregated by
distribution key 퐴푓 = 푌 . Three updates 푢1,푢2 and 푢3 originate at 푅1 and are passed from one
VM to the next. Three operations 표1 = 휎 , 표2 =⋈ and 표3 = 훾 are used to compute intermediate
views 퐼1 = 휎푃 (푅1), 퐼2 = 퐼1 ⋈ 푅2 and 퐼3 = 훾푌 ,푠푢푚(푍 )(퐼2). After passing the distribution rounds,
the updates are nally applied to 푉 .
Updates in a distribution round are processed by multiple VMs in parallel (see Figure 4.3.1).
Despite of the parallelism of execution, in each distribution round, there is a global
processing order. We dene the processing order over all VMs in a distribution round 푑푖
as execution sequence of updates as:Δ = ⟨푢1, .., 푢푛⟩푑푖(Δ)→ 푖 (4.3.1)
The execution sequence in round 푑푖 is denoted as 푖 and represents a recombination of
the original update sequence 푑푖(Δ) on the base table. Thereby, updates get reordered,
dropped or they can be duplicated. However, in the following, we are particularly
interested in reordering as it threatens the view consistency. The execution sequence푓 ,
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in the nal distribution round, denotes the materialization order into the view table.푢1 <푖 푢2 푢1 >푖 푢2 푢1||푖푢2 (4.3.2)
Two updates in an execution sequence 푢1, 푢2 ∈ 푖 can either one follow the other or they
can be executed simultaneously. We are using notation >푖 , <푖 here to indicate that two
updates are following each other in execution sequence of 푖 or notation ||푖 to indicate
that two updates are processed simultaneously in푖 . In subsequent execution sequences
(i.e.,푖+1, 푖+2), where updates are processed by dierent VMs, this relation may change.
From one distribution round to the next, a VM redistributes its updates to the set of
remaining VMs which manage the updates of the next round. Redistribution of updates
is performed using consistent hashing [60]. The assigner (see Section 4.1.2) hashes one
of the update’s attributes and associates the hash value in clockwise direction to one of
the VMs. The VMs are arranged on a hash-ring using the hash values of their VM-IDs.
In this manner, a VM assigns updates uniformly across the remaining VMs. The 푎푠푠푖푔푛
function (executed by the assigner) can be formalized as follows:푎푠푔(푢.퐴)→ VM (4.3.3)
An update 푢 is assigned using one of its attributes 푢.퐴 as parameter; the outcome of the
function is one of the remaining VMs. In distribution round (푑푖 , 퐴푖), a VM evaluates the
assign function on next round’s distribution key (i.e., 푎푠푔(푢.퐴푖+1) → VM) to determine
the receiving VM. The hash-ring is synchronized across all VMs via a distributed lock
service. Thus, the same VM is picked to handle the same update everywhere in the
system. This is important when regions (of base tables) move from one KN to another.
In the remainder of the section, VMS is designed to provide strong consistency. We argue
that convergence on its own is insucient due to the online nature of our system. Since
VMS is designed to incrementally maintain views, the targeted applications must be able
to read correct intermediate states. Further, weak consistency is inadequate since a client
can perform successive reads on the same view. If the view states are not correctly
ordered, the client may enter an inconsistent state (e.g., having to roll-back on a previous
state). On the other hand, complete consistency is too costly and can only be detected if
the clients repeatedly read from the base tables.
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Figure 4.3.2: Achieving consistency implementing Theorem 1
Now, we discuss how the dened properties of Theorem 1 can be achieved in VMS.
Figure 4.3.2 shows examples for each property of the theorem: Property 1: (a) Exactly
once, Property 2: (b) Atomicity/Isolation, (c) Multi-row updates and Property 3: (d) record
timeline. In the following we discuss adherence to each property separately and refer to
the examples.
4.3.2 Property 1: exactly once
Property 1 describes the requirement that view updates are applied exactly once to the
view table. This is a critical requirement, as views can be non-idempotent. There are two
possible scenarios that violate Property 1: (1) an update is received and applied more
than once, (2) an update is lost due to a crash (see Figure 4.3.2 (a)). In either case, the
view is incorrect (i.e., does not converge). We now describe both scenarios separately.
Scenario 1 – When sending streams of updates through the distribution rounds and
connecting dierent VMs, the system establishes reliability between them. Each VM
keeps track of the updates it received and the updates it has sent to other VMs.퐿 = (VMs,ℕ) (4.3.4)
In the moment an update is processed, the VM tags it with a local update ID (see Equa-
tion 4.3.4) which is set via attribute 푢.퐿 of the update. A local update ID is a combination
of the VM-ID and a local sequence number. When set in round 푑푖 the local update ID can
be used in round 푑푖+1 to identify whether an update has been already processed.
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To track the maintenance state, each VM uses two map variables 퐿푟푒푐 and 퐿푠푒푛 and captures
the last local update IDs processed with regard to all other VMs. Variable 퐿푟푒푐[푖] captures
the last local update ID, received from VM푖; 퐿푠푒푛[푖] stores the last local update ID which
has been sent to VM푖 . If a VM푖 resends an update 푢 a second time, using the same
sequence number as before (or a lower one), the receiving VM checks against condition(푢.퐿 ≤ 퐿푟푒푐[푖]) ; and drops the update if the condition evaluates to true.
Scenario 2 – Under crash failure, when updates are lost, we distinguish between Design 2
and Design 3 (see Section 4.1.2). When realizing Design 2, lost updates can be recovered
from the TL of the KN. Realizing Design 3, under the assumption that purging of TL is not
managed explicitly by VMS, we cannot replay updates that have been already streamed
from a KN. In this case, the only viable solution is deletion of views and a full scan of all
base table partitions to recompute the given view denitions.
In Figure 4.3.2 (a) the crash of a VM is depicted. In this case, the system starts a new
instance using the same VM-ID as the crashed VM (∗ in the example). As soon as the new
VM instance comes up, it executes a recovery procedure as shown in Algorithm 4.1. For
the new VM the VS, and the local variables are initialized blankly. To restore the state
of its 퐿푠푒푛 variables, the VM sends a request message (푚푟푒푐) to each VM푖 (Algorithm 4.1,
Line 1-2). It requests the last update ID that VM푖 received from the crashed VM (i.e.,퐿푟푒푐[∗]) before the crash; by means of the result, the VM restores its 퐿푠푒푛 variable.
Algorithm 4.1: Recovery at a new VM
1 for (푉푀푖 ∈ {푉푀1, ..푉푀푛}) do
2 퐿푠푒푛[푖]← 푉푀푖 .푠푒푛푑(푚푠푒푛); // restore 퐿푠푒푛
3 for 푢 ∈ TL do // replay updates
4 푢.퐿 = (푉푀푗 , 푛); // read local ID
5 퐿푟푒푐 [푗]← 푢.퐿; // restore 퐿푟푒푐
6 푝푟표푐푒푠푠(푉푆, 푢); // reprocess update
7 푉푀푎 ← 푎푠푔(푢.퐴); // reassign to 푉푀푎
8 if (푢.퐿 > 퐿푠푒푛[푗]) then
9 푉푀푎 .푠푒푛푑(푢); // resend update
10 for (푉푀푖 ∈ {푉푀1, ..푉푀푛}) do
11 푉푀푖 .푠푒푛푑(푚푟푒푠 = (퐿푟푒푐 [푖])); // resume sending
Then, the new VM takes ownership of the abandoned TL and replays all updates, building
up its VS from the ground (Algorithm 4.1, Line 3-9). During the replay, VM∗ reprocesses
and reassigns the updates and tests whether the results should be resent.
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After completing the replay, the new VM sends a resume-sending message (푚푟푒푠 =(퐿푟푒푐[푖])) to each VM (Algorithm 4.1, Line 10-11) such that all VMs know they can resume
sending. However, resuming the sending process is not trivial. The crashed VM could
have also had updates waiting in its queue; which have not been written into its TL
before. For that reason, the new VM puts the last local ID of the update that has been
received (and stored into TL) by VM푖 into the message 푚푟푒푠 . Then, each VM푖 compares
the variable against its own sending variable (i.e., 퐿푟푒푐[푖] < 퐿푠푒푛[∗]). If the value is equal,
VM푖 resumes sending, if it is smaller, VM푖 resends the missing updates, starting with the
next update after 퐿푟푒푐[푖].
4.3.3 Property 2: atomicity and isolation
According to Property 2, every view update has to be executed atomically and in isolation.
First of all, we rely on the semantics that are provided by the KVS to achieve this. We
assume (as it is for example the case for HBase and Cassandra) that at record level (i.e.,
for a single put operation), the execution follows standard ACID guarantees. Thus, we
conclude that a single VM can update a view record atomically and in isolation.
However, during maintenance, updates are distributed to many VMs and processed in
multiple stages. When two base updates (referring to the same view record) are sent to
dierent VMs, both VMs can update the view record simultaneously (see Figure 4.3.2 (b)).
This possibly leads to a violation of Property 2.(∃푢1, 푢2 ∈ 푖)(푢1.퐴푖+1 = 푢2.퐴푖+1)→ 푎푠푔(푢1.퐴푖) ≠ 푎푠푔(푢2.퐴푖) (4.3.5)
If there are two updates in round (푑푖 , 퐴푖) which are executed in sequence 푖 and which
are targeting the same distribution key in푖+1 (i.e, 푢.퐴푖+1) and which have been assigned
to two dierent VMs, then the VMs can possibly update the same view records simulta-
neously. VMS prevents the case shown in Equation 4.3.5 by design. Distributing updates
according to the hash of the next distribution key completely eliminates the need for
further synchronization mechanisms. Given a set of updates processed in distribution
round 푑푖 that are consecutively redistributed by distribution key 퐴푖+1. Then, the unique-
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ness of the assign function ensures that updates, targeting the same distribution keys푢.퐴푖+1 = 푎, are always forwarded to the same VM, no matter from where they originated.
The according equation can be formulated as follows:(∀푢 ∈ 푖)(푢.퐴푖+1 = 푎)→ 푎푠푔(푎) = VM (4.3.6)
The VM itself operates sequentially and prevents updates to the same view record from
interfering with each other. Thus, we conclude, the execution is isolated. It is also atomic,
as the put of a view record is executed according to ACID, and the get does not modify
data. However, our denitions are only based on simple view updates (that modify
single view records). In complex maintenance processes there might be also multi-row
updates in a view table. These types of updates are particularly challenging with regard
to Property 2 as we explain in the following.
Multi-row updates – During maintenance of aggregation or join operations, a base
table update of a single base record can touch many view records (e.g., by changing the
aggregation key or by joining multiple records). For the view table, all updated records
must be altered at the same time (see Figure 4.3.2 (c)).(∀푢 = (푢.1, .., 푢.푛) ∈ 푖)→ (∀푘)(푘 > 푖)(푢.1||푘 ..||푘푢.푛) (4.3.7)
To execute maintenance, VMS can simply split the multi-row update into a set of partial
updates (i.e., 푢 = (푢.1, .., 푢.푛)) and let them be processed by VMs, just like normal updates.
However, to not violate Property 2, the eects of all partial updates must become visible
in a view table simultaneously. Given that a maintenance operation produces a multi-
row update in round 푑푖 . Then, the partial updates have to be executed in parallel for all
rounds to come (푘 > 푖). However, asserting that intermediate views are not exposed to
the clients, we can relax the constraint as follows.(∀푢 = (푢.1, .., 푢.푛) ∈ 푖)→ (푢.1||푓 ..||푓 푢.푛) (4.3.8)
Still this constraint is dicult to achieve since we assume that partial updates can be
assigned to dierent VMs in the next distribution round. Also, using a KVS to store view
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tables means that view keys of the partial updates can be found in regions of dierent
KNs. Thus, updating them atomically (see Property 2), requires a cross-table transaction.
For eciency reasons, KVSs do not provide this kind of functionality (e.g., HBase oers
within-region transactions, only.) VMS demands additional mechanisms to maintain
atomicity when handling these kinds of multi-row updates.퐺 = (KNs,ℕ) (4.3.9)
Global locking is expensive and error-prone to use, thus, is best avoided in large-scale
distributed systems. We designed VMS in an asynchronous and lock-free manner, which
is also reected in our solution for handling timelines and multi-row updates. Let all
updates be tagged by a global update ID 퐺 (which can be accessed via attribute 푢.퐺). A
global update ID is provided by the KN an update originates from. In contrast to the
local ID, a global ID identies an update throughout the whole maintenance process. All
partial updates belonging to the same multi-row update can be identied by the same
global ID as the following equations shows:(∀푢 with 푢 = (푢.1, .., 푢.푛) ∈ 푖)→ 푢.1.퐺 = .. = 푢.푛.퐺 = 푔 ∈ 퐺 (4.3.10)
In order to support correct execution for multi-row updates, we propose a split-state
mechanism where VMS can write additional meta-data with the view update to safely
change the state of a view record in KVS. In general, the multi-row update is processed
in three steps (see Figure 4.3.3): (1) Synchronization, (2) writing the split-state and (3)
resolving the split-state. We now explain each of the steps separately.
Synchronization – When receiving a partial update, a VM buers it into a hash map
(using 푔 = 푢.퐺 as key), where it is kept along with the global ID until the complete
multi-row update is ready to be executed. Notably, the update is not applied such that
the targeted view record remains open for modications through regular updates.
In a next step, each VM evaluates the assign function, using 푔 as parameter (i.e., VM푐 ←푎푠푔(푔)). As all partial updates contain the same global ID, each VM resolves the same
view manager VM푐 which will be the coordinator for the multi-row transaction. By using
our hashing-scheme to determine the coordinator, we achieve two goals, simultaneously:
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Figure 4.3.3: Execution of a multi-row update
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rst, we allow the coordinator to be determined rapidly at each VM, (simply using the
global ID); second, we guarantee a uniform distribution of coordination tasks. As such,
coordination is decentralized and no single VM is overloaded with the task.
Finally, each VM sends a synchronization request message, formalized as 푚푠푦푛 = (푔) to
VM푐 . The synchronization request is a notication for the coordinator that the VM is
ready to process the multi-row transaction.
Writing the split-state – The coordinator waits until all partial updates of the multi-
row update have been requested. Then, it sends a write split-state message 푚푠푝푙 = (푔)
containing similar information as the sync message to each VM, advising them to write
out their split-states. In doing so, the VMs include the global update ID in the meta data
of the written record. This is required in order to identify dierent multi-row updates,
potentially occurring simultaneously. Finally, the VMs acknowledge the writing of the
split-state with 푚푎푐푘 to the coordinator.
Resolving the split-state – When the coordinator has received all acknowledgments,
it starts the third phase and informs all VMs to resolve their split-states using the resolve
command 푚푟푙푣 . When writing out the nal state (of the transaction) the VMs, again,
include the 푔 as identier.
Example 4.3.2: Figure 4.3.3 provides an overview of how a multi-row update 푢 consisting
of two partial updates is carried out. Consider a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and a sum view푉 = 훾푋,푠푢푚(푌 )(푅). Further consider an update 푢 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘1, 푥1 → 푥2, 푦)) on 푅 which is split
into two partial updates 푢.1 = 푑푒푙(푅(푘1, 푥1, 푦), 푔) and 푢.2 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘1, 푥2, 푦), 푔) both being
identied by global ID 푔. First partial update is sent to VM1, second is sent to VM2. Both
VMs select the same coordinator VM푐 and send 푚푠푦푛. Then VM푐 sends 푚푠푝푙 and advises both
VMs to write out their split-states (i.e, 푉 (푥1, 푠1|푠′1, 푔) and 푉 (푥2, 푠2|푠′2, 푔)). After receiving the
acknowledgments, VM푐 sends 푚푟푙푣 and both VMs resolve their split-states to 푉 (푥1, 푠′1, 푔) and푉 (푥2, 푠′2, 푔).
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Client reads – When a client reads view records and nds them in a normal state, it
simply fetches the records. In case, the clients nds view records that are tagged with a
update ID, it groups the view records according to their update ID. Existing split-states
are then, handled on client-side as the following formalization depicts:푉푔 = (∀푟 ∈ 푉 )(푟 .퐺 = 푔) (4.3.11)
(∀푟푖 ∈ 푉푔)(푟푖 .퐴 = (푎푖 |푎′푖 ))→ 푟푖 .퐴 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푎푖 if (∀푟푗 ∈ 푉푔 |푟푗 .퐴 = (푎푗 |푎′푗 ))푎′푖 if (∃푟푗 ∈ 푉푔 |푟푗 .퐴 = 푎푗) (4.3.12)
We dene 푉푔 as all records of the view that possess the same global update ID 푔. If there
are split-states (푎푖 |푎′푖 ) among the attributes of a view record in a group 푉푔 , the client
checks the entire group 푉푔 . If there are only split-states, the client takes the old value푎푖 . There might be more split-states not written yet, such that the new value, together
with the non-existing split-states would produce an inconsistent view state. However,
if there is a single resolved state among the view records, the client decides to take the
new value 푎′푖 . The resolved state indicates that all split-states must have been written
and that the new values can be read safely within 푉푔 .
4.3.4 Property 3: record timeline
Property 3 means that sequences of updates on the same base record are not reordered
when processed by VMS. Thereby, we assume the correct order of updates, as determined
by each KN, is provided as input to the attached VM. While reordering of updates within
VMS may be allowed (e.g., due to parallel execution), reordering with regard to the
timeline of a base record (or a view record) has to be respected. The record timeline
constraint can be formulated as follows:(∀푢1, 푢2 ∈ 푖)(푢1 <푖 푢2)(푢1.퐴푖 = 푢2.퐴푖)→ (∀푘(푘 > 푖))(푢1 <푘 푢2) (4.3.13)
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When two updates, applied in round (푑푖 , 퐴푖), are using the same distribution key (i.e.,푢1.퐴푖 = 푢2.퐴푖) follow each other in a timeline (i.e., <푖 , ), their order has to be respected
during all following sequences ((∀푘)(푘 > 푖)).
Since processing at VMs is sequential, a reordering of a timeline can only occur during
redistribution. Redistributing the updates according to the hash of the next distribution
key 퐴푖+1 creates a new record timeline which has the following implications: As long
as 퐴푖+1 does not change the assignment, updates are always forwarded to the same VM.
If there are two updates, modifying the same record and yielding dierent assignment
results in the next distribution round (e.g., (푢1.퐴푖 = 푢2.퐴푖)(푎푠푔(푢1.퐴푖+1) ≠ 푎푠푔(푢2.퐴푖+1))
both updates are sent to dierent VMs. This implies that there is a possible timeline
violation that may break consistency as incorrect intermediate view states could occur.
Also there is the problem of transitive dependencies. When complex queries (e.g., multiple
consecutive joins or aggregations) are processed, the maintenance plan involves multi-
ple stages of redistribution (see Figure 4.3.1) during which updates are reassigned and
partitioned based on dierent view records. Each of the view keys creates its own new
timeline. While each timeline could be synchronized separately to solve the problem,
dependencies of prior timelines get inherited to the current one which we call a transitive
dependency. These transitive dependencies complicate the task of providing consistency
severely because the number of dependencies in the system increases exponentially.
Example 4.3.3: Continuing Example 4.3.1 (see Figure 4.3.1): Given that the base table is in a
state 푅1 = {(푘1, 푥1, 푦1)}. Now the following updates occur: A delete (푢1 = 푑푒푙(푅1(푘1, 푥1, 푦1)))
followed by a put of 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘1, 푥2, 푦2)), then 푢3 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘2, 푥2, 푦3)). After the rst
round, updates 푢1 and 푢2 are redistributed according to key 푋 ; 푢1 is passed to VM1 (hash
of 푥1) whereas 푢2 is passed to VM2 (hash of 푥2). In a unfavorable constellation, 푢2 could be
applied before 푢1, which brakes consistency as 푢1 (arriving later) deletes the record belonging
to 푘1. Then, the record is reected in the base table but not in the view table. Further, a
dependency between 푢3 and 푢2 which is introduced by the timeline of 푋 can be observed.
Given that 푢2 is processed at VM2 before 푢3. Because 푢2 is dependent on 푢1, 푢3 is not only
dependent on 푢2 but also 푢1 which is a transitive dependency.
To solve the problem and synchronize modications, we introduce the concept of timeline
buering to achieve strong consistency. The idea behind timeline buering is that always
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only one version of a specic (base or view) record is allowed to travel the system at a
time which is called the active update. This rule is enforced over all distribution rounds,
such that transitive dependencies cannot arise.
Let푖(푡) be the sequence of updates in a distribution round that have been processed up
until point 푡 . Given a sequence of updates in distribution round (푑푖 , 퐴푖) and a distribution
key 푎 ∈ 퐴푖 . Out of the updates that are not materialized yet (푢 ∉ 푓 (푡)), there is always
only 푛 active updates with the same key 푎 for all subsequent distribution rounds 푘(푡).
What we demand can be expressed as follows:(∀푎 ∈ 퐴푖)(푆 = {푢|(∀푘(푡)(푘 > 푖))(푢.퐴푖 = 푎)(푢 ∉ 푓 (푡))})→ |푆| = 푛 (4.3.14)
In our approach, we restrict the system to 푛 = 1 updates. However, we can loosen the
constraint to allow 푛 ≥ 1 versions, simultaneously. But then, additional synchronization
measures have to be taken in order to sustain consistency. To implement timeline
buering, each VM is equipped with its own timeline buer (TB). Before each update is
processed at a VM it is tested against the TB. The TB remembers the row-keys of all active
updates in the system right now. When, during the time an update is actively processed,
subsequent updates on the same row-key arrive, they are held and queued into TB. The
next subsequent versions are only released when the materialization of the last active
update has been conrmed. To make timeline buering even more ecient, subsequent
updates that are queued can be merged together to reect the respective latest version
of the timeline.
Algorithm 4.2: Checking updates against a TB
1 for 푢 ∈ 푉푀 do
2 푎 ← 푢.퐴푖 ;
3 if (퐻푎푐푡 [푎] ≠ ∅) then // check for active updates
4 퐻푎푐푡 [푎]← 푢; // set active update
5 return 푢;
6 else
7 퐻푏푢푓 [푎]← 푢; // buer update
8 return ∅;
The TB employs two hash maps: 퐻푎푐푡 which contains the row-key (of the current distri-
bution round) and the global update ID of the active updates and 퐻푏푢푓 which stores the
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buered updates (see Algorithm 4.2). The row-keys and sequence number of incoming
updates are, rst, put into 퐻푎푐푡 (Algorithm 4.2, Line 4). If, in the meantime more updates
over the same row-key arrive, the are buered into 퐻푏푢푓 (Algorithm 4.2, Line 7). If the
buer is already full the buered update is overwritten by the newer one. In this way,
the system is protected against skewed workload distributions, where many updates of
the same key are maintained.
If, now and then, the update IDs of the materialized updates arrive, the TB is cleaned
up (see Algorithm 4.3). The VM rst removes the active update (Algorithm 4.3, Line 3).
Then, if there is a buered update, the VM sets it active and feeds it into the processing
cycle (Algorithm 4.3, Line 5-8). During the process of cleaning TB, view maintenance has
to be halted to prevent inconsistencies. However, cleaning up is a local process, executed
in dened intervals. As such impact on overall latency is low.
Algorithm 4.3: Clean up a TB
1 for 푎 ∈ 퐻푎푐푡 do
2 if (푢 ∈ 푓 (푡)) then // check if materialized
3 퐻푎푐푡 [푎]← ∅ // remove active update
4 if 퐻푏푢푓 [푎] ≠ ∅ then
5 푢 ← 퐻푏푢푓 [푎];
6 퐻푎푐푡 [푎]← 푢; // activate buered update
7 푝푟표푐푒푠푠(푉푆, 푢) // process buered update
8 퐻푏푢푓 [푎]← ∅ // reset buer
Revisiting Example 2: when a TB is employed at VM1, the view manager realizes that 푢1 and푢2 belong to the same timeline (modifying 푘1). Thus, VM1 will not send out 푢2, before the
materialization of 푢1 has been conrmed. Likewise, VM2 will consult its TB and hold back푢3 until the materialization of 푢2 has been conrmed. The transitive dependency between푢1 and 푢3 is not existing (as there is no active dependency between 푢1 and 푢2).
While still allowing parallelism of maintenance, timeline buering merely restricts the
number of updates processed over a single record. This reduces the amount of updates
sent through VMS dramatically. Likewise, it prevents the creation of transitive dependen-
cies, and thus, allows VMS to achieve strong consistency at manageable cost. Moreover,
with timeline buering, it is certain that always one of the records versions is reected in
the view. The downsides are comparably small: synchronization of intermediate record
states is slower or in some cases may be skipped due to the merging process in TB.
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4.3.5 Batching
From a practical perspective, when computing millions of updates, the system may
accumulate a large number of record version as well as multi-row updates and may
be overloaded with synchronization tasks to achieve consistency. As we are only mate-
rializing (and exposing) the last view computation to clients, the system relies heavily
on batching to locally and globally aggregate sets of updates to improve performance.
Knowing that during a batch a xed number of updates is loaded and processed, we can
perform the following optimizations.
Record timeline – What a timeline buer does while buering updates, can be done
to the complete update set before processing the updates. When the VM receives a
batch of update operations from a KN, it condenses the timelines to only reect a single
update per base record. The same technique is applied when recursively processing
the maintenance plan in batches. For each aggregation or join processing step, the VM
condenses the timeline of the results, releasing only one 푝푢푡 or 푑푒푙푒푡푒 update per view
record. Again, this reduces the amounts of updates processed signicantly.
Multi-row updates – Logically, it is not important for the system to synchronize the
results of every multi-row update. For writing out the result after an incremental batch,
the batch itself can be considered as one large multi-row transaction, in which every
VM transitions from a view state that was valid before the batch operation (i.e., 푉 ) to a
view state that is valid after the batch operation (i.e., 푉 ′). As transaction identier serves
the batch ID. The batch ID is contained in a token that is sent after the last update of
a batch. During the whole batch, VMs manage a single split state. Thereby, the VMs
keep the old value unchanged and apply all modications to the new value. Then, when
the VMs receive the token, they use the hashing scheme to compute the coordinator
(i.e., 푎푠푔(푏푎푡푐ℎ퐼퐷)). The coordinator advises all VMs to write out their split-states of the
complete batch. When the VMs have acknowledged the operation, the coordinator sends
the resolve command, which concludes the update of the complete view state.
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4.4 Supported view types
VMS supports a large spectrum of SQL expressions in dening views (e.g., SPJA, exists,
case/when and nested query constructs). Here, we mainly develop techniques supporting
(strongly) consistent view maintenance. We dene a set of Pre-Processing View types that
serve to derive standard views without resorting to indirection. To model view mainte-
nance with Pre-Processing View types, we use generalized multi-sets (see Chapter 2.5).
Pre-Processing Views are materialized internally, in a sense that they are neither specied
by clients nor exposed to them. Pre-Processing Views are kept as intermediate view tables
in VS. Their purpose is two-fold. For some query types, Pre-Processing Views are essential
in order to maintain strong consistency. For others (e.g., when used for pre-aggregation),
Pre-Processing Views are used to trade o storage overhead in favor of read latency [61],
as discussed in Section 4.5. Also, many application-level views can be derived from the
same Pre-Processing View, amortizing its cost. Note that VMS handles Pre-Processing Views
in the same manner as other views, which includes handling failures and lost updates
(see Section 4.3.2). We now describe the three key Pre-Processing View types, we leverage
in VMS.
Delta – A Delta view is a Pre-Processing View that tracks base table changes between
successive updates. In KVS, client updates only contain the update information but they
do not characterize the base record state before or after the operation. For example, a
delete update only contains the row-key to be deleted and not the actual row values. For
view maintenance, this information is vital; hence, we capture it in a Delta view. The Delta
view records base table entry changes, tracking the states between row updates, i.e., the
delta between two successive updates for a given key. Given a base table 푅 ∈ 푅푠푒푡 in round(푑0, 퐴0). Then, we dene the delta view as intermediate view 퐼푑푒푙 which is partitioned
and indexed by base key 퐴0. 퐼푑푒푙 =퐼푑푒푙 ⊎ Δ푅 (4.4.1)
We keep the records of 푅 materialized in 퐼푑푒푙 . When a delete is propagated, the system
uses 퐼푑푒푙 to nd out the row values of the deleted record. To optimize and reduce the
storage overhead of a delta view, it can be combined with a selection operator.
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Pre-aggregation view – The Pre-aggregation view is a Pre-Processing View that prepares
for aggregation by sorting and grouping base table rows. It serves two purposes: (1)
pre-aggregating aggregation functions locally, such their results can be combined later
(2) storing dis-aggregated records to re-compute a minimum or maximum after deletion.
To materialize these aggregates without Pre-aggregation, VMS would have to send updates
for every base table refresh. In addition, for min- and max-views, the deletion of the
minimum (maximum) in the view would require an expensive base table scan to deter-
mine the new minimum (maximum), introducing consistency issues that result from the
sought after values changing while a scan is in progress.
Sum/Count 1: Let a sum operation be dened over a universal view function as follows:훾푋,푠푢푚(퐴)(푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡))with푋 , the grouping attribute and 푠푢푚(퐴) the grouping function (on
some regular attribute 퐴). Let the aggregation, in the interest of generality, be computed
on top of a universal view function 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡). Further, let a maintenance plan be dened
by the view function with connecting view 퐼 , belonging to distribution round (푑푖 , 퐴푖). We
call 퐼 the connecting view because, as the last intermediate view of 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡), it connects
the view function with the sum operator. 퐼 can be a base table or an intermediate view,
i.e., 퐼 ∈ 푅푠푒푡 ∨ 퐼 ∈ {퐼1, ..퐼푛}.
To exploit locality, VMS builds and maintains the local pre-aggregate 퐼푃푟푒 in the same
round 푑푖 . While 퐼푃푟푒 is already grouped by 푋 , the table is still partitioned by 퐴푖 . To build
the global aggregate, a new distribution round (푑푖+1, 퐴푖+1) is added with attribute 퐴푖+1 = 푋 .
Then, the global aggregate is stored into a view 퐼퐴푔푔 . Delta equations for both view are
written as follows: 퐼푃푟푒 = 퐼푃푟푒 ⊎ 훾푋,푠푢푚(퐴)(Δ퐼 )퐼퐴푔푔 = 퐼퐴푔푔 ⊎ Δ퐼푃푟푒 (4.4.2)
Min/Max 1: Let a minimum (or maximum) operator over a universal view function be
dened as 훾푋,푚푖푛(퐴)(푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡)). Then, the schema of the local pre-aggregation 퐼푃푟푒 can
be dened exibly such that the pre-aggregate in 퐼푃푟푒 can be updated with the current
minimum and additionally, with the dis-aggregated value itself 휋푋,퐴,푛(Δ퐼 ). Thereby 푋
represents the grouping key, 퐴 the input value and 푛 ∈ ℕ the explicit multiplicity in case
that there are many input values with the same value. The exibility of the KVS schema
lets us store both record types at the same time.
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This way, when a minimum or maximum is deleted, the next one can be determined
quickly by computing 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐴?)) and evaluating the minimal value of 퐴. This
get operation uses fast row-key access to return all dis-aggregated values with 푥 = 푟 .푋 .
Thereby, 퐴? is a wild card that returns only the rows of 퐼푃푟푒 where 퐴 is set (and not푚푖푛(퐴)). The delta equations of the view construction are performed as follows:퐼푃푟푒 = 퐼푃푟푒 ⊎ (훾푋,푚푖푛(퐴)(Δ퐼 ) ∪ 휋푋,퐴,푛(Δ퐼 ))퐼퐴푔푔 = 훾푋,푚푖푛(퐴)(퐼퐴푔푔 ⊎ 휎퐴=∅(Δ퐼푃푟푒)) (4.4.3)
Again a local pre-aggregation 퐼푃푟푒 is used, which stores the dis-aggregated and the
aggregate values locally (in VS). It only occupies the storage that is needed to store
the dis-aggregation of the local partition. Then, later only the local aggregate is sent out,
again to be combined globally in view 퐼퐴푔푔 according to distribution key 퐴푖+1 = 푋 .
Example 4.4.1: Let a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and a view 푉 = 훾푋,푚푖푛(푌 )(푅) be dened as
before. Given three (local) updates that occur at base table 푅: 푢1 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘1, 푥, 5)), 푢2 =푝푢푡(푅(푘2, 푥, 3)) and 푢3 = 푑푒푙(푅(푘2, 푥, 3))which are propagated to VMS for viewmaintenance.
After the rst two updates, 퐼푃푟푒 materializes as: 퐼푃푟푒={(푥, 퐴=5, 1), (푥, 퐴=3, 1), (푥,푀푖푛=3)}.
Update 푢3 deletes the local minimum and the system queries 푚푖푛(푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐴?))). The
query delivers {(푥, 퐴 = 3, 1), (푥, 퐴 = 5, 1)} and reevaluates the minimum as (푥,푀푖푛 = 5).
Reverse-join view – A Reverse-join view is an intermediate materialized view that
supports the ecient and correct computation of join views in VMS. A join view is
derived from at least two base tables. For an update to one of these tables, the VM needs
to query the other base table to determine the matching join rows. A matching join row
can only be determined quickly if the join-attribute is the row-key of the queried base
table, or if an index is dened on the join-attribute for the table. Otherwise, a scan of the
entire table is required, which requires a disproportional amount of time, slowing down
view maintenance signicantly and impacting consistency. However, the use of an index
(like, for example, a hash table referencing one of the base tables) reveals the following
drawbacks: (1) An index has to be updated to remain consistent with the base data. This
adds latency and holds the danger of stale references. (2) While a VM follows a reference
of an index, underlying base tables may change, thus, destroying (strong) consistency
for derived views. To address these issues, we introduce the Reverse-join view.
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Let a join operation be dened over two universal functions 푉 푖푒푤퐴(푅푠푒푡) ⋈ 푉 푖푒푤퐵(푅푠푒푡),
where 퐼퐴, 퐼퐵 are the connecting views of both functions and (푑푖 , 퐴푖), (푑푗 , 퐵푗) are the respec-
tive distribution rounds. Let the two connecting views be dened as 퐼퐴 = (퐴̄푖 , 푋 , 퐴′1, .., 퐴′푚)
(with 퐴′1, .., 퐴′푚 just being regular attributes) and 퐼퐵 = (퐵̄푗 , 푋 , 퐵′1, .., 퐵′푛) (with 퐵′1, .., 퐵′푛 just
being regular attributes) which are being joined over attribute 푋 . Again, we use the
exible KVS schema to dene a view which stores records from both join tables using(푋, 퐴푖 ∪ 퐵푗) as row-key to rapidly retrieve matching join rows.
When operations are propagated from both sides, they are redistributed according to 푋 .
For that reason a new distribution round is added with distribution attribute 퐴푖+1 = 퐵푗+1 =푋 . Using the join attribute 퐼푅푒푣 can be accessed from either side of the relation. Given
that either side is updated with Δ퐼퐴 or Δ퐼퐵, the changes are reected in 퐼푅푒푣 as follows:퐼푅푒푣 = 퐼푅푒푣 ⊎ 휋푋,퐴푖 ,퐴′1,..,퐴′푚 (Δ퐼퐴)퐼푅푒푣 = 퐼푅푒푣 ⊎ 휋푋,퐵푗 ,퐵′1,..,퐵′푛 (Δ퐼퐵) (4.4.4)
This technique enables inner, left-, right-, and full-join as well as semi-join to directly
derive from 퐼푅푒푣 without the need for base table scans (or additional indices), as we show
below. Further, we can parametrize subsequent joins. Given Δ퐼퐴 (Δ퐼퐵 can be dened
analogous but is omitted for conciseness), we build the join records as follows:(퐼퐴 |><| 퐼퐵) ∶ (∀푟 ∈ Δ퐼퐴)(푆 = 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐵푗?))) ∶퐼퐽 표푖푛 = 퐼퐽 표푖푛 ⊎ ({푟} × 푆) (4.4.5)(퐼퐴 ><| 퐼퐵) ∶ (∀푟 ∈ Δ퐼퐴)(푆 = 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐵푗?))) ∶퐼퐽 표푖푛 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩퐼퐽 표푖푛 ⊎ {푟} if (푆 ≠ ∅)퐼퐽 표푖푛 else (4.4.6)(퐼퐴 d|><| 퐼퐵) ∶ (∀푟 ∈ Δ퐼퐴)(푆 = 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐵푗?))) ∶퐼퐽 표푖푛 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩퐼퐽 표푖푛 ⊎ ({푟} × 푆) if (푆 ≠ ∅)퐼퐽 표푖푛 ⊎ {푟} else (4.4.7)
To obtain the join result, the VM uses a get operation 푆 = 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푟 .푋 , 퐵푗?)) to retrieve all
stored records with same join key 푟 .푋 from join table 퐼퐵. Thereby, the VM uses wild card퐵푗? to only load the rows that originate at 퐼퐵. Because 푋 is the rst row-key and 퐴푖 ∪ 퐵푗
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is the second row-key in 퐼푅푒푣 , access to fetch 푆 is very fast. Then, the VM computes the
cross-product of the update record 푟 and 푆 to determine the join records. A little example
illustrates the case:
Example 4.4.2: Let two base tables 푅1 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and 푅2 = (퐿̄, 푋 , 푍 ) and a view table be
dened as 푉 = 푅1 ⋈ 푅2. Also, let three updates be applied to the base tables as: 푢1 =푝푢푡(푅1(푘1, 푥, 5)), 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘2, 푥, 10)) and 푢3 = 푝푢푡(푅2(푙1, 푥, 3)). Applying the rst two
updates, VMS builds the Reverse-join as 퐼푅푒푣={(푥, 퐾=푘1, 푌=5), (푥, 퐾=푘2, 푌=10)}. Now, for
Update 3, the system queries 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(푥, 퐾?)) once, and uses the result to build the natural
join 퐼퐽 표푖푛 = {(푘1, 푙1, 푥, 5, 3), (푘2, 푙1, 푥, 10, 3)}.
VMS, in general, executes two main strategies (and their combination) to load and
compute a distributed join. Strategy 1, fully partitioned loading; and Strategy 2, partially
partitioned loading. Both strategies are standard concepts in query processing.
Strategy 1 – We load a partition of either base table at every VM. Subsequently, we
execute the strategy in three rounds. During Round 1, VMS redistributes the keys of
both join tables according to the join key and sends them out to VMs. This step involves
substantial n-to-m communication, as it triggers a VM to send many updates to dierent
VMs. During Round 2, the VMs, in parallel, store the received records into their Reverse-
join view. Ultimately, in Round 3, the join results are obtained.
Strategy 2 – When one of the base tables is suciently small, we load it completely at
every node together with a partition of the distributed join table. We need only two
rounds to compute the join: In Round 1, the intermediate join view is built directly,
locally. In Round 2, the VM can build the nal join and materialize the records if desired.
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4.5 Evaluation
In this section, we report on the results of our extensive experimental evaluation. We
fully implemented VMS in Java and integrated it with Apache HBase.
Experimental setup – Experiments are performed on a virtualized environment (Open-
Stack) of a cluster comprised of 42 physical machines (each equipped with 2x Intel Xeon
(8 cores), 128 GB RAM, 600 GB SSD, 1 TB HDD, inter-connected with a 10 GBit/s network).
The setup employs up to 222 virtual machines (running Ubuntu 14.04). For, HBase, a set
of virtual machines is dedicated to the Apache Hadoop (v2.2.0) installation: one as name
node (HDFS master) and a group of data nodes (HDFS). Co-located with HDFS, HBase
(v0.98.24) is installed on those same virtual machines with one master and a group of
region servers, respectively. The data node/region server machines are properly sized (4
cores, 20 GB RAM, SSDs for fast read/write performance).
TPC-H – The database benchmark contains a record set of typical business data, con-
taining many columns of various data types (addresses, text elds, oat values). Our
objective is to use VMS to incrementally maintain views over TPC-H data, for fast access
to summarized data used in online analytics. For evaluation we use scale factors 100푥
(~100퐺퐵) and 500푥 (~500퐺퐵). Using the TPC-H workload lets us evaluate the approach
under realistic data loads being used in common applications. TPC-H is designed as
an OLAP benchmark: it generates large table sets and also provides update workloads
to 표푟푑푒푟푠 and 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚 tables. However, generating dynamic OLTP workloads with
dierent distributions is not possible. For that reason, we extended TPC-H to generate
large transactional workloads on KVS including 푝푢푡 and 푑푒푙푒푡푒 operations. During our
evaluation, we use the full range of TPC-H query templates (except 5 and 21) and denote
them with 푄1-푄22. These queries capture a wide range of SQL expression, including
specic expressions (e.g., case/when, exists, complex joins) and manifold nested queries.
For each query, we load a view denition that can be materialized and maintained by
our system.
Bulk loading performance – In this section, we evaluate the sole performance of
VMS when materializing or maintaining single views (dened by a single TPC-H query).
Therefore, we allocate most of the cluster resources to VMS and deploy 400 VMs on 200
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dedicated nodes. HDFS and HBase are deployed only in a small setup, used for view
materialization only, on 22 nodes (1 master, 1 ZooKeeper, 20 region servers). We push
VMS to its limits, generating workloads with a scale factor of 500 (creating a 500퐺퐵
database with ~4.3 billion records).
For the evaluation, we use two dierent workloads: A and B. Workload A consists of table
records and simulates a scenario where views are materialized from existing base table
sets (i.e., 푅1, ..푅푛). Workload B consists of base table updates (i.e., Δ푅1, ..Δ푅푛) and simulates
a scenario where updates are streamed from a database. However, both workloads are
generated and stored in form of part-les at each VM. To execute them, a VM must simply
load the les and read the workload.
The experimental procedure is the following: we congure VMS using one of the 22
TPC-H queries and let VMS load the view denition to all VMs. Then, either workload
A or workload B is bulk loaded (either from disc or directly from memory). We let
VMS perform the complete maintenance process and measure its execution time. The
execution time is the time taken to load the workloads and to fully materialize the results
into a view table of KVS.
Figure 4.5.1 shows the execution times of the tested TPC-H queries. Figure 4.5.2 shows
the maintenance throughput of the same TPC-H query set. The throughput gures are
normalized with the number of base table updates being processed. Thus, throughput
is displayed as the overall and average number of base table records (푏푡푟 ) or base table
udpates (푏푡푢) that VMS can convert into view updates in a second, expressed as 푏푡푟/푠 or푏푡푢/푠.
The best performances are achieved by VMS for pure aggregation queries (i.e., 푄1, 푄6),
queries with small base tables (i.e., 푄2, 푄16) and queries with high selectivities (i.e.,푄12, 푄14). VMS always uses pre-aggregation to aggregate keys locally at each VM, and
later combines the results. The higher the aggregation ratio is (aggregation functions
without group bys have the highest ratio), the lower the communication overhead and
the materialization cost of KVS. When loaded from memory, query 푄6 achieves the best
performance (due to its high selectivity) aggregating ~320퐺퐵 of data in 13 seconds and
achieving an average throughput of ~235푀 푏푡푢/푠 (maximum throughput is ~348푀 푏푡푢/푠).
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Figure 4.5.1: Bulk loading (execution time)
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Figure 4.5.2: Bulk loading (throughput)
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The next-best results are achieved by query 푄14, representing a two-table join (푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚,
~3퐵 records; 푝푎푟푡 , ~100푀 records) followed by an aggregation. When loading from
memory, the execution time is 26 seconds and the average throughput is 119푀 푏푡푢/푠
(maximal throughput is 259푀 푏푡푢/푠). Query 푄12 (joining 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚, ~3퐵 records; 표푟푑푒푟푠,
~750푀 records) can be processed in 72 seconds at 52푀 btu/s. VMS is suitable for joining
two large tables: the key-range of both join tables can be partitioned and the resulting
Reverse-join (see Section 5.1.3) can be distributed over the VMs.
The longest execution times are observed for manifold join views involving large base
tables (i.e., 푄7, 푄8, 푄9). Here, VMS is constrained by the number of updates that can be
transported over the network. To accelerate the computation, VMS loads the smaller
tables (i.e., 푟푒푔푖표푛, 푛푎푡푖표푛) completely at every VM (see partially partitioned loading,
Section 5.1.3), whereas the larger tables (i.e., 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚, 표푟푑푒푟푠, 푐푢푠푡표푚푒푟 ) are split such
that a VM loads only a partition (see fully partitioned loading, Section 5.1.3). In this
way, some of the joins can be computed locally such that 푄7 executes in 236 seconds
when loading from memory. Moreover, an average throughput of 16.2푀 푏푡푢/푠 can be
maintained (max throughput is 70푀 푏푡푢/푠) and the total number of records is ~3.8퐵.
The reductions (in execution time) we obtain by loading records from memory rather
from disc are highly depending on the query template. Queries with large base tables and
operations that can be applied locally (i.e., selection, pre-aggregation, local join) prot
the most. 푄6 and 푄15 yield a reduction of 74% and 66%, 푄1 yields 44% and 푄2 푄7 only
yield ~23 (due to their high share of communication overhead). In general, it can be said
that the improvement for memory loading is quite signicant and should be particularly
considered when loading queries repeatedly from the same source.
The dierences between workload A and workload B are signicant for some queries
but negligible for other queries. Queries 푄1, 푄3 and 푄4 show a small dierence between
workload A and workload B (10%-20%), and queries푄7,푄8 and푄9 show a larger dierence
(32%-43%). For long-running queries (i.e., the latter queries) workload A presents a
challenge, as it is a pure insert workload. After a while, inserting records lls the memory,
causing the access time to decline. By contrast, workload B provides a well-balanced
memory condition, as 35% of the records are deleted over time.
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HBase performance – The second set of experiments evaluates VMS in combination
with HBase. Thereby, HBase stores base and view table data. VMS either performs
basic materialization by loading base tables from HBase or incremental maintenance
by monitoring HBase co-processor or TL. In this setup, HBase and VMS share cluster
resources. We use 200 nodes each equipped with a HDFS data node, a HBase region
server, a co-processor and a VM. Four more nodes are used as master and ZooKeeper
nodes.
Basic materialization – In the rst step, we load data from existing base tables in HBase
and materialize the results into a view table. Prior to each experiment, we create a set
of base tables (chosen from TPC-H). These base tables are, then, lled with data using a
scale factor of 100.0 (~100퐺퐵). To ll the tables, we use 200 clients, each generating and
loading a part of the overall workload to HBase. We load and execute one of the TPC-H
queries via the VMS console and measure its execution time without, rst, pre-computing
any Pre-Processing Views. The evaluation time always includes the time to materialize the
view into an HBase table.
Figure 4.5.3 and Figure 4.5.4 show the results of execution time and throughput. Maximal
performance of VMS is achieved for queries with high selectivity and strong aggregations.
For example, queries푄1 and푄6 are materialized in 42 and 21 seconds fromHBase. Average
throughputs ranging from 14푀 up to 28푀 푏푡푟/푠 are achieved (maximum is 122푀 푏푡푟/푠).
Also, joining few (large) tables as in푄3, 푄10, 푄12, 푄14, and푄19 can be done with an average
throughput of 12.5푀-31푀 푏푡푟/푠.
Queries without join operations or with a high selectivity such as 푄1, 푄6, 푄10, 푄12, 푄14
are bound by loading and processing speed. To speed up scanning, we process selections
(over base table records) already at HBase. Thereby we use HBase lters and hand the
selection predicates to the scanner such that non-matching records are directly dropped
and not forwarded to VMS. Also, we congure the HBase scanner to fetch only columns
that are needed by the query.
Again, the largest operations are found in queries 푄7, 푄8 and 푄9. Here, VMS joins 5, 7 and
6 tables. The number of records involved are 767푀 , 778푀 and 852푀 . While processing
these large joins, VMS is able to maintain a stable average performance of 4푀-7푀 base
records per second. Due to VMS’s stream-oriented processing style, join views over very
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Figure 4.5.3: HBase performance (execution time)
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large base tables are supported. The size is only limited by the size of the materialized
Pre-Processing Views, if for performance reasons, they are kept in-memory.
While loading data from HBase has some performance drawbacks (in comparison to bulk
loading), it is favorable in many use cases considering that the base data is kept in a KVS.
All mechanisms to ensure availability, fault-tolerance and preserve the consistent state
over a record’s lifetime are managed by HBase.
Incremental maintenance – This set of experiments evaluates VMS in incrementally
maintaining a set of materialized views, given base table data changes. We evaluate
the two primary designs introduced in Section 4.1.2 (Design 2 and Design 3). In Design 2,
each VM connects to HDFS and reads the WAL of a (single) region server. Thus, it reads
operations in sequence without using multi-threading. In Design 3, we deploy a co-
processor at each region server to intercept events that occur due to client base table
updates. The events notify the local VM that is deployed along with the co-processor in
the same JVM.
Incremental maintenance is inherently faster than basic materialization because there is
no need to load complete table sets. Additionally, the number of updates, after which the
view table shall be refreshed, can be congured, leading to the intended latency (see view
freshness). However, to make a fair performance comparison, we evaluate the execution
time using the same number of incremental updates as base records generated for basic
materialization.
We create a set of base tables (chosen from TPC-H). Then, we prepare VMS for incremental
view maintenance by loading one of the TPC-H queries as views. Finally, we start 200
update clients that apply a mixed update stream to HBase (using scale factor 100 to
generate 100퐺퐵 of 푝푢푡 and 푑푒푙푒푡푒 updates). Then, we let VMS asynchronously processes
the updates.
Figure 4.5.3 and Figure 4.5.4 show the results of execution time and throughput. Co-
processor loading achieves the best execution times of 12푠 − 14푠 for 푄6, 푄14 and 푄19.
Thereby average throughput ranges from 44-50 푏푡푢/푠 (maximum is 145푀 ). In contrast to
basic materialization, co-processor loading does not require HBase lters; queries with
high selectivity are computed rapidly from memory. Also for long running joins 푄7-푄9,
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co-processor loading excels with 6푀-11푀 푏푡푢/푠. This might also be related to the high
selectivities. Observing 3-table joins 푄3 and 푄4, the advantage diminishes (51푠 and 52푠
compared to 61푠 and 63푠 for basic materialization).
In general, we measure reading from the WAL as the slowest alternative. The more
updates VMS has to load, the more bottleneck becomes the network. For queries 푄2, 푄11
and 푄16, which join many small tables and do not include the large 표푟푑푒푟푠 and 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚
tables, almost no disadvantage can be observed. Execution times are 19 − 33푠 (compared
to 19 − 26푠 for co-processor loading). However, for queries 푄7, 푄8, 푄9 and 푄17, 푄18 which
include 표푟푑푒푟푠 and 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚 and have low selectivities, execution times raise to 110−228푠
(compared to 68 − 151푠 for co-processor loading). The highest dierence can then be
observed for large table with high selectivity, for example, 푄6, 푄12, 푄14 and 푄19 with41 − 71푠 (compared to 12 − 29푠 with co-processor loading).
Overall, reading the WAL performs slower than co-processor loading with a factor of 1.2-3푥 . VMs have to read the WAL over a network connection. Also lters (for projections
and selections) cannot be applied during the reading process such that update operations
have to be fully retrieved before they can be dropped (or columns can be projected).
However, the advantages of reading the WAL (Design 3) are given through the fault-
tolerance capabilities and the non-interference with HBase. Using many small tables
with low selectivity also the performance aspect disappears.
Comparing raw processing speeds, generally speaking, we found incremental mainte-
nance (via co-processor) to be executed faster (1.3-2.1푥 depending on query) than basic
materialization (via scan). Even though, basic materialization does not rely on Delta
views (as no before-after state has to be tracked) and maximal batching can be applied, a
scan always takes more time than loading up the queued update operations. While basic
materialization can only be used to process complete base tables, it is still an essential
part of VMS when materializing views on top of existing base data or when dening
new queries after a stream of updates has been processed (and update operations are not
available anymore).
Comparison to Apache Phoenix – In Figure 4.5.5, we compare VMS to the perfor-
mance of Apache Phoenix (v4.14.1). To the best of our knowledge, Phoenix is the only
open source framework that supports SQL query processing and view materialization as
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Figure 4.5.8: VMS overhead
a layer on top of HBase. We focus our comparison on VMS basic materialization versus
Phoenix as no strong consistency preserving incremental materialization is supported
in Phoenix (see Chapter 3).
We use a setup of 200 region servers and deploy a Phoenix instance (that is loaded via co-
processors) along with each one of them. We import the TPC-H data, setting the number
of salt buckets of each base table to 200 (such that data is evenly distributed among the
region servers). We modify the HBase conguration, allowing Phoenix to take 10퐺퐵 of
memory (at client and) per server. Then, we start the Phoenix console and issue TPC-H
queries against the interface one by one. We measure two execution times, one after
HBase startup (initial) and one after HBase warm up (after multiple executions).
While we nd pure aggregation performance (i.e., 푄1 and 푄6) up to par with VMS (also at
scale factors of 100), join performance of Phoenix does not measure up. For that reason,
the gure depicts TPC-H queries at a scale factor of 1. Join queries with high selectivity
and low result size (푄12, 푄14) terminate relatively quickly (2.8푠 and 5.8푠), some of the
larger joins (푄3, 푄7, 푄10) do not complete (despite of using dierent join implementations).
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However, for queries 푄16 and 푄17, we conclude that performance at scale factor 1 (11.2푠
and 43.4푠) remains in similar ranges as VMS at scale factor 100 (8푠 and 58푠). While Phoenix
uses a last step to assemble and display results at the client, VMS computation remains
distributed even for the last materialization step. Views are accessible by hundreds of
clients in parallel as HBase tables.
Multi-row updates – Figure 4.5.6 shows the results of applying multi-row updates to
the system. To isolate the eect, we run a set of aggregation queries (without selection)
using tables 표푟푑푒푟푠 and 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚 and dierent group by columns, establishing dierent
aggregation ratios. Thereby we vary the share of insert, delete and update operations. We
use a 30% delete, a 100% insert and two regular update workloads (30% and 60%) where
aggregation keys are not changed. Additionally we use multi-row update workloads
(10%, 30% and 60%) where aggregation keys are changed for every update.
Results indicate that multi-row updates have a small impact on overall performance
when the aggregation is strong. In that case also the meta information of many updates
connecting the same aggregation keys can be merged. Aggregating the 푠푡푎푡푢푠 column of
the orders table (150푀 ∶ 5) only causes a neglectable overhead of factor 1.3푥 . However,
when aggregating only moderately using the 푐푙푒푟푘 column (150푀 ∶ 1푀 ) or subtle using
the 푐푢푠푡푘푒푦 column (150푀 ∶ 15푀) the factor is already at 3.4-5.3푥 for 10% share and7.3-13푥 for 60% share.
Multi-row updates can slow down VMS performance signicantly because meta data and
split states have to be managed and cleaned up. With increasing result size, the impact
worsens. Therefore, it is recommended to use multi-row-updates together with strong
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aggregations or in use cases where their share is below the 10% mark.
View freshness – Figure 4.5.7 shows the freshness of results materialized in view tables
managed by VMS. We use the incremental setup of Design 2 (i.e., 200 region servers,
each with a co-processor and 200 VMs). Via clients, we apply a mixed workload and let
the updates be forwarded to the VMs. Depending on the congured batch-size, the VMs
process a sub-set of the overall workload and write back results to view tables.
Then, the next incremental batch starts, until the workload is nished. We use batch
sizes of 20푀 , 50푀 , 100푀 and 200푀 updates, and measure the time it takes for the 200
VMs to compute a batch and synchronize.
The batch size is a trade-o between computational eort and freshness of results. VMS
can be adjusted according to the use case. When choosing a small batch size (of 20푀
records), the staleness of view tables remains below the one second mark for 푄6 and 푄14,
below the two second mark for 푄3, 푄4 and 푄10, and below the three second mark for 푄7.
However, the eort of materializing results is small for query 푄6 (only a single record),
whereas the eort for 푄3 and 푄10 can be up to 1푀 and 2푀 records per incremental batch.
In that case a higher batch size, e.g., 200푀 records might be reasonable to operate the
system more eciently.
VMS overhead – In Figure 4.5.8, we evaluate the overhead of VMS when doing view
maintenance with HBase while serving a client request load at the same time. We
compare the application of a workload to HBase with and without VMS enabled. In
the rst experiment, we generate a workload for each base table (that is used in the
corresponding TPC-H query) and use 200 clients to insert it into HBase. We apply all
workloads concurrently and measure the overall execution time. These experiments are
labeled "Clients only".
In the second experiment, we use the same setup as before (Design 2 with co-processors),
and we prepare the system as follows: we load a TPC-H query using the VMS console,
and enable incremental tracking of the TPC-H query. The batch size of the maintenance
jobs is set to a x size of 50푀 , such that VMS will collect the same number of updates
and process them in one go. These experiments are labeled "Clients and VMS".
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The results conrm that VMS runs independently and interferes little with HBase process-
ing. For queries with high selectivity and little communication (푄6, 푄14), the overhead
is 7.5% and 3.4%. Also, for queries 푄3, 푄4 and 푄10, the overhead remains well in the3-8% range. Only for the compute and communication intensive queries 푄7 and 푄13, the
system experiences overheads of up to 22%.
Fault tolerance – In Figure 4.5.9, the impact of running VMS as a fault tolerant system
is depicted. Therefore, we compare the basic materialization of queries 푄1,푄6 and 푄7
using regular execution against execution with transaction logs enabled (at each VM). As
explained, transaction logs are standard les which are written sequentially and stored
into the underlying distributed les system (HDFS).
The HDFS clients provides a feature to synchronize the les in specied sync intervals.
We vary this parameter, using values 100푘, 10푘, 1푘, 100,10 and 1. Thereby, the last value1 provides the best synchronization as every received update at a VM is safely persisted
into the log. An interval of 100푘, on the other hand, bears the risk of losing exact the
amount of updates which, then, have to be requested from other VMs, again.
During evaluation, we ll the database, load the queries and materialize the results for
each sync interval separately. As results dier vastly we present them using a log scale
on the y-axis. Depending on the query, writing a transaction logs induces a signicant
overhead for query materialization: for 푄1 we observe a 3.8푥 , for 푄6 a 1.5푥 and for 푄7
a 4.8푥 reduction. Further, we assert that small synchronization intervals (i.e., 10 or 1)
increase the execution time, signicantly.
Executing 푄1 and 푄7 with sync interval 1, we observe performance penalties of factors65 and 67. Thus, full synchronization should be avoided. Also for larger sync intervals,
a plausibility check reveals the following: for 푄1, fault-tolerant execution yields 126푠,
whereas regular execution yields 33푠. We conclude that in a crash scenario a complete
reevaluation of views could be executed faster than a fault-tolerant execution.
Pre-Processing Views overhead – In Figure 4.5.10, we investigate the storage overhead
of intermediate Pre-Processing Views and determine the space that they occupy (in mem-
ory). We let VMS compute the complete workload at once (i.e., without using incremental
batches). When the last client update has been applied (just before VMS ushes the
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intermediate tables and materializes the results), we stop and determine the size of all
Pre-Processing Views involved in the query. We use three dierent types of workloads: (A)
pure insert, (B) 30% deletes, (C) 30% updates.
Depending on the TPC-H query, the size of the used Pre-Processing Views can dier a lot.
Again, queries with strong aggregations or high selectivity occupy almost no space, as
records are either dropped or heavily pre-aggregated. 푄6 has a maximum of 0.35퐺퐵 (due
to Delta view), 푄14 a maximum of 2.02퐺퐵. For regular join queries, like 푄3, 푄4 and 푄10,
we observe a dierence.
Workload B occupies the least space (8-14퐺퐵) because records that are deleted in the
base table are also deleted in the Delta and Reverse-join views. Workload A comes second
(14-22퐺퐵) because the size (of Reverse-join views) is indeed the largest, but Delta views
are not needed. Therefore, the largest intermediate sizes (16-30퐺퐵) can be found for
Workload C. The only exception represents 푄7 where the number of Reverse-join views
is the highest (due to the number of join tables).
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Multi-view processing
While materialized views have been extensively researched in the past [34, 62, 63, 64],
the focus of view maintenance has shifted from standalone data warehouses to large-
scale distributed data storage, including batching and in-memory computation [14, 15,
16, 65]. However, in most approaches, incremental maintenance is a dedicated process
that involves computing a large set of update transactions (identied as a delta set)
and computing the desired outcome. Therefore, existing approaches are limited to the
maintenance of a single large view table derived from a single large (partitioned) base
table, where the latter is updated when the former changes.
Materialized views, which are equipped with large-scale processing capabilities, appear
to be suited not only to store the results of individual computations (for repeated ac-
cess) but also for materialization and live tracking of thousands of analytical queries
simultaneously. Materialized views can be used in distributed databases to maintain
high transactional throughput while providing low-latency access to a large number of
result sets. Thus, materialized views provide constant availability, fast access and fault
tolerance through the distributed storage system.
In this chapter, we focus on how VMS achieves maximum throughput in a multi-view
setup. We exploit techniques from multi-query optimization [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and
propose new methods to perform multi-view optimization in a distributed context. Then,
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we explain how VMS uses dedicated intermediate views to combine and share operations
of multiple dierent maintenance plans. Finally, we evaluate how VMS performs e-
cient materialization and maintenance of thousands of views in parallel. We make the
following contributions:
1. We propose a novel bit vector schema that enables pre-evaluation of predicates
and allows the merging and combined maintenance of many views in parallel (see
Section 5.1.1).
2. We propose a method called decomposed pre-aggregation to merge and optimize
incremental maintenance of multiple distributed aggregation views in parallel (see
Section 5.1.2).
3. We explain how VMS uses distributed Reverse-join views to accelerate maintenance
of multiple join views built from dierent types and ranges (see Section 5.1.3).
4. We evaluate VMS in a multi-view setup and show how it scales up to 10푘 ma-
terialized views while still maintaining large data sets and providing reasonable
execution times of 100 − 500 seconds (see Section 5.3).
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5.1 View concepts
VMS supports a broad variety of SQL expressions (e.g., like, exists, case/when) and nested
query constructs. However, to dene recursive delta rules for multiple queries, we
apply the typical SPJA pattern (i.e., selection/projection, aggregation, join). For each
operation type, we discuss how VMS performs multi-view optimization and executes the
maintenance plan. To describe multi-view optimization with Pre-Processing View types,
again, we use generalized multi-sets (see Chapter 2.5).
5.1.1 Selection and projection
When VMS performs basic view materialization (i.e., it selects over 푅) in the maintenance
plan, selection and projection are performed on-the-y. Thus, VMS simply selects or
drops a record depending on the evaluated predicate: there is no view state to be
captured. By contrast, in the context of incremental maintenance, Δ푅 tuples, which
represent modications of the base table, are processed. As such, VMS needs to create an
intermediate view 퐼푆푒푙 which stores the selected records and awaits incremental updates.
Example 5.1.1: Given a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and a view dened as 푉 = 휎(푌<5)(푅),
consider an update 푢1 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘, 푥, 4)) matching the predicate that could be followed by
an update 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘, 푥, 7)) unmatching the predicate. First, the system adds 푅(푘, 푥, 4)
to 퐼푆푒푙 ; then, processing 푢2, it queries 퐼푆푒푙 , retrieves 퐼푆푒푙(푘, 푥, 4) and deletes 푘 from the table.
VMS cannot simply drop update 푢2. It must know about the existence of 푘 in order to update
intermediate view state of 퐼푆푒푙 .
Consider a set of selection views being dened in dierent maintenance plans over the
same base table. Processing those selections in VMS can be easily done by creating 푛
intermediate views 퐼푆푒푙 and querying, respectively updating them for each update on
the source table. However, querying 푛 views for possibly overlapping record sets is
inecient. Thus, we introduce a combined intermediate view that captures the state
of all records selected by the union of predicates. Instead of retrieving the state from푛 dierent views (or performing 푛 dierent intermediate selections), we materialize a
single intermediate selection and evaluate the predicates in a combined eort.
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Figure 5.1.1: Selection merge (maintenance plan)
Let a set of 푛 selection views be dened over the same universal view function as (∀푖 ∈{1, .., 푛}) ∶ 휎푃푖 (푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡)). Let the result of 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡) be computed in a maintenance
plan with connecting view 퐼 . Then, we dene a combined selection view as 퐼푆푒푙 and write
the incremental equations as follows.퐼푆푒푙 = 퐼푆푒푙 ⊎ 휎 ⋁푃∈푃푙푖푠푡 (Δ퐼 )(∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ 푉푖 =∶ 푉푖 ⊎ 휎푃푖 (Δ퐼푆푒푙) (5.1.1)
Instead of producing 푛 incremental updates and evaluating each 푃푖 separately, we build a
list of predicates 푃푙푖푠푡 = {푃1, .., 푃푛} and dene an operator 휎⋁푃∈푃푙푖푠푡 (푅). Then, all record states
can be maintained in intermediate view 퐼푆푒푙 . Final views 푉푖 are only used to materialize
results. However, in case that the 푛 view denitions are complex such that each selection
operators is followed by subsequent maintenance operators, the results cannot simply
be materialized after 퐼푆푒푙 . In such a case a mechanism is required to distinguish between
the dierent predicates in the further processing of the maintenance plan. Thus, we
introduce the concept of bit vectors in the following.
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Bit vectors – The intuition of bit vectors in view maintenance is the following. When a
number of selections (with 푛 dierent predicates coming from 푛 dierent view denitions)
is applied to a stream of base table updates. Then, what happens is that one base update
can transform into a maximum of 푛 updates in the system (when all predicates evaluate
to true). Especially dening 푛 complex view denitions, where selections are followed
by aggregation or join views, this process represents enormous overhead. Using bit
vectors, we can merge all selection operators over the same base table 푅 and treat them
as single operator. Thereby, VMS only transmits a single base table update to subsequent
maintenance operators and sends the result of the predicate evaluations along with the
bit vector.
The bit vector has a length of 푛 bits where each position stores the result of a predicate
evaluation over the given base table update ([푖] ∈ {0, 1,∅}). The bit vector is passed
along such that subsequent operators in the maintenance plan remember the amount
of propagated and dropped updates by looking at the corresponding position in the bit
vector. If all positions of a bit vector evaluate to zero (i.e., (∀푖 ∈ 퐼 ) ∶ [푖] = 0), we
also write  = 0 which usually indicates (if the key is nonexistent in the view) that the
complete base table update can be dropped.
Example 5.1.2: Figure 5.1.1 shows an example of merging three dierent selection queries
with denitions 푉1 = 휎(푌=5)(푅), 푉2 = 휎(푌<5)(푅) and 푉3 = 휎(푌<=5)(푅). Instead of maintaining
plans separately, 퐼푆푒푙 evaluates predicates 푃푙푖푠푡={(푌=5), (푌<5), (푌<=5)} in a combined eort.
Given an update 푢 = 푝푢푡(푅(푘, 푥, 5)) at base table 푅 that is passed to VMS to perform view
maintenance, a get operation 휎퐾=푘(퐼푠푒푙) = ∅ reveals that there is no existing record. The bit
vector is set to (1, 0, 1) and passed further. When the update are materialized, VMS uses the
bit vector to apply 푢 to 푉1 and 푉3, whereas view 푉2 is omitted.
Splitting bit vectors – As long as subsequent operators (of the 푛 dierent view deni-
tions) in a maintenance plan can be also merged the updates can be passed along with
the bit vector. However, when subsequent operators lead to a separation of maintenance
paths, updates have to be split by the information in the bit vector. When splitting the
updates (ideally, immediately before their nal materialization), the system does not
reevaluate the predicates. Instead, [푖] is used to decide whether to route an update
along the 푖푡ℎ view path. When the bit at the 푖푡ℎ position is set to one, the update is copied
and routed further along that path; when the bit is set to zero, the path is omitted. If a
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position is not set (i.e., ∅), the system attempts to reevaluate the predicate at the position
of the split. For incremental maintenance, the following equation is realized:
Merging bit vectors – When joining records that are passed along with a bit vectors,
their bit vectors can likewise be merged. This requires the bit vectors to be computed
based on the same list of predicates and, thus, be constructed of the same length. To
merge bit vectors we can perform an operation 퐴 ⊕ 퐵 as:
∀(푖 ∈ 퐼 ) ∶ [푖] =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
퐴[푖] ∨ 퐵[푖] if 퐴[푖],퐵[푖]∈{0, 1}
퐴[푖] if 퐴[푖]≠∅,퐵[푖]=∅
퐵[푖] if 퐴[푖]=∅,퐵[푖]≠∅∅ else (5.1.2)
Using bit vectors, we now reformulate Equation 5.1.1. On top of combining the selection
views into 퐼푠푒푙 , we substitute the the selection operator in the second equation with a bit
vector. Then, during execution of incremental maintenance on 퐼푠푒푙 , the bit vector is used
to remember the result of the predicate evaluation of the 푖푡ℎ selection view.퐼푠푒푙 = 퐼푠푒푙 ⊎ 휎 ⋁푃∈푃푙푖푠푡 (Δ퐼 )(∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ 푉푖 =∶ 푉푖 ⊎ 휎[푖](Δ퐼푠푒푙) (5.1.3)
For selections that are dened over the same base table, we can always rewrite predicates
such that they are evaluated together. Even when the result sets of predicates do not
intersect, combined evaluation of predicates makes sense as it reduces the number of
updates in VMS.
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5.1.2 Aggregation
When sets of aggregation views are dened over the same base table, we can exploit the
fact that they share similarities. First, we merge multiple Pre-aggregation views that are
based on the same set (or subset of) grouping keys such that their aggregated results
can be maintained within the same Pre-aggregation using only a single maintenance step.
Further, we can substitute functions that can be derived from others.
Let a set of aggregations operations be dened over a universal view function as (∀푖 ∈{1, .., 푛}) ∶ 훾푋,퐹푖 (푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡)). Let the result of 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡) be computed in a maintenance
plan with connecting view 퐼 . Let all aggregation functions be stored in a list 퐹푙푖푠푡 ={퐹1, ..퐹푛}. Functions that are repetitions or that can be derived from others are eliminated.
When redundancy is removed, a list of decomposed functions 퐹푑푒푐 serves to store the
aggregated values. It can be used at a later point to reconstruct all the functions of 퐹푙푖푠푡 .
The incremental equations are built as follows (see Figure 5.1.2).퐼푃푟푒 = 퐼푃푟푒 ⊎ 훾푋,퐹푑푒푐 (Δ퐼 )퐼퐴푔푔 = 퐼퐴푔푔 ⊎ Δ퐼푃푟푒푉푖 = 푉푖 ⊎ 휋푋,퐹푑푒푐→퐹푖∈퐹푙푖푠푡 (Δ퐼퐴푔푔) (5.1.4)
We merge all (local) pre-aggregates, that use the same set of aggregation keys 푋 into one
operation and intermediate table 퐼푃푟푒 . Additionally, the nal aggregate 퐼퐴푔푔 is built in a
single intermediate view using the functions of 퐹푑푒푐 . In the nal step, when maintenance
is split again, functions 퐹푖 are reconstructed from 퐹푑푒푐 such that the results can be
materialized for each aggregation, separately.
Example 5.1.3: Let a view be dened as 훾푋,퐹푙푖푠푡 (푅), where a list of aggregation functions
is given as 퐹푙푖푠푡 = {푠푢푚(푌 ) ∗ 푠푢푚(푍 ), 푎푣푔(푌 ), 5 ∗ 푐표푢푛푡(푌 )}. Instead of maintaining
the full list, the system computes pre-aggregation using only using decomposed functions퐹푑푒푐 = {푠푢푚(푌 ), 푐표푢푛푡(푌 ), 푠푢푚(푍 )}. For example, 푎푣푔(푌 ) is built from combination푠푢푚(푌 )/푐표푢푛푡(푌 ).
Decomposing Pre-aggregation – It is a well-known use case in applications that queries
with similar structure are executed on dierent selection ranges. Especially similar
aggregation operators are oftentimes used along with dierent selection predicates. For
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Figure 5.1.2: Execution of multiple aggregation views
VMS, as long as the maintenance plan is not adopted, it will simply maintain 푛 dierent
plans, splitting the maintenance process already at beginning.
Given that the selection predicates of the aggregation queries have already been merged
in a previous step (like described in Section 5.1.1) and their updates are propagated
along with a bit vector which contains the evaluation results. Then VMS can, likewise,
merge all aggregations into a combined operator. This combined operator still computes
aggregates of dierent selection ranges separately. But it does so using a single update.
And moreover, when two selections overlap, VMS computes (i.e., incrementally updates)
the aggregate of the overlap only once, and later merges it with each aggregate of the
remaining selection ranges.
Decomposing Pre-aggregation is performed using three planning steps prior to the actual
view maintenance process, which are described in the following: (Step 1) decompose
predicates, (Step 2) substitute predicates by tags, and (Step 3) build new aggregation keys.
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Step 1 – In the rst step, VMS computes a decomposition of the predicates of all ag-
gregation queries. For that reason predicates are considered as sets, covering a specic
selection space in the complete value space of attributes. The sets of two predicates
selection spaces can be distinct, they can overlap or they can be subsets of each other
(e.g., 푋 < 5 and 푋 < 10). A decomposition describes the minimal number of subsets that
cover the whole selection space dened by all predicates.
Let a list of predicates be dened as 푃푙푖푠푡 = {푃1, .., 푃푛}. Further, let a function 푑푒푐표푚푝 (see
Algorithm 5.1) compute a decomposition where 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡) = {퐶1, .., 퐶푚} contains the
minimal list of subsets that cover the full range of predicates such that (퐶1 ∩ .. ∩ 퐶푚) = ∅
and (퐶1 ∪ .. ∪ 퐶푚) = (푃1 ∪ .. ∪ 푃푛).
Algorithm 5.1: Decompose predicates 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡)
1 init: 푃푙푖푠푡 = 푎푟푔;퐶푠푒푡 = ∅;
2 for 푃 ∈ 푃푙푖푠푡 do
3 퐶′푠푒푡 = 퐶푠푒푡 ;
4 for 퐶 ∈ 퐶푠푒푡 do
5 if (푃 ∩ 퐶) ≠ ∅ then
6 퐶′푠푒푡 = 퐶′푠푒푡 ⧵ {퐶};
7 퐶′푠푒푡 = 퐶′푠푒푡 ∪ {(퐶 ⧵ 푃 ), (퐶 ∩ 푃 )};
8 푃 = 푃 ⧵ 퐶 ;
9 퐶푠푒푡 = 퐶′푠푒푡 ∪ {푃};
10 return 퐶푠푒푡
Now, we use the function 푑푒푐표푚푝 to decompose each attribute individually. Given
that there are attributes 퐴, 퐵, etc.. and 푛 predicates, we compute 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡(퐴)) such
that the decomposition is computed with regard to the share of 퐴 in 푃 , i.e., 푃푙푖푠푡(퐴) =푃1(퐴), .., 푃푛(퐴)). We obtain a decomposition of all predicates with regard to 퐴. Each
decomposed condition receives a tag stemming from the attribute name and its index
in the list (e.g., 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡(퐴)) = {퐴1, 퐴2, ...}). This tag identies the decomposition
element and is later used to build the decomposed pre-aggregate. Further, we compute푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡(퐵)) and the decomposition of every contained attribute such that we obtain
a list of decomposed conditions that can be used to represent every predicate.
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Step 2 – In the second step, the predicates are substituted such that every predicate
is described by a number of tags, as dened before. For that reason, we iterate over
the predicates in 푃푙푖푠푡 , and recursively substitute the conditions of a predicate with the
combination of tags that is required to fully cover the predicates selection space. The
substituted list is denoted as 푃푡푎푔 .(∀푃 ∈ 푃푙푖푠푡) ∶ 푃푡푎푔 = ⋁{퐶∈퐶푠푒푡 |푃∩퐶≠∅}퐶 with 퐶푠푒푡 = 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡) (5.1.5)
Step 3 – In the last step, we iterate over the predicates in 푃푡푎푔 and use the tags of our
decomposed elements to build a new list 푃푑푒푐 of (decomposed) keys. These (decomposed)
keys can be combined with the dened aggregation key. They subdivide the existing
aggregation keys into the decomposed aggregation keys which can be incrementally
updated, easily. The following formula is used to build 푃푑푒푐 :(∀푃 ∈ 푃푡푎푔) ∶ 푃푑푒푐 = 푃푑푒푐 ∪ 푒푣푎푙(푃 ) (5.1.6)
Algorithm 5.2 is used in the equation. It combines the tags provided in a predicate 푃 ∈ 푃푡푎푔
recursively and returns a list of keys. It treats every conjunction as a concatenation and
every disjunction as a numeration of tags.
Algorithm 5.2: Evaluate decomposed keys 푒푣푎푙(푃 )
1 init: 푃 = 푎푟푔;
2 if 푃 = 푃퐴 ∧ 푃퐵 then
3 return 푒푣푎푙(푃퐴) × 푒푣푎푙(푃퐵);
4 if 푃 = 푃퐴 ∨ 푃퐵 then
5 return {푒푣푎푙(푃퐴), 푒푣푎푙(푃퐵)};
6 if 푃 = 푡푎푔 then
7 return {푃};
As a result of Equation 5.1.6, 푃푑푒푐 contains the set of (decomposed) predicate keys. Con-
sidering that all (similar) aggregation operators are grouped by attribute 푋 , the new
aggregation key can be built as follows. The grouping attribute is combined with the
predicate keys as (푋, 푃푑푒푐) for the pre-aggregation, as well as the nal aggregation. As
a result, we can use a single pre-aggregation and a single aggregation table to compute
the result of many dierent aggregation views.
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Example 5.1.4: Let a base table be dened as 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 , 푍 ) . Let a set of three equal
aggregation views 푉1, 푉2, 푉3 with predicates 푃1, 푃2 and 푃3 be dened as:
select 푋 , 푠푢푚(푌 ) from 푅..
.. where 푃1 = ((푌 < 5) and (푍 between 0.1 and 0.3))
.. where 푃2 = ((푌 < 10) or (푍 between 0.2 and 0.4))
.. where 푃3 = (푌 < 15)
group by 푋
In Step 1, we create the selection ranges for the contained attributes 푌 and 푍 . We deter-
mine the decomposition function as 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡(푌 ))={(푌<5), (5≤푌<10), (10≤푌<15)} for
attribute 푌 ; then, we determine decomposition 푑푒푐표푚푝(푃푙푖푠푡(푍 ))={(0.1≤푍<0.2), (0.2≤푍≤0.3), (0.3<푍≤0.4)} of attribute 푍 . Thus, all overlap has been removed from the predicate
ranges. Likewise, the decomposed elements are tagged as {푌1, 푌2, 푌3} and {푍1, 푍2, 푍3}.
In Step 2, we iterate through the predicates and substitute their conditions with the tags of
the decomposed elements which leads to 푃푡푎푔 = {푃1 = (푌1∧(푍1∨푍2)), 푃2 = ((푌1∨푌2)∨(푍2∨푍3)),푃3 = (푌1 ∨ 푌2 ∨ 푌3)}. 푃3 is substituted by 푌1, 푌2 and 푌3, as it covers the complete range of the
other predicates of 푌 .
In Step 3, we derive the decomposed predicates from 푃푡푎푔 as 푃푑푒푐 = {푌1, 푌2, 푌3, 푍2, 푍3, (푌1, 푍1),(푌1, 푍2)}. When a value falls into the range of the decomposed condition (represented by
the key in the list), the corresponding aggregate is updated. For example, 푝푢푡(푅(푘, 푥, 4, 0.1))
updates the aggregates of keys {푌1, (푌1, 푍1)}. Notably, an update always updates only a
single tag, but this tag can be bound by multiple dierent conjunctions. To build the nal
(pre-)aggregation of a view (e.g., 푉3), we have to evaluate the tags and use the pre-aggregated
values of the keys dened previously (e.g., 푌1,푌2 and 푌3 for 푃3).
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Now, we write the incremental equations of the aggregation views. Let the set of
aggregations operations be dened over a universal view function as (∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶훾푋,푓 (푌 )(휎푃푖 (푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡))), with each view denition dening a dierent selection predicate.
Let the result of 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡) be computed in a maintenance plan with connecting view 퐼 .
Then, optimization can be performed as follows:퐼푃푟푒 = 퐼푃푟푒 ⊎ 훾(푋,푃푑푒푐 ),푓 (푌 )(Δ퐼 )퐼퐴푔푔 = 퐼퐴푔푔 ⊎ Δ퐼푃푟푒(∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ 푉푖 = 푉푖 ⊎ 훾(푃푑푒푐 ,푃푖 )→푋,푓 (푌 )(Δ퐼퐴푔푔) (5.1.7)
VMS computes both 퐼푃푟푒 and 퐼퐴푔푔 as a combined table using the composite key (푋, 푃푑푒푐) as
the grouping key. Notably, an update 푢 cannot be directly applied to 퐼푃푟푒 as we cannot use
attribute 푋 to address the records in 퐼푃푟푒 directly. VMS uses the values of the attributes
(that are contained in the predicates) to determine the keys (∈ 푃푑푒푐) of the values to
be updated in 퐼푃푟푒 . The update of 퐼푃푟푒 can, then, be directly applied to update global
aggregation values in 퐼퐴푔푔 . After this step, VMS recomposes the aggregation values in퐼퐴푔푔 by reconstructing the grouping key 푋 using an on-the-y regroup function taking푃푑푒푐 and 푃푖 as parameters.
This technique results in rapid updating of aggregates (which is particularly favorable for
incremental updates). Given that predicate ranges heavily overlap (and only disjunctions
are used), only a single aggregate has to be updated to update all views. However, the
last step (i.e., Equation 5.1.7), which recomposes the aggregation, is the most expensive
and should be delayed (using 퐼푃푟푒) as much as possible. Specically, when a predicate
structure leads to many (decomposed) keys in 푃푑푒푐 , the system has to iterate over all of
them to build the nal aggregate.
Decomposing Pre-aggregation views is particularly useful, if the predicates of the involved
aggregation queries intersect each other heavily. If not, it is still favorable to derive
aggregations from a single Pre-aggregation view to reduce the number of tables.
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5.1.3 Multi-join
As described in Chapter 4.4, VMS can incrementally build all kinds of join types using the
same Reverse-join view. VMS also exploits this fact when maintaining 푛 view denitions
of the same base tables that are using dierent join types. In addition, like done in the
eld of query optimization, Reverse-join views can also be modularized and used to share
parts of join relations.
Let 푛 join views be dened as follows: (∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}): 퐽 표푖푛푖(퐺푉푖)with퐺푉푖 ⊆ {(푉 푖푒푤1(푅푠푒푡),
.., 푉 푖푒푤푚(푅푠푒푡))} being a subset of generalized view functions. Let {퐼1,..,퐼푚} be the connect-
ing views of the generalized view functions {푉 푖푒푤1, .., 푉 푖푒푤푚}. Let these intermediate
views be always joined over the same attributes. Further let the Function 퐽 표푖푛푖 join the
generalized view functions using equi-, semi- or outer-joins in arbitrary order. Then
we build a maximum of (푚 − 1) Reverse-join views as {퐼푅푒푣(1), .., 퐼푅푒푣(푚−1)} which serve to
update all materialized views (∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ 푉푖 = 퐽 표푖푛푖(퐺푉푖).
Example 5.1.5: Figure 5.1.3 shows the maintenance plan of multiple combined join views.
Let two base tables be denes as 푅1 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ), 푅2 = (퐿̄, 푋 , 푍 ). Further, two join views are
dened as 푉1 = 푅1 ⋈ 푅2 and 푉2 = 푅1 |>< 푅2. Let three updates be applied to the base tables
as: 푢1 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘1, 푥, 5)), 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘2, 푥, 10)) and 푢3 = 푝푢푡(푅2(푙1, 푥, 7)). By applying
the rst two updates, VMS will build the Reverse-join view as 퐼푅푒푣(1) = {((푥, 퐾 = 푘1, 푌 =5), ((푥, 퐾 = 푘2, 푌 = 10)}. For Update 3, the system queries 푔푒푡(퐼푅푒푣(1)(푥, 퐾?)) once and uses
the result to incrementally build the natural join {(푘1, 푙1, 푥, 5, 7), (푘2, 푙1, 푥, 10, 7)}, as well as
the semi join {(푘1, 푥, 5), (푘2, 푥, 10)}.
Now, given that a third base table is dened as 푅3 = (푀̄, 푌 ). Also, a third join view is
dened as 푉3 = (푅1 ⋈ 푅2) ⋈ 푅3 (see Figure 5.1.3), building on top of the already maintained
Reverse-join view 퐼푅푒푣(1). Then the system reuses the Reverse-join view that has been built
for the rst two join views. It adds a second Reverse-join view deriving it from the rst one
as 퐼푅푒푣(2) = 퐼푅푒푣(1) ⋈ 푅3. In general, when computing join views, VMS uses a cost model to
optimize for the best combination of Reverse-join views.
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Figure 5.1.3: Join merge (maintenance plan)
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Pre-evaluating predicates – As in the aggregation case, joins in applications are often-
times executed using dierent selection ranges. In order to not recompute join relations,
it is vital to unite the input of the join table into combined intermediate selection views.
Building a single join on top of all selection predicates is signicantly more ecient than
building a separate join for each query. Again, we make use of bit vectors to reduce the
number of predicates evaluated and to allow for rapid join construction. We insert a
selection operator directly behind the base tables to evaluate predicates instantly and
write the results into the bit vector. As the predicate may be dened over attributes from
multiple dierent join tables, the outcome may also evaluate to ∅. In this case, we write
a null value into the bit vector. If the bit vector completely evaluates to zero (i.e.,  = 0),
we can drop the update at this early point.
Let 푛 join views be dened as follows: (∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}): 휎푃푖 (푉 푖푒푤퐴(푅푠푒푡) ⋈ 푉 푖푒푤퐵(푅푠푒푡)),
with each view denition dening a dierent selection predicate. Let 퐼퐴 and 퐼퐵 be the
connecting intermediate views of both functions. We capture all predicates in a list푃푙푖푠푡 = {푃1, .., 푃푛} and we create two selection views 퐼푆푒푙(1) and 퐼푆푒푙(2) that evaluate all
predicates with regard to the updates of 퐼퐴 and 퐼퐵 and store the results into bit vectors퐴 and 퐵. 퐼푆푒푙(1) = 퐼푆푒푙(1) ⊎ 휎 ⋁푃∈푃푙푖푠푡 (Δ퐼퐴), 퐼푆푒푙(2) = 퐼푆푒푙(2) ⊎ 휎 ⋁푃∈푃푙푖푠푡 (Δ퐼퐵) (5.1.8)
When building the join using 퐼푅푒푣 , VMS simultaneously merges both bit vectors via ⊕
operator (see Section 5.1.1). In this way, VMS can determine the predicate status of
the join table updates without reevaluating the selection predicates. When computing
 = 퐴 ⊕ 퐵, the result determines whether an update is kept or dropped at position 푖.
In the case that [푖] = ∅ (i.e., on both table sides, the predicate could not be evaluated),
the system reevaluates the predicate on top of the computed join rows.
(∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ 푉푖 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푉푖 ⊎ 휎[푖](퐼푅푒푣) if ([푖] ≠ ∅)푉푖 ⊎ 휎푃푖 (퐼푅푒푣) else (5.1.9)
Example 5.1.6: In Figure 5.1.3, two base tables 푅1 and 푅2 are depicted (dened as before).
Let the view denitions of 푉1 and 푉2 be rewritten as:푉1 = select * from 푅1 ⋈ 푅2 where (푅1.푋 > 5) or (푅2.푍 = 5)푉2 = select * from 푅1 ⋈ 푅2 where (푅1.푋 = 10) and (푅2.푍 > 15)
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Following the view denition of 푉1 and 푉2 both base table are connected to selection views퐼푆푒푙(1) and 퐼푆푒푙(2) with predicate lists 푃푙푖푠푡(1) = {(푅1.푋 > 5), (푅1.푋 = 10)} and 푃푙푖푠푡(2) = {(푅2.푍 =5), (푅2.푍 > 15)} Now, given that there are two updates 푢1 = 푝푢푡(푅1(푘, 푥, 10)) and 푢2 =푝푢푡(푅2(푙, 푥, 7)), the bit vector of 푢1 evaluates to 1 = {1,∅}, and that of 푢2 evaluates to2 = {∅, 0}. When combining both vectors during join construction, we build1⊕2 = (1, 0).
The result indicates that 푉1 is updated with the join record, whereas 푉2 is not.
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5.1.4 Nested constructions
Thus far, we have rewritten queries of similar SPJA structure to capture common aspects
and avoid unnecessary overhead. These rules can be applied recursively to rewrite any
combination of similar SPJA pattern or nested constructs. Rewriting can be performed
from the bottom of a query to the top until the structure diverges. However, the system
always strives for merging as many intermediate views as possible such that the main-
tenance plan is split at the very last opportunity; thereby, only the nal materialization
step is processed, separately. Let a number of nested analytical queries be dened as:(∀푖 ∈ {1, .., 푛}) ∶ SELECT * FROM 푅
WHERE 푋 > (퐼푖 = {SELECT 푠푢푚(푌 ) FROM 푅 WHERE 푃푖})
Then, we translate the inner view denition to퐼푆푒푙(1) = 퐼푆푒푙(1) ⊎ 휎푃푖 (Δ푅)퐼푃푟푒 = 퐼푃푟푒 ⊎ 훾푃푑푒푐 ,푠푢푚(푌 )(Δ퐼푆푒푙(1))퐼퐴푔푔 = 퐼퐴푔푔 ⊎ Δ퐼푃푟푒퐼푖 = 훾(푃푑푒푐 ,푃푖 )→{},푠푢푚(푌 )(Δ퐼퐴푔푔) (5.1.10)
whereas the outer query is derived from connecting view 퐼푖 . Modication of the inner
query likewise modies the predicate for the outer query such that the outer query
inherits the combined processing. A predicate list 푃표푢푡 = {(푋 > 퐼1), .., (푋 > 퐼푛)} is
constructed to capture the dierent predicates of the outer query. Note that a sub query
within a condition represents a blocking operation. We rewrite the outer query as:퐼푆푒푙(2) = 퐼푆푒푙(2) ⊎ 휎 ⋁푃∈푃표푢푡 (Δ푅)푉푖 = 푉푖 ⊎ 휎[푖](Δ퐼푆푒푙(2)) (5.1.11)
We rewrite and split at the last possible point (푉푖). As such, we need to keep only a
single intermediate table per operation and can amortize its (storage) cost by computing
thousands of dierent view tables on top. Ideally, all intermediate materialization is done
in-memory, thereby substantially reducing the overall execution time.
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5.2 Cost model
The full cost of the maintenance plan is dened as the sum of the cost of each operation.
Let 푀 = (푅푠푒푡 , 푂, 푉 , 퐸) be dened as the maintenance plan of view denition 푉 푖푒푤(푅푠푒푡)
that consists of operation vertices and edges. Further, let Δ = {Δ푅1,Δ푅2, ..} be dened as
the update sets of all involved base relations. We sum the total cost as:퐶표푠푡(푀,Δ) = ∑푣∈푉 퐶표푠푡(푣,Δ) (5.2.1)
The cost of a selection operation (when not performed on-the-y) is dened over a
materialized view in VS for which access results in cost 푐푔푒푡 and modication 푐푢푝 (with푢푝 ∈ {푝푢푡, 푑푒푙푒푡푒}). The cost model can be further rened to distinguish between put
and delete updates. 퐶표푠푡(휎푝 ,Δ퐼 ) = |Δ퐼 | ∗ 푐푔푒푡 + |휎푝(Δ퐼 )| ∗ 푐푢푝 (5.2.2)
Aggregation views are dened by a pre-aggregation 퐼푃푟푒 and a nal aggregation 퐼퐴푔푔 . The
cost of redistributing the pre-aggregated records 푛 times (for 푛 VMs) is incurred, and the
cost of sending a single update is provided through 푐푠푒푛푑 . The stronger the aggregation
is, the lower the sending cost.퐶표푠푡(훾푋,푓 (푌 ),Δ퐼 ) = (|Δ퐼 |⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟퐼푃푟푒 + 푛 ∗ |푋 |⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟퐼퐴푔푔 ) ∗ (푐푔푒푡 + 푐푢푝) + (푛 ∗ |푋 | ∗ 푐푠푒푛푑 )⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟redist (5.2.3)
Likewise, we determine the cost given by any join pair to compute the cost of any
multitable join. To nd the best combination of join tables, and the best maintenance
plan for multiple join expression we implement existing greedy heuristics (such as dpccp
[66]) to reduce the amount of join possiblities. On the basis of these models, the cost of
Strategy 1 is determined as:퐶표푠푡(퐼퐴 ⋈ 퐼퐵,Δ퐼퐴,Δ퐼퐵) = (|Δ퐼퐴| + |Δ퐼퐵|) ∗ (푐푠푒푛푑⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
redist
+ 푐푢푝 + 푐푚푔푒푡⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟퐼푅푒푣 ) (5.2.4)
Strategy 1 is "fully partitioned" and includes a full round of redistribution. We use cost푐푚푔푒푡 to describe a multi-get to the view (using wild-card (푥, 퐾?)). While the operation
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retrieves multiple join records it cannot be described as푚 ∗ 푐푔푒푡 because access is realized
over a (single) composite key, loading all join partners from a list (nested hash-map) in
one pass. Strategy 2 is "partially partitioned" and runs without redistribution. Because
updates to the fully loaded table are being duplicated 푛 times, the cost of Strategy 2 is:퐶표푠푡(퐼퐴 ⋈ 퐼퐵,Δ퐼퐴,Δ퐼퐵) = (푛 ∗ |Δ퐼퐴| + |Δ퐼퐵|) ∗ (푐푢푝 + 푐푚푔푒푡) (5.2.5)
The cost of projection is dependent on whether the operation is the last one in the
maintenance plan: if it is, no outgoing edges exist, and the cost is determined by KVS
updates; else, the view is intermediate, and the cost is determined by VS updates.
퐶표푠푡(휋,Δ퐼 ) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩|Δ퐼 | ∗ 푐푢푝(푉푆) if 표푢푡(푀, 휋 ) ≠ ∅|Δ퐼 | ∗ 푐푢푝(퐾푉푆) else (5.2.6)
Finally, we determine the benet (or drawback) of multi-view optimization, where푀푠푒푡 de-
nes the set of maintenance plans derived from multiple view denitions and 푀 ′ denes
the new merged maintenance plan that has been obtained by multi-view optimization:∑푀∈푀푠푒푡 퐶표푠푡(Δ, 푀) − 퐶표푠푡(Δ, 푀 ′) (5.2.7)
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5.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of VMS when materializing a large number
of views in parallel. For the multi-view evaluation, we use a reduced scale factor of 1 (1
GB, ~8.6푀 records) because the number of dened views also multiplies the number of
updates sent through VMS. Figures 5.3.1 - 5.3.6 materialize views for evaluating TPC-H
query templates (i.e., 푄1, 푄3, 푄4, 푄6, 푄10 and 푄14).
For each query template, we use the TPC-H qgen tool to generate a dened number
of query instances (i.e., 10, 100, 200, 500, 1푘, 5푘 and 10푘). As specied by TPC-H, each
query instance varies in terms of the key parameters of the query template (e.g., selection
ranges), and the result of every query instance is stored in a separate view table. The
corresponding number of view tables are created in KVS before the experiment (for the10푘 case, table creation alone takes > 500 seconds). Then, we setup each experiment for
three strategies: (1) standard, (2) single batch and (3) double batch.
Standard: Describes the naive strategy of simply building and executing a single mainte-
nance plan for each view.
Single batch: Describes the strategy of merging all maintenance plans into a single plan,
and sharing (and distinguishing) all selections, aggregations and joins, until the very last
step, where each view is materialized separately (see Section 5.1). This strategy is called
single batch because in the three-round process of aggregation (see Figure 5.1.2), only
the rst round (i.e., the pre-aggregation 퐼푃푟푒) is a batched operation.
Double batch: As for single batch, all maintenance plans are merged into a single plan.
The strategy is called double batch because in the process of aggregation (see Figure 5.1.2)
Rounds 2 and 3 are both batched. In Round 3, pre-aggregates are collected and stored
(using the composite key (푋, 푃푑푒푐)); only then, is the nal result released.
Further, for the single and double batch strategies, VMS merges join operations using
the bit vector mechanism described in Section 5.1.3 (see Figure 5.1.3). VMS resolves all
selection predicates prior to the join in a combined eort and stores the results in the bit
vector. The bit vector is then passed along with the update and merged via ⊕ operator
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during join processing. In this way, VMS keeps the number of internal updates to one
per base table update, but the bit vector can still grow to a large sizes (1250 bytes without
and 2083 with null values at 10푘 instances).
Figure 5.3.4 shows the results of the three strategies for query template 푄6. Note that
the execution time (on the y-axis) is presented on a log scale since the results dier
substantially. The results of computing 10 views are comparable, single batch achieves
a 1.2푥 speed up an double batch achieves a 2푥 speed up. The greater the number of
views computed in parallel is, the larger the gap becomes. When processing 500 views
in parallel, single batch achieves 1.8푥 and double batch already 8푥 .
VMS maxes out when materializing 10푘 views in parallel. With the standard strategy,
the execution time is 912푠; with single batch optimization execution time is 265푠 and
with double batch optimization, it is 107푠. For both queries, VMS computes the 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚
table at scale factor 1푥 , i.e., 6푀 updates over 10푘 views. Because of write amplication,
the standard strategy (i.e., a non-optimized system) processes the equivalent of 6푀 ×10푘 = 60퐵 update operations. The standard strategy only provides somewhat reasonable
execution time for 푄6 because of the high selectivity of records (over 95% of records are
dropped).
Comparing to query 푄1 which also operates over the 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚 table, we observe the
following: standard strategy executes in 4081푠, single batch executes in 3895푠 relatively
close to the standard strategy. Then, the execution time drops signicantly to 78푠 for the
double batch strategy
For queries 푄3 and 푄10, the speed up for double batch is also quite signicant; both
view denitions include aggregations and joins which can be processed as combined
operations. 푄10 is a four-table join with consecutive aggregation. Using the standard
strategy execution time is 7210푠, for single batch it is 1217푠 and for double batch, we
can materialize the results within 411 seconds. 푄3 is a three-table join with consecutive
aggregation. For 푄3, results over 10푘 views can be materialized in 7843푠 for the standard
strategy, in 2075 for single batch and in 362 seconds for double batch.
In this case, the speed up of single batch compared to standard computation is 5.6푥 and
that of double batch is 17.5푥 . Notably, for푄3 and푄10 VMS processes updates of join tables
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푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚,표푟푑푒푟푠 and 푐푢푠푡표푚푒푟 , simultaneously. At scale factor 1푥 this means a total of7.65푀 base records which are processed over 10푘 views. Again, the standard strategy
(i.e., a non-optimized system) processes the equivalent of 7.65푀 × 10푘 = 76.5퐵 update
operations.
Only the described methods of multi-view optimization in combination with the double
batch strategy allow very reasonable execution times of 100 − 500 seconds; only this way
the write amplication can be successfully prevented. The maintenance plan for the 10푘
view denitions is split at the very last point and, in addition, all update operations are
executed in a single run. All aggregations are evaluated combined; splitting the updates
and materializing the nal views at the end of the maintenance plan only requires writes;
get operations can be avoided, completely.
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Consistent hybrid view maintenance
Increasing volume and velocity have been a driving factor for Big Data analytics. While
an ever growing data stock has to be scanned and evaluated (batch processing), at the
same time, base data is updated (online/incremental processing), rendering the already
computed results obsolete. Following that large-scale processing frameworks mainly
employ two dierent processing styles to compute and track results upon large tables:
batching computations are executed with bulk processing frameworks (e.g., MapRe-
duce [67]), incremental updates are often times realized with the help of event or stream
processing systems (Apache Storm [68], Apache Flink [21]).
The need to combine the advantages of both processing styles (i.e., high throughput, and
low latency) into a single solution gave rise to a number of hybrid processing frameworks
and paradigms. Hybrid processing strategies have been discussed as extensions to Map-
Reduce, as combinations of dierent architectures and frameworks (batch processing
and streaming) or domain specic languages [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Analogous to the
development of Big data infrastructures, the research on (materialized) views has also
centered around two main strategies: batch and incremental maintenance.
Batching strategies [65] in view maintenance related to concepts that read and process
complete data sets as input to build up (or update) a materialized view in one big run.
Batch strategies perform well in analysing large tables, but they lack the ability to track
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small changes and provide ecient real-time updates of results. The staleness of a view
between one view refresh and the next might not be sucient for clients.
Incremental strategies [14, 16, 56] relate to concepts that receive a stream of update oper-
ations on a data set and incrementally apply updates to a materialized view. Incremental
strategies excel at their ability to track modications in real-time; they are inherently
ecient and provide low latency to the client of the view. Incremental strategies are
particularly useful for large tables that are updated infrequently. On the downside
incremental strategies cannot be used over existing data (as all the operations needed to
be replayed) and they are susceptible to non-uniform distributions (e.g., Zipf).
Hybrid strategies in view maintenance try to overcome the aforementioned weaknesses by
combining aspects of batching and incremental strategies. But unlike in research on large-
scale infrastructures (where hybrid approaches are well represented), the contribution to
hybrid strategies in the eld of view maintenance has been relatively small. To this point,
only solutions exist that discuss the use of (micro-)batching for incremental strategies
[16, 57].
However, a comprehensive study, researching the trade-os of dierent hybrid approaches,
and their coexistence with established strategies is still missing. As can be found, not a
single (hybrid) strategy is sucient to match all given scenarios. Multiple dierent incre-
mental, batching, hybrid strategies can be used to adapt view maintenance to its context
and, ultimately, to balance the triangle of throughput, cost and latency requirements
(view staleness).
In this chapter, we make the following contributions:
1. We present a novel integrated concept for distributed KVS to support a variety of
dierent incremental, hybrid and batching view maintenance strategies by only
relying on a set of primitives (i.e., operation streams, scans, snapshots).
2. We provide a comprehensive study of dierent incremental, batching and hybrid
view maintenance strategies. We provide a classication by their nature, a deni-
tion of their application, as well as dierent suggestions to their realizations (see
Section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3).
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3. We propose a concept for hybrid maintenance in KVS that achieves strong consis-
tency (also for mixed insert/update/delete workloads) on the one side and operates
highly parallelized on the other side. Thereby, we propose a novel data structure
(called MK tree) to eciently synchronize records and operation streams at process
level (Section 6.3).
4. We conduct an extensive experimental study using an implementation over VMS
and HBase. We oer a comparison of all dened incremental, hybrid and main-
tenance strategies with regard to cost, staleness and performance and provide a
recommendation of which strategy to use in which context (see Section 6.4).
In Figure 6.0.1, an overview of all strategies is depicted. On the very top of the gure
a sequence of updates, applied to a base table by clients, can be found. The base table
receives a (uniformly distributed) stream of update operations. The point at which a
client inserts or updates a record into the base table is called insertion point. Formally,
we describe the insertion sequence of updates into the base table as Δ. Given that table
is in state 0, in the beginning, applying Δ takes it to state 푓 (see Chapter 4.2).
0 =,Δ = ⟨푢1, .., 푢푛⟩
푓 =0 + Δ (6.0.1)
Below the base table in Figure 6.0.1, the dierent view maintenance strategies are de-
picted: two incremental, three batching and three hybrid strategies. In the gure, the
lines on top of the boxes illustrate the time span from retrieval of a record or update to
its execution. Thereby, the start point of the lines marks the retrieval point, the moment
when a record or update is fetched from KVS. Retrieval, in our architecture is done
through KVS observer or TL. To describe the retrieval order for VMS, we formalize an
additional retrieval round (푑푟푒푡 , 퐾 ) which can be triggered through a snapshot, a scan or
an incremental update stream.
푟푒푡 = 푑푟푒푡(Δ) (6.0.2)
The end points of the lines mark the beginning of the maintenance process. The stronger
the slope of the lines the higher the delay of maintenance – and ultimately the staleness of
the view table. We use red lines to indicate that an update is propagated and maintained
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by the system. We use blue dashed lines to indicate that a record has been fetched from
the database (e.g., through a scan or a snapshot) and is now processed.
Finally, the blue boxes below the lines represent the execution point, where updates are
applied to the view table. The length of the boxes indicate the length of the actual
maintenance process; which is shorter for incremental and longer for batching strategies.
The execution order of the rst round, is then formalized as 0 = 푑0(Δ) as described
in our model before (see Chapter 4.3).
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6.1 Incremental strategies
In this section, we describe and formalize the basic incremental strategies that our system
leverages to maintain a set of view tables stored in a KVS.
6.1.1 Basic incremental
For pure incremental maintenance (IN), what is being maintained, is a number of base
update sub-streams, each on emitted by one of the KNs. Despite of that, the sub-streams
produce a global execution sequence (see Equation 6.1.1) which is important for subse-
quent view maintenance. For incremental maintenance, insertion, retrieval and execution
points can be found close together (see Figure 6.0.1), indicating that there is little delay
between insertion and execution (given no updates are queued); the update is propagated
in the moment the client inserts it. Retrieval and view updates follow an instance later
to update the materialized view. Incremental maintenance during the retrieval round is
formalized as follows:
푖푛푐 = 푑푖푛푐(Δ) (6.1.1)
In round (푑푖푛푐 , 퐾 ), VMS retrieves the updates which are propagated according to sequence푖푛푐 . The distribution key 퐾 of the round is also the row-key of the base table and the
distribution key of the rst distribution round 0.
Since only updates of Δ are propagated during incremental maintenance, the view will
not be complete at the end of the process. If records were existing in the base table before,
which have not been updated, their state is not reected in the view.(∃푟 ∈ 푅)→ (푟 .퐾 ∉ Δ.퐾 ) (6.1.2)
Still, we can assert that retrieval at a VM is sequential and based on a specic partition.
Multiple updates to the same row-key (inducing a record timeline) are always forwarded
to the same VM. Thus, record timeline requirements are not violated during the retrieval
round.
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6.1.2 Incremental micro-batched
Incremental micro-batching (IMB) is an optimization of the standard incremental strategy.
This means, streams of base updates are consumed and sets of base updates (number is
determined by the batch size) are combined and maintained together. There are known
approaches [16, 69] to compute incremental maintenance in batches of dierent sizes.
This way, sets of update operations are processed together, the result is only materialized
once. Formalization of this strategy can be expressed as follows:Δ(푖, 푗) =⟨푢푖 , .., 푢푗⟩
푖푛푐(푥) =푑푖푛푐(Δ(([푥 − 1] ∗ 푏 + 1), (푥 ∗ 푏)))
IMB =⟨푖푛푐(1), ..,푖푛푐(푛)⟩ (6.1.3)
Input consists of delta stream of updates Δ as before. Let Δ(푖, 푗) ⊆ Δ be the sub-
sequence of of updates from update 푢푖 to 푢푗 (with 푖 < 푗). Then, depending on batch
size 푏, the input stream is cut into chunks of sub-sequences processing 푏 updates per
sub-sequence. After each of these sub-sequences, results are synchronized with the
materialized view table. Micro-batching is independent of time intervals, i.e., VMS fetches
the amount of 푏 updates from the queues, if the queue size, in total, is smaller than 푏,
VMS simply fetches the entire all updates.
Micro-batching allows for several optimizations. We make use of two dierent methods
to apply micro-batching to a stream of update operations: (1) combine update operations
that are dened over the same row-key (i.e., condense a row-keys timeline); (2) pre-
process results at dierent stages of a maintenance plan (such as local pre-aggregation
before a global aggregation step) and merge them later on.
Combine operations – Combining operations is a strategy to protect incremental
maintenance against highly skewed key distributions. If many update operations to
a single key (range) are issued, a lot of incremental update steps have to be performed
by the same VM to update the same row-key over and over again. To overcome the
problem, given a set of batched updates, VMS condenses the timeline of row-keys into
single updates.
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Example 6.1.1: We consider a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) and a sequence of four updates푢1 = 푝푢푡(푘1, 푥1, 5), 푢2 = 푝푢푡(푘2, 푥2, 7), 푢3 = 푑푒푙(푘1) and 푢4 = 푝푢푡(푘2, 푥2, 15). Given that
all operations are processed in a single batch, the system is able to condense the update
stream from 푖푛푐(1) = ⟨푢1, 푢2, 푢3, 푢4⟩ to 푖푛푐(1) = ⟨푢3, 푢4⟩. Thereby, 푢3 overwrites 푢1 and푢4 overwrites 푢2 because row-keys are equal and only the respective last update is relevant
to the view (we disregard partial row-updates, here).
Pre-process results – A maintenance system can also benet from micro-batching, if
the evaluated view operator is capable of pre-processing steps. This way, during micro-
batching we are able to reduce the number of transmitted updates, signicantly.
Example 6.1.2: Consider a base table 푅 = (퐾̄ , 푋 , 푌 ) as before and a view table dened as훾푋,푆푈푀(푌 )(푅). Given that operations 푢1-푢4 (as dened in the example before) are processed
at a VM, the pre-aggregate can be already build using updates of푖푛푐(1) as 퐼푝푟푒 = {(푥2, 15)}
condensing the four operations locally. The pre-aggregate is then, in another distribution
round combined to form the global aggregation result.
Pre-processing results is very benecial for intermediate aggregation as well as join
operators. Especially strong aggregations or joins with low join key cardinality provoke
bottlenecks as there is a high number of input updates waiting to be processed on the
same view records. Here, pre-processing (as optimization for micro-batching) reduces
the intermediate update load signicantly, leading to a higher throughput of the system.
In general, micro-batching can be used to adapt the freshness of views by varying the
batch size. Smaller batch size means higher freshness but also higher materialization
cost. Larger batch size means lower freshness but also lower materialization cost.
Basic incremental strategies are excellent for refreshing view tables on update operations
as they keep the staleness of the refreshed views to a minimum. However, they always
require a full history of update operations to compute the correct state of a view table.
Foremost, this is the case when a base table is empty and the view tables are generated
beforehand. In reality, views are oftentimes dened on top of existing data sets, where
the history of update operations is either not known or too large to be recomputed. In
that context a batch-oriented strategy is required.
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6.2 Batching strategies
Naive batching strategies to materialize and update views include the creation of snap-
shots or the scan of a base table in dened intervals. In the following, we describe
strategies using both methods as primitives.
6.2.1 Repeated snapshots
View maintenance via repeated snapshots (SN) may be executed in dened intervals (see
Figure 6.0.1, 푡푤). After each interval, the view table is recreated and the view data is
recomputed, entirely. A snapshot of the base table, taken previously, serves as a basis.
The data set in the snapshot is, in contrast to the actual base table, not modied during
view maintenance. Exactly like the base table, the snapshot is divided by key ranges.
Each VM connects to one of the KNs to request a (local) snapshot of its key ranges.
A sloped blue dashed line (see Figure 6.0.1, SN), as it is drawn for the snapshot, indicates
that retrieval and execution of base table records deviate. Creating a snapshot means all
records are fetched at a single point in time 푡 , still view maintenance takes some time. A
snapshot represents a consistent state of a data set, drawn from a base table in KVS at a
specic point in time. We assume that, having taken the snapshot at a point 푡 , we are
loading the respective latest record versions with regard to 푡 from the base table. For a
snapshot, we demand that our data set is immutable, record versions do not change.Δ(푖) =⟨푢1, .., 푢푖⟩
푖 =0 + Δ(푖)
푠푛푎푝(푡) =푑푠푛푎푝(푖) (6.2.1)
LetΔ(푖) ⊆ Δ be the sub-sequence of updates that have been already applied to the base
table until 푡 . Then, VMS retrieves the records of the base table in state 푖 . The records
are propagated and received in sequence 푠푛푎푝(푡). Running the snapshot strategy, VMS
retrieves a snapshot, and computes the results; then, waits for interval 푡푖+1 = 푡푖 + 푡푤 ,
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removes the view tables completely and repeats the cycle. The strategy is formalized as:
SN =⟨푠푛푎푝(푡1), ..,푠푛푎푝(푡푛)⟩ (6.2.2)
While providing excellent consistency and conserving the state of the table separately
(which facilitates the work of the maintenance system), snapshot strategies suer from
the overhead a snapshot produces and defer subsequent maintenance operations (as the
snapshot has to be created and stored).
6.2.2 Repeated scans
Exactly like the snapshot strategy, the repeated scans (SC) works within an interval (see
Figure 6.0.1, 푡푤), after which the view is deleted and recomputed. A scan works over the
active records stored in a table; its computation can also be distributed and parallelized
such that each VM requests a (local) scan from its associated KN to load all partitions
stored there.
The straight blue dashed line (see Figure 6.0.1, SN) indicates that (like for incremental
maintenance) retrieval and application of a record to the view table are close together.
The main dierence between a scan and a snapshot is the versions of their records. While
a snapshot represents a closed consistent data set, during a scan the base table remains
open for modications by clients. Records that are fetched later in a scan can have
updated versions as they might have undergone multiple changes in the meantime.
푖..푗 = {푟 |푟 ∈ 푖 ∨ .. ∨ 푟 ∈ 푗}
푠푐푎푛(푡푠 , 푡푒) = 푑푠푐푎푛(푖..푗) (6.2.3)
The version of a scanned record either corresponds to a version updated before the scan
or it corresponds to a version updated during the scan (with 푡푠 and 푡푒 being the start and
end point of the scan). Let the start and end points of the scan 푡푠 and 푡푒 be associated with
base table states 푖 and 푗 (with 푖 < 푗). Then we conclude, the scanned record version
can be either found in 푖 , 푗 or in all states the base table accepted in between (i.e.,
computing sequence 푢푖 to 푢푗). We express this condition as base table state푖..푗 . Running
the scanning strategy, VMS retrieves a snapshot, and computes the results; then, waits
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for interval 푡푤 , removes the view tables and repeats the cycle.
SC =⟨푠푐푎푛(푡1, 푡2), ..,푠푐푎푛(푡푛−1, 푡푛)⟩ (6.2.4)
A distributed scan is easy to implement and (in comparison to a snapshot) holds no
storage overhead; we are fetching table records directly from the base table. Still, scans
are very problematic with regard to consistency. The version of a record that is scanned
at an earlier point, can dier a lot from one that is scanned at a later point.
6.2.3 Incremental snapshots
Incremental snapshots (ISN) is a strategy optimizing the repeated snapshot strategy (SN).
As such it avoids repeated snapshots of records that have not changed through the last
and the current batching interval. ISN almost always provides reduced cost in comparison
with repeated snapshots. Figure 6.2.2 shows an ISN strategy. Thereby, a full snapshot is
followed by (many) incremental snapshots which update the view table.
While the ISN strategy might resemble an IMB strategy, the implementation and execution
diers considerable. Snapshots work over record versions of the base table and not over
update streams (like IMB). Further, the time interval of execution is congurable, whereas
the IMB strategy purely works over batch sizes. We formalize the retrieval round as:
푠푛푎푝(푡) =푑푠푛푎푝(푖)
푗 ⧵푖 ={푟 |푟 ∈ 푗 ≠ 푟 ∈ 푖}
푠푛푎푝Δ(푡1, 푡2) =푑푠푛푎푝(푗 ⧵푖) (6.2.5)
A regular snapshot, which is used rst in ISN, is dened as before (for SN) and records
are retrieved in sequence 푠푛푎푝(푡). However, the following snapshot is an incremental
snapshot; it only incorporates the records that have changed in time interval 푡1 to 푡2. Let푡1 and 푡2, again be identied with base table states푖 and푗 (with 푖 < 푗). Then, we dene
operator 푗 ⧵ 푖 to load only records of 푗 that are dierent in 푖 . The incremental
snapshot is retrieved in sequence푠푛푎푝Δ(푡1, 푡2). Concatenating a regular snapshot and an
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arbitrary number of incremental snapshots the complete strategy can be formalized as:
ISN =⟨푠푛푎푝(푡1),푠푛푎푝Δ(푡1, 푡2), ..,푠푛푎푝Δ(푡푛−1, 푡푛) (6.2.6)
To catch incremental updates that occur during the snapshots (and between them), we
establish so-called tracking phases. During a tracking phase each VM enables its observer
component such that it is notied about all keys that are updated in the associated KN.
The VM stores the keys of the updated records into a MK tree.
MK tree – TheMK tree is a b+-tree that keeps track of maintained keys during incremental
maintenance (see Figure 6.2.1). Once an incremental update (put or delete) arrives, it
is inserted into the tree. The tree can, then, tell whether a specic row-key has been
already maintained or not.
The b+-tree is predestined for incremental batching. The VM can rapidly insert keys
(of modied records) into the tree. Additionally, the b+-tree keeps the keys in a sorted
order and allows for fast ordered access of all stored keys via the intermediate pointers
that are interconnecting the leaf nodes. During a tracking phase the b+-tree gets lled
with modied keys. Then, the VM hands it to an observer which performs a fast scan
on the local partitions. However, a b+-tree still stores each row-key separately. When
maintaining large tables spanning million row-keys and more, the data structure will
occupy large portions of the memory. This is why we introduce the MK tree.
In KVS, row-keys are used to uniquely identify records. They are compared and sorted
lexicographically (see HBase [5]). While this is a necessary property to build and manage
key ranges and balance them over dierent nodes in the network, we use it to create MK
tree.
Given a compare operator and step width (or a key space), a VM is able to identify if
two keys are adjacent or not. If yes, it will merge the keys into a combined key range.
This way, the MK tree, rst increases in size, but later – when thousands of incremental
updates are done – shrinks again. Having maintained the complete key range should
nally lead to a tree only hosting a single element. If however, the step width (or the key
space) of a base table is not known, we cannot determine the neighbors of a key. Then,
we fall back and use the b+-tree like described above.
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Figure 6.2.1: MK tree (d=2)
Figure 6.2.1 depicts an example of an MK tree. On the left side, a b+-tree is shown that
has been built by a sequence of row-keys (emitted during the tracking phase). On the
right side, the same row-keys are shown using the MK tree. We dene the MK tree using
a recursive structure:푀퐾푡푟푒푒 = ( ,)
 = {푁1, .., 푁푚} with 푁푖 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩(푘) if (ℎ(푁푖) < ℎ푚푎푥 )(푘푠 , 푘푒) else
 = {푀퐾푡푟푒푒(1), .., 푀퐾푡푟푒푒(푛)} (6.2.7)
An element within the tree structure consists of a list of search row-keys, an element in
the leaf nodes consists of a list of key-ranges.
As explained, we use MK tree to store the record keys of base table updates. To ll the
MK tree with row-keys of updated records, we establish so-called tracking phases (see
Figure 6.2.2). As shown in the gure, tracking and maintenance phases are not completely
synchronized with each other. This is due to the fact that snapshots in a KVS are not
globally synchronized and we cannot determine the exact execution point. Thus, to
not miss any updates, we initiate the tracking phase (for the respective next snapshot),
shortly before we take and compute the (actual) snapshot.
Each tracking phase builds up a MK tree, which is then used during the next tracking
phase to perform an incremental snapshot. The rst snapshot is a full snapshot and, thus,
does not need a tracking phase. Hence, the MK tree of the rst tracking phase serves
to provide the updated keys to the second (incremental) snapshot. The MK tree of the
second tracking phase serves to provide the keys for the third (incremental) snapshot.
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Figure 6.2.2: Incremental snapshots with tracking phases
Example 6.2.1: In Figure 6.2.2, an update 푢1 over key 푘 that is applied in the rst tracking
phase before the snapshot. Given that the full snapshot already incorporates 푢1; but 푢1 is also
inserted into MK tree and will during the second snapshot be applied, again. Consistency
wise, this is not a problem. Using snapshots only, 푢1 cannot overwrite, for example, an
update 푢2 on the same key. What is being used during the second (incremental) snapshot is
not 푢1, but only its key 푘 to retrieve the most recent (snapshot) version of the record.
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6.3 Hybrid strategies
In this section, we describe how hybrid strategies can be used to combine batch and
incremental maintenance. We start by given a rationale of our design decisions and go
on explaining transitions of the hybrid processing types.
6.3.1 Rationale
When combining a batch and an incremental based strategy, we always mix a set of
records (representing a certain state) with a stream of updates, each provoking a state
change on one of the records. As a result, we obtain multiple dierent record versions
of the same record: one version due to the batch job, and, depending on the update
distribution, an arbitrary number of versions due to incremental updates. An incremental
update operation may be older, newer or equal to the record version that has been
obtained during the batch job.
However, depending on our realization, the point at which both strategies are united to
present a consistent result, diers. We identied the following realizations as the most
relevant ones.
(1) Compute batching and incremental strategy separately and merge the results
(2) Compute batching and incremental strategy combined, check consistency on exe-
cution of view update
(3) Compute batching and incremental strategy combined, check consistency on re-
trieval of base updates
Realization 1 as it is done in [17, 20] is a solution to let a bulk processing and a stream-
ing framework collaboratively compute results with high throughput and low latency.
Consistency has to be achieved by providing an exact cut between the batch records and
the update stream. While this solution provides a clean separation of concerns, it is not
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integrated; it requires multiple architectures/processes to be setup. Also, the additional
merging step at the end has a negative eect on the availability of results. Merging
cannot be done locally. If both result sets are large (aggregation with high cardinality),
there is a high cost of transferring the result sets and performing the merge.
Realization 2 combines batch records and incremental operations already during process-
ing. Thereby, consistency is checked in the moment a view update is executed upon
the view table. In this context signatures can be used [33] to establish consistency. The
timestamps of records and updates merge into the view record and update its signature.
Then, the signature is used to identify and drop out-of-date updates. As a downside of
this realization, an update has to be send to the maintenance process and is dropped at
the very last point (i.e., at execution time). Also signatures can grow very large as every
update operation has to be reected (e.g., in heavy aggregated records).
Realization 3 sorts out obsolete versions already at retrieval time and produces a stream
of up-to-date records and updates that provide a full and coherent view angle of the
actual base data. It handles consistency already at maintenance process (i.e. VM) level.
Data structures are used to compare and drop duplicates as early as possible which avoids
unnecessary compensation or recomputation.
In the following, we build upon Realization 3 to avoid unnecessary overhead and provide
an integrated solution. The naive data structure to provide consistency is a simple hash
map, storing all keys and their timestamps (i.e. versions) of the maintained records.
However, as a hash map grows with number keys inserted and is likely to exceed memory
of a VM at some point, in the following, we develop more ecient ways to check for
consistency.
6.3.2 Hybrid transitions
We dene hybrid strategies, in general, as a combination of a basic batch and basic
incremental strategy (see Figure 6.0.1). A hybrid strategy denes consistent transitions
between the batch and the incremental execution. Figure 6.3.1 shows the transitions of
three hybrid strategies (SNI, SCI and SCIMB). We distinguish between two types:
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Figure 6.3.1: Hybrid strategy transitions
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(1) Sequential: Existing base table data is completely processed. While incremental
maintenance starts afterwards, client modications that are made during batch
processing are caught and buered. Still, incremental maintenance is delayed and
staleness increases.
(2) Parallel: Batch processing is applied and at the same time incremental updates are
incorporated; this is desirable when large base tables are processed that delay the
processing of incremental updates for a longer period.
SNI – The rst mixed hybrid strategy, we are discussing, is a snapshot that is combined
with incremental maintenance (SNI). We start with sequential transition.
Sequential: The system takes a snapshot at a specic point in time. It will completely
compute and materialize the result of the snapshot. Only then, incremental view main-
tenance starts. While we compute results of a snapshot, base tables remain available for
modications. Clients still access the database and insert their records. However, the
VM queues up update operations, the processing of incremental maintenance is delayed,
as it must be halted until the result of the snapshot is fully evaluated. We formalize the
distribution round of the strategy as follows:
SNI푠푒푞 =⟨푠푛푎푝(푡),푖푛푐⟩ (6.3.1)
Figure 6.3.2 shows how computation of the snapshot (blue phase) is followed by incre-
mental maintenance (red phase). All incremental updates that are collected during the
tracking phase are released during the red phase such that incremental maintenance can
be executed.
Example 6.3.1: In Figure 6.3.2, let during tracking phase, two updates (i.e., 푢1 and 푢2) occur
over the same base table key 푘. Let 푡푠 be the point, where the snapshot is taken. The snapshot
includes the most recent versions (with regard to 푡푠) of all records that have been inserted
or updated in the table. Thus, in the gure, the version of snapshot record 푘 at point 푡1
corresponds to the update 푢1 made before. As 푢1 is already incorporated in the snapshot
record, and is an incremental update (cf. Example 6.2.1) it should not be maintained.
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Figure 6.3.2: SNI sequential
Determining the cut-o point – In order to avoid conicts between snapshot record
versions and incremental updates, the system needs to nd a cut-o point between the
two basic strategies. Also the system has to assure that no base table update is omitted.
Some KVS provide the capability of online snapshots that are locally consistent. While
the snapshot represents a consistent data set (each taken at one of the KNs), a global
point in time can neither be xed, nor is it dened after the snapshot. As a result, we
can also not dene a cut-o point, globally.
Thus, we determine a local instance of 푡푠 at each VM. During the blue phase, each
VM computes its partition of the snapshot. Thereby, it evaluates the record with the
highest timestamp, i.e. 푡푠 = 푚푎푥({푡(푟)|푟 ∈ 푠푛푎푝}). We use function 푡(푟) to determine
the timestamp (i.e., the insertion point into the base table) of a record or an update.
Timestamp 푡푠 , then, becomes the orientation timestamp; every snapshot record has the
most recent version with regard to that timestamp. When incremental maintenance
starts, all updates that are older than 푡푠 are dropped. This selection process is formalized
in the following equation.(∀푢 ∈ 푖푛푐)(푡(푢) < 푡푠)→푖푛푐 = 푖푛푐 ⧵ {푢} (6.3.2)
The sequential transition benets from the eciency and simplicity of its implementation.
As a downside, incremental view maintenance gets delayed – which counter-acts its
original purpose to provide real-time analytics. During computation of the snapshot
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Figure 6.3.3: SNI parallel
the maintenance system experiences a down-time, during which the views remain stale.
After that the systems has to catch up with the insertion rate of clients.
Parallel: When using parallel transition, we are trying to catch updates in real-time.
We are taking the snapshot, loading its records and at the same time, we are letting
the incremental updates stream in. Records and updates are combined, the results are
computed and materialized before (pure) incremental maintenance starts. Figure 6.3.3
shows an example of snapshot maintenance and incremental phases alternating each
other. As can be observed, the retrieval of incremental operations is more in-time, but it
overlaps with the computation of the snapshot. We formalize the problem as follows:
푖 ∪Δ ={푒|푒 ∈ 푖 ∨ 푒 ∈ Δ}
푠푛푖(푡) =푑푠푛푖(푖 ∪Δ)
SNI푝푎푟 =푠푛푖(푡1) (6.3.3)
Record versions and incremental updates are loaded from KVS simultaneously. Thus, the
input stream 푖 ∪Δ transforms into one single large execution sequence 푠푛푖(푡). As
illustrated in Figure 6.3.3, the parallel transition is a concatenation of smaller transitions
between snapshot and incremental processing (and vice versa). As such, in the following,
we treat processing of updates and records dierently. Let 푠푛푖(푡) provide the updates
that have been loaded in the maintenance process so far.
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Snapshot maintenance starts with the lowest record key and iterates up to the highest.
We store this information in form of the maintained key range where 푘푙 marks the lowest
and 푘ℎ the highest key maintained so far. When the row-key of an incremental update
falls into the maintained key range and its timestamp ≤ 푡푠 , we drop the update.푘푙 =푚푖푛({푟 .퐾 |푟 ∈ 푠푛푖(푡)})푘ℎ =푚푎푥({푟 .퐾 |푟 ∈ 푠푛푖(푡)}) (6.3.4)
When alternating between snapshot and incremental maintenance, it is not possible to
evaluate the highest timestamp of the complete snapshot. However, the timestamp can be
evaluated as 푡푠 = 푚푎푥({푡(푟)|푟 ∈ 푠푛푖(푡)}), the highest timestamp that has been maintained
so far. We process or drop incremental updates based on the following equation:
(∀푢 ∈ 푠푛푖)→ 푠푛푖 =⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푠푛푖 ⧵ {푢} if ((푡(푢) < 푡푠) ∧ (푘푙 ≤ 푢.퐾 ≤ 푘ℎ))푠푛푖 else (6.3.5)
This way, we make sure that no update overwrites an already maintained record. Still
we need to cover the inverse case, where a record overwrites an already (incrementally)
maintained operation. To prevent this from happening, we use the maintained time
range. This is possible because update streams are in correct (local) time ordering.푡푙 =푚푖푛({푡(푢)|푢 ∈ 푠푛푖(푡)})푡ℎ =푚푎푥({푡(푢)|푢 ∈ 푠푛푖(푡)}) (6.3.6)
When a records timestamp 푡(푟) can be found within the time range, we know its has
been maintained and can be discarded. However, when 푡(푟) is not within the time range
a decision can be ambiguous, as the following example demonstrates:
Example 6.3.2: In Figure 6.3.3, two base updates 푢1, 푢2 to a row-key 푘 are depicted. Further,
the timeline shows two possible points 푡1 and 푡2 at which the snapshot record, belonging to 푘,
could be maintained; the record 푟 with row-key 푘, retrieved by the snapshot corresponds to
an earlier version (with 푡(푟) = 푡(푢1)), which was not captured in the tracking phase. Let the
incremental maintenance of update 푢2 be executed during phase starting at 푖2. Now, we can
make dierent observations based on the dierent points, the snapshot record is maintained:푡1, incremental maintenance has been executed, but not over key 푘. The snapshot record shall
be applied; 푡2, incremental maintenance has been executed, also over key 푘 (representing
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version 푢2). The snapshot record shall be dropped in order to not overwrite the incremental
update. In both cases 푡(푟) < 푡푙 .
The system has to remember what row keys have already been maintained incrementally.
Only then, it can make a decision about applying a snapshot record or not. To solve the
problem we make use of MK tree, again. Every snapshot record is tested against MK
tree – which is lled with all keys that have been incrementally updated before, i.e.,
MK tree = {푢.퐾 |푢 ∈ Δ(푡)}. If the key can be found within the tree, the snapshot record
is dropped; if it cannot be found the snapshot record is forwarded.
(∀푟 ∈ 푠푛푖)→ 푠푛푖 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푠푛푖 ⧵ {푟} if (푡1 ≤ 푡(푟) ≤ 푡ℎ) ∨ [(푡(푟) ≤ 푡푙) ∧ (푟 .퐾 ∈ 푀퐾푡푟푒푒)]푠푛푖 else
(6.3.7)
SCI – The next combination, we are discussing is a scan plus consecutive incremental
maintenance (SCI). Again, we start with sequential transition and, then, discuss the
parallel case.
Like stated before, a scan does not provide a consistent set of records. While the snapshot
retrieves all records with regard to a given point in time, the scan also incooperates
changes made during the scanning process. However, it does not incooperate all changes
as it misses those updates on records that have been already scanned. Since scans can
take a very long time, incremental view maintenance should be enabled to not miss any
updates. We denote the time span of a scan as (푡푠 , 푡푒). Accordingly, the scanned records
can take either the latest version before 푡푠 or any version within the time span.
Sequential – Sequential transition means that the system rst executes the scan, and
once it is taken, incremental view maintenance starts. As the system always allows for
client updates, incremental updates are still retrieved during the scan; they are queued
until the scan (and its computation) has nished. We formalize the problem as follows:
SCI푠푒푞 =⟨푠푐푎푛(푡푠 , 푡푒),푖푛푐⟩ (6.3.8)
Example 6.3.3: Figure 6.3.4 shows a scan starting at cut-o time 푡푠 and completing at point푡푒 . In the gure, three incremental operations 푢1, 푢2 and 푢3 on top of row key 푘 occur; The
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Figure 6.3.4: SCI sequential
timeline shows the following: three points 푡1, 푡2 and 푡3 at which the scanned record, belonging
to 푘, could be maintained; Scanning at point 푡1 results in record version 푡(푢1), which means
incremental updates 푢2 and 푢3 can perfectly maintained at point 푡4. However, scanning
record 푘 at point 푡2 or 푡3 may result in a scanned record version 푡(푢)2 or 푡(푢3); if we proceed
and compute the incremental update 푢1 at point 푡4, it will overwrite the already scanned
version. As already mentioned, overwriting newer with older records is not acceptable.
Again, we need a data structure to identify and drop updates at process level. A scanned
record can possibly represent any update version during scan time. Thus, we need the
keys of the scanned records along with their timestamp (i.e., the version). We consider
a hash-map as simple data structure to test against; during the scan we build up the
hash-map, storing key/timestamp pairs. Then, during incremental maintenance, we can
load a row key’s timestamp and decide whether to drop the incremental operation or
not.
The naive solution, inserting the row-keys of all scanned records into a hash-map along
with their timestamps (퐻푘푒푦[푘]→ 푡}) yields a signicant memory overhead and can lead
to crash of a VM. To reduce the size of the hashmap, signicantly, we make use of the
MK tree, again. During the tracking phase, we insert the keys of all update operations
into the tree. In contrast to before (see SNI parallel), we use MK tree to store the tracked
keys (and not the incrementally maintained keys), i.e., MK tree = {푢.퐾 |푢 ∈ Δ푡푟푎푐푘푒푑}.
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Thereby, we track a key before it is inserted into the base table, such that we can be
certain it is contained in the tree before it becomes visible for a scan.
Then, while scanning, we test whether the key of a scanned record can be found within
the tree. If yes, we know that there have been modications during the scan. Therefore,
we store a key/timestamp pair of the key into the hashmap. The hashmap entry serves
during incremental maintenance phases to identify and drop duplicate versions.
(∀푟 ∈ 푠푐푎푛)→ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩퐻푘푒푦[푟 .퐾 ] = 푡(푟) if (푟 .퐾 ∈ 푀퐾푡푟푒푒)∅ else (6.3.9)
(∀푢 ∈ 푠푐푎푛) ∶ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푠푐푎푛 ⧵ {푢} if (푡(푢) ≤ 퐻푘푒푦[푢.퐾 ])푠푐푎푛 else (6.3.10)
Using theMK tree, we make sure that only those scanned keys are stored into the hashmap,
which have undergone changes. Also, we point out that there is an alternative. Instead
of using the hashmap, we could also drop scanned records of keys that we nd in the
MK tree. We know that the key is maintained during incremental phase and, thus, we
can skip the scanned version. As explained before, losing intermediate view states does
not hurt our consistency criterion.
Parallel – When using parallel strategies, along with a scan, we assume that scan records
and base updates stream in at the same time and can be processed in alternating order.
We formalize the problem as follows:
푖..푗 ∪Δ ={푒|푒 ∈ 푖..푗 ∨ 푒 ∈ Δ}
푠푐푖(푡푠 , 푡푒) =푑푠푐푖(푖..푗 ∪Δ)
SCI푝푎푟 =푠푐푖(푡1, 푡2) (6.3.11)
Exactly as for SNI parallel, we have to ensure consistency during a sequence of smaller
batch and incremental maintenance phases. Again, we use a hash map along with an
instance of MK tree to provide consistency for incremental operations. The hash map is
build from the already scanned records as Equation 6.3.12 demonstrates. The selection
of operations can, then, be done equivalent to Equation 6.3.10. To prevent records from
overwriting newer versions, a tree is not needed as the following example demonstrates.
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Example 6.3.4: In Figure 6.3.5, we see a similar setup as in Figure 6.3.3: two points 푡1 and 푡2
where a scanned record 푟 could possibly be maintained; above (see SNI parallel), we found
that the critical decision is between those two points as the system is not able to tell (by time
range) whether 푟 has been incrementally maintained or not. Now, processing a scan, we
can be certain that, if the record would have been incrementally maintained, the scanned
version would also incorporate the change.
There are only two possible cases: the scanned version lies within the maintained time
range (dened as (푡푙 , 푡ℎ)) and needs to be dropped; the scanned version lies outside the
time range and needs to be maintained. In essence, to make a decision, we only need to
consider the maintained time range. The formalization of the selection process can be
found in Equation 6.3.13.
(∀푟 ∈ 푠푐푖) ∶ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩퐻푘푒푦[푟 .퐾 ] = 푡(푟) if (푟 .퐾 ∈ 푀퐾푡푟푒푒)∅ else (6.3.12)
(∀푟 ∈ 푠푐푖) ∶ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩푠푐푖 ⧵ {푟} if (푡1 ≤ 퐻푘푒푦[푟 .퐾 ] ≤ 푡ℎ)푠푐푖 else (6.3.13)
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SCIMB – The maintenance of SCIMB is very similar to that of SCI and can be also
executed as a sequential or a parallel strategy. The only dierence is the execution of
the incremental part, starting after materialization of the scan results at point 푡푒 . Here,
SCIMB micro-batches incremental updates and materializes them in one run.
6.3.3 View states
One of our requirement is to keep views dynamically, i.e., they should be added and
removed during maintenance. A view that is created at the beginning of the update
process has a dierent state than a view that is created later. To keep track of that
we attach a state variable to each view. Views that are created at the same time can
share an instance of the variable. When running a SNI푝푎푟 strategy, we create a tuple = (푉푠푒푡 , (푡푙 , 푡ℎ), (푘푙 , 푘ℎ), 푀퐾푡푟푒푒). 푉푠푒푡 is the set of views, maintained time range, key
range and the required data structure 푀퐾푡푟푒푒 . When creating a set of new views, we
create an instance of variable  for all of them. The variable stores the maintenance state
and helps to perform correct maintenance. If another view is created at a later point in
time, a new variable  is instantiated.
6.4 Evaluation
In this section, we report the results of an extensive experimental evaluation of our
approach. We fully implemented our standard and hybrid view maintenance algorithms
on top of VMS in Java and integrated it with Apache HBase.
Static-workload scenario – For the base-line experiments, we evaluate VMS mainte-
nance performance using a static workload. This means, we create the TPC-H base tables
in HBase (i.e., lineitem, orders, customer, part, partsupp, supplier, nation, region). Each base
table is pre-partitioned (by key-range) over the 200 region server. Then, we start 200
clients which use the dbgen tool to ll base tables with a scale factor of 100푥 resulting
in a maximum of 600푀 records being inserted into the 푙푖푛푒푖푡푒푚 table. For each run,
we congure one of the TPC-H queries in VMS. Then, we either choose SC or SN as
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Figure 6.4.9: ISC (푄10)
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Figure 6.4.12: SCIMB (푄10)
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maintenance strategy because those are the only strategies applicable in a static context
(ISC and SCIMB are only needed when base data is updated). We let VMS execute the
maintenance strategies during a dened time interval and measure its throughput in
real-time. The throughput is determined at each VM and, then, aggregated at the master
node. The base-line experiments are depicted as blue graphs in Figure 6.4.1-6.4.3 and
Figure 6.4.4-6.4.6.
Dynamic-workload scenario – For the full comparison, we evaluate VMS maintenance
performance using a dynamic workload. This means, we create a setup as described in
the base-line experiments, rst. We create the TPC-H entities as base tables in HBase and
start 200 clients to ll them (again, with scale factor 100푥).
Then, we start VMS, congure one of the TPC-H queries and choose a the maintenance
strategy: SC, SN, ISC or SCIMB. For strategies SC and SN 푡푤 = 0 can be set to zero such
that one scan directly succeeds the next one. A larger 푡푤 can be used when latency
bounds are lower than the actual scan time. For strategy ISC, we test congurations푡푤 ∈ {20푠, 40푠, 80푠} because the number of updates that can be accumulated is depending
on 푡푤 . A low 푡푤 means many executions with few update whereas a high 푡푤 means few
executions with many updates. Likewise for SCIMB, we use dierent congurations of
batch sizes with 푏 ∈ {50푘, 200푘, 400푘}. Again, using smaller 푏 lets the system do many
executions with few updates whereas larger 푏 lets the system do few executions with
many updates.
In a next step, we start the 200 clients, again, and let them insert an update workload of100푀 records into the base tables consisting of 50% update and 50% delete operations.
While the clients are inserting their updates, we execute one of the maintenance strategies
and let VMS catch up to the current state of the base tables.
SC – Figures 6.4.1-6.4.3 show the maintenance plot of the SC strategy for 푄6,푄7 and 푄10.
Albeit 푡푤 has been set to zero, the SC strategy (also SN) experiences a break of 5 − 30푠
between the cycles. This is related to the fact that after a cycle, VMS has to delete all
view tables, reload the maintenance plan and recreate the view tables.
Evaluating 푄6, we measure 13 maintenance cycles using the static and 8 maintenance
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cycles using the dynamic workload. For 푄7, VMS achieves 3 cycles using the static and 2
cycles using the dynamic workload (in a comparable time frame of 350푠). Query 푄10 is
at 6 cycles for the static and 5 cycles for the dynamic case.
Despite of having the highest number of maintenance cycles, 푄6 achieves the lowest
throughput in VMS (2푀 updates per second). When running scans on base tables, each
VM requests a local scan from a region server of HBase. In doing so, the VM already
applies selection criteria given along with the query. If there is a high selectivity, like
for query 푄6, the throughput of VMS is low as most of the records are already ltered
at region server side. When measuring the throughput of base table updates per second,
the combined system (HBase plus VMS) is at 200푀 per second.푄7 shows a throughput of up to 60푀 updates per second. The maintenance curve is
steep, at rst, but then it slowly declines as 푄7 involves multiple joins which require
consecutive redistribution of updates. The largest delays in the dynamic setup of 푄7 can
be observed during the rst 400 seconds where congestion due to client request is the
highest. In the moment the client requests decline, the latency immediately returns to
the normal level (which is measured for the static workload).
SN – Figures 6.4.4-6.4.6 show the maintenance plots of the SN strategy. The SN strategy
achieves 6 and 5 (static and dynamic) maintenance cycles for 푄6, 1 and 2 cycles for 푄7
and 2 and 3 cycles for 푄10. For all three queries, we measure longer breaks in between
the maintenance cycles (~60푠 for 푄6, ~120푠 for 푄7 and for 푄10). The breaks are related
to query reloading, view recreation (~25%) and snapshot creation (~75%). Thereby, the
impact of snapshot creation on overall execution time is dependent on the query. For 푄6
the impact is the highest (up to 2.8푥) because the query also executes the fastest. For long
running, multi-table joins, like 푄7 the impact of snapshot creation is not as signicant
(only 30%).
ISC – Figures 6.4.7-6.4.9 show the results of the ISC strategy. The amount of maintenance
cycles for ISC are determined by the interval 푡푤 ∈ {20푠, 40푠, 80푠} that we use during
evaluation. For 푄6, we achieve 4,3 and 2 maintenance cycles for the corresponding
parameters in 푡푤 . However, the number of cycles for 푄10 is identical.
After the initial scan, we observe multiple small/incremental scans. The breaks between
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Figure 6.4.13: Maintenance strategies overall results (1)
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the scans are completely determined by 푡푤 as there is no time spent to reload the plan
and recreate the view tables. For 푄6 the latency of incremental scans converges towards21푠 at 푡푤 = 20푠. For 푄7, we observe a signicant slow down (up to 320푠) of incremental
scans during the peak time which later recovers (to match 92푠).
SCIMB – Figures 6.4.10-6.4.12 depict the results of the SCIMB strategy. The amount of
maintenance cycles is determined by the batch size 푏 ∈ {50푘, 200푘, 400푘}. For 푄6, VMS
achieves 52, 15 and 7 maintenance cycles, for 푄10 VMS achieves 26, 17 and 9 cycles.
After the initial batch job has been executed, we observe very crisp incremental mainte-
nance intervals. Since a recreation of views is not required the latency converges towards1푠 for 푄6, 21푠 for 푄7 and 12푠 for 푄10. Conguring the batch size dierently, also dierent
throughputs are achieved: for푄6, it is 2푀 updates per second at 50푘, 8푀 at 200푘 and 16푀
at 400푘 batch size. In general, the maintenance performance of SCIMB is very constant
and predictable. During peak times, maintenance executes similarly uent as during idle
times.
Overall comparison – Figures 6.4.13 and 6.4.14 show the aggregated results evaluating
TPC-H queries 푄1-푄22. The results of the strategies are presented showing the average
execution time of maintenance, which denes the latency of the maintained view tables.
For a fair comparison, the latency of hybrid strategies is dened as the combination of
the batch and the incremental maintenance part. However, in reality the latency of a
hybrid strategy converges towards the incremental processing. For the ISC and SCIMB
strategies, we exclude the waiting times from the execution time, as the system is simply
waiting for more updates.
In general, SC provides a much better maintenance performance as SN (only ~46-62%
of SC). While throughputs of both strategies are very comparable, the delays of SN are
mainly caused by snapshot creation. The creation time of snapshots can last from 20푠
up to 100푠 if many large base tables are involved (e.g., 푄7). While snapshots are handled
using references in HBase, their creation also occupies additional storage space (example).
We observe that on average 28% latency is added when the SC strategy is performed
using a dynamic workload (in comparison to the static setup). For SN, on average only18% latency is added using a dynamic workload. We conclude that the SN strategy is
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much more robust during peak times of client requests. After the snapshot has been
created, maintenance is performed separately and does not interfere with the actual base
table processing.
Another strength of the SN strategy (that cannot be measured in terms of performance)
lays in the quality of results. SN views are calculated with regard to a single point of
time. The results of SC, while computed correctly, represent a time span of the base table.
Thus, results obtained with the SN strategy are more exact.
If compared to the SC strategy, ISC has a slight advantage (5 − 10% faster), especially
comparing the dynamic setup (of SC). Considering the fact that incremental scans involve
less records, their execution times are not proportional. In contrast to normal scans, VMS
cannot advise HBase to apply lters at server-side. Thus, MK tree has to be traversed
and records have to be retrieved from HBase subsequently. Especially for long running
queries (i.e., 푄7,푄8,푄9,푄17,푄18), we observe a degradation of performance.
However, ISN can be congured to use smaller maintenance intervals (e.g., < 5푠), which
SC cannot. Also eciency-wise ISC is far ahead, as the SC strategy requires the repeated
scan of base records (13푥600푀 for 푄6), whereas ISC only needs the initial scan plus
updates (700푀 for 푄6). The ISN strategy (which is based on snapshots) is a very viable
alternative to ISC, as it mitigates the impact on maintenance during peak times.
SCIMB provides by far the best and most predictable latencies for view tables. Like ISC,
SCIMB does not require recreation of views after the initial batch has been carried out.
The average incremental throughput of SCIMB is much higher as for the ISC strategy,
as updates are queued up into memory and upon execution are released and directly
processed by VMs.
The drawbacks of SCIMB can be its eciency and its memory consumption. Especially
for highly skewed distributions or small tables with many updates, ISC performs better.
Using ISC, all updates to the same base record will be executed by a single get, as they
are represented by a single row-key in MK tree. By contrast SCIMB, queues up all update
operations into memory, which can overload the VM. Using the combine operations
method (see Section 6.1.2) the eect. However, the update operations still have to be
buered into memory before processing.
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SNI and SCI are not depicted as they are conceptually the same as SCIMB (only inferior
in performance). Computing very large data sets, micro-batching is a requirement to
provide reasonable execution times. Also SNIMB is not depicted (similar performance),
still it is a convenient option as the delay for creating a snapshot is only incurred once.
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Conclusions
In this chapter, we provide a summary of our ndings and give an outlook in which areas
we identify potential for future work.
7.1 Summary
In Chapter 4, we presented VMS, a scalable view maintenance system which operates
together with a distributed KVS. VMS provides ecient, incremental, strongly consistent,
and asynchronous view materialization and maintenance. Pre-Processing Views facili-
tate and speed up maintenance and avoid expensive table scans. Building on the Pre-
Processing Views, VMS can consistently compose and maintain SQL queries. As a proof
of concept, VMS was implemented on top of HBase. Our experimental evaluation with
TPC-H benchmark showed that VMS can handle large amounts of update streams and
provide reasonable execution times at the same time. We demonstrated the system’s
ability to perform real-time processing, and quantied the benets and drawbacks of the
approach.
In Chapter 5, we showed that the maintenance of many views can be scaled massively
(up to 10푘 views, materialized in < 100 seconds) by applying traditional optimization
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techniques like pre-aggregation of aggregates or using fully partitioned or partially
partitioned join loading, depending on the table sizes. Moreover, we developed new
optimization techniques such as pre-evaluating predicates (via bit vectors), decomposed
pre-aggregation or combination via Reverse-join to merge the maintenance plans of
views and use synergies of executed operators (e.g., overlapping selection predicates).
Especially for views, sharing a query template with dierent parameters, materialization
performance can be improved signicantly and write amplication can be prevented
successfully.
In Chapter 6, we presented a concept for hybrid view maintenance in KVSs. We devel-
oped formal techniques and data structures to achieve consistency when maintaining
KVS primitives (scans, snapshots) or streams of KVS update operations (co-processor).
Further, We conducted an extensive study of distributed maintenance strategies including
batch, incremental and hybrid types. We showed how hybrid maintenance strategies
can materialize views from existing data sets and simultaneously perform incremental
maintenance to provide fresh results already from the get-go. Finally, we implemented
our approach in VMS and provided a comprehensive evaluation on top of HBase using a
variety of dierent maintenance strategies. Thereby, we illustrated the strength of hybrid
maintenance strategies to eciently combine o- and online analysis, to provide low
latency and fresh view data and to outperform their basic counterparts.
7.2 Future work
Protecting against VM overload: To have the maintenance work evenly distributed over
VMs and to achieve the best results possible, we used mainly uniform distributions as a
workload. Skewed distributions, like for example a Zipf distribution in a base table can
be already handled at KVS level using techniques like salting. However, if this is not the
case, single VMs would get overloaded fast. VMS can prevent VM overload relatively good
at planning stage. Low cardinalities of aggregation or join keys (and the resulting big
update loads), can be already countered by using batched Pre-aggregation or Reverse-join
operators in the maintenance plan. However, when VMs get overloaded with updates,
there is no dynamic mechanism to split the work load and redistribute it to another set
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of VMs that might be running idle at the same time.
Adapting to partition reassignment: As explained before evaluation has been performed
with uniformly distributed work loads and more or less static partition assignment. In a
real world setup the addition or removal of resources of the KVS or peaks in the client
loads can lead to dynamic reassignment of partitions by KVS. In such a case a partition is
relocated from one KN to another KN. While this does not impact the maintenance plan
and its distribution rounds, the responsibility of the base records is also handed from
one VM to another VM. If there is no clear cut, i.e., both VMs are processing the same
partition simultaneously there is a possible timeline violation.
Predicting load scenarios: When computing large-scale batch or incremental maintenance
plans, VMS provides an excellent overall performance and has shown very reasonable
execution times for combinations of various SQL operators. However, knowing some
of the maintenance parameters in advance, can lead to much better results, as the
maintenance plan can be adapted beforehand. For example, when planning 푛-table joins,
the order of joining the tables can be oriented on the table size, for batching strategies, and
on the update frequencies for the incremental strategies. Even very approximate values
of these parameters can lead to a much improved maintenance performance, especially
for some of the corner cases.
Trading o consistency guarantees: Like described in Chapter 4.3.4, we use a very strict
constraint and allow only 푛 = 1 versions of a record keys timeline to achieve strong
consistency. Like suggested in the chapter, this constraint could be relaxed such that푛 > 1 versions of the same record key are possible. However, in that case, additional
measures have to be invented such that strong consistency is guaranteed. One possible
approach would be the synchronization of the versions at the end of the maintenance
process, using a coordinator like done for the multi-row updates.
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List of Acronyms
VM View Manager
VMS View Maintenance System
KVS Key-Value Store
KN Key-Value Store Node
TL Transaction Log
WAL Write-Ahead Log
VS Virtual Store
TB Timeline Buer
IN Incremental
IMB Incremental micro-batched
SC Scanning Strategy
SN Snapshot Strategy
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SCI Scanning + Incremental Strategy
SNI Snapshot + Incremental Strategy
ISC Incremental Scanning Strategy
ISN Incremental Snapshot Strategy
SCIMB Scanning + incremental (micro-batched) Strategy
SNIMB Snapshot + incremental (micro-batched) Strategy
TPC-H Transaction Processing Performance Council (Benchmark H)
HDFS Hadoop Distributed Files System
SQL Structured Query Language
SPJA Selection Projection Join and Aggregation
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Proof of consistency
As stated in Section 4.3, Theorem 1 states that a view maintenance system fullling all
three of the following requirements achieves strong consistency:
P1: View updates are applied exactly once.
P2: View updates are processed atomically and isolated.
P3: Record timeline is preserved.
Our proof is organized in three stages: we start with proving convergence and then
present extensions to also prove weak consistency and nally strong consistency.
A.1 Notation
First, we dene the following notation for keys, operations on keys, and the ordering of
operations. Let 푘푥 denote a key of a base table 퐴, where 푥 ∈ 푋 = {1,… , 푚}, and 푋 is the
table’s key range. 푋 can be qualied with the name of the table when multiple tables
are involved (e.g., 푋퐴 for table 퐴, 푋퐶 for table 퐶). Further, let an operation on key 푘푥 be
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dened as 푡[푘푥]. A totally ordered sequence of operations 푆 on a single table of length푁 is denoted by ⟨푡1[푘푥1], 푡2[푘푥2], 푡3[푘푥3],… , 푡푁 [푘푥푛]⟩, where ∀푖 ∈ {1,… , 푛}, 푥푖 ∈ 푋 . In other
words, this sequence contains operations over an arbitrary key in the base table, where
it is possible that a key is updated several times or not at all.
The index 푖 in 푡 (푖)[푘푥] is used to express a sequence of operations on a single row-key (i.e.,
the record timeline). For example, a sequence of operations on row-key 푘푥 is denoted as⟨푡 (1)[푘푥], 푡 (2)[푘푥],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩.
The last operation on a particular row-key is always denoted with 휔. Note that each
operation in the timeline also exists in the overall sequence for the table containing the
record: ∀푖 ∈ {1,… , 휔}, ∃푗 ∈ {1,… , 푛}, 푡 (푖)[푘푥] = 푡푗[푘푥].
A sequence of operations 푆 = ⟨푡1[푘푥1],… , 푡푁 [푘푥푛]⟩ over table 퐴 produces a sequence of
base table states ⟨퐵0,… , 퐵(푡푁 [푘푥푛])⟩. 퐵0 is the initial state of 퐴, and 퐵(푡푛) is the state of
the table after applying some transaction 푡푛. We also call the nal state of the table 퐵푓 ,
where 퐵푓 = 퐵(푡푁 [푘푥푛]). 퐵푓 (푘푥 ) for 푥 ∈ 푋 denotes the nal base table state for a specic
key 푘푥 .
Lemma 1: For any two operation sequences on 푘푥 :푆1 = ⟨푡 (1)[푘푥], 푡 (2)[푘푥],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩ and푆′ = ⟨푡 ′(1)[푘푥], 푡 ′(2)[푘푥],… , 푡 ′(휔)[푘푥]⟩. Let 퐵푓 (푘푥 ), 퐵′푓 (푘푥 ) be the nal state of 푘푥 after applying푆 or 푆′, respectively. Then, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] = 푡 ′(휔)[푘푥]⇔ 퐵푓 (푘푥 ) = 퐵′푓 (푘푥 ).
Proof. The lemma states that the nal state of a given key is completely determined by
the last operation on that key. This follows due to the idempotence of the KVS write
operations (put, delete). The operations are repeatable with no consequence and do not
read the previous stored state of the key (stateless).
According to Lemma 1, the state of a key in a base table is only dependent on the last
operation applied on that key. Therefore, the notation 퐵(푡[푘푥]) refers to the state of some
key 푘푥 after applying an operation 푡 , irrespective of the sequence of operations preceding푡 .
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A.2 Convergence
Using the above notation, the property of convergence is dened as follows:
Convergence – Given a nite sequence of operations ⟨푡1, 푡2, 푡3,… , 푡푁 ⟩ for some base
table 퐴, 퐵푓 is the nal state of 퐴. The nal state 푉푓 of a view table over 퐴 converges if푉푓 = 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ), where 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ) is the evaluation of the view expression over the nal
state of 퐴, 퐵푓 .
We prove convergence on a case-by-case basis for each type of view expression.
One-to-one mapping – selection, projection views dene a one-to-one mapping between
base and view table. We rst prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2: Given a sequence of operations applied for a view (using selection, projection,
only) on key 푘푥 : 푆 = ⟨푡 (1)[푘푥],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩. Let 푉푓 (푘푥 ) be the nal state of the view on 푘푥
after applying 푆. Then, 푉 푖푒푤(푡 (휔)[푘푥]) = 푉푓 (푘푥 ).
Proof. Since selection and projection are both idempotent stateless operations, the nal
state of the view maintained on 푘푥 is equivalent to applying the view operator on the
nal operation in the sequence.
We now prove convergence by contradiction. Suppose that 푉푓 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ). Then, ∃푥 ∈푋, 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 (푘푥 )) ≠ 푉푓 (푘푥 ). According to Lemmas 1 and 2, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] ≠ 푠(휔)[푘푥], where푠(휔)[푘푥] is the last operation processed by the view for 푘푥 and 푡 (휔)[푘푥] is the last operation
processed by the base table for 푘푥 . However, according to properties P1 and P3, the
last operation processed by the view and the base table must be the same since both
sequences contain the same operations and in the same order. Therefore, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] =푠(휔)[푘푥], 푉 푖푒푤(퐵(푡 (휔)[푘푥])) = 푉 (푠(휔)[푘푥]), which contradicts 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 (푘푥 )) ≠ 푉푓 (푘푥 ).
We use a similar proof for the Delta operator:
Lemma 3: Given a sequence of operations applied for a view (using DELTA, only) on key푘푥 : 푆 = ⟨푡 (1)[푘푥],… , 푡 (휔−1)[푘푥], 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩. Let 푉푓 (푘푥 ) be the nal state of the view on 푘푥 after
applying 푆. Then, 푉 푖푒푤(⟨푡 (휔−1)[푘푥], 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩) = 푉푓 (푘푥 ).
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Proof. DELTA is an operator which computes the dierence of state between two op-
erations. Therefore, the nal state of the view depends on the last two operations in 푆,
which is the same as applying DELTA on a base table key which processes these two
operations.
Suppose that 푉푓 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ) for Delta. Then, ∃푥 ∈ 푋, 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 (푘푥 )) ≠ 푉푓 (푘푥 ). According
to Lemma 3, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] ≠ 푠(휔)[푘푥] ∨ 푡 (휔−1)[푘푥] ≠ 푠(휔−1)[푘푥], where 푠(휔−1)[푘푥], 푠(휔)[푘푥] are the last
two operations processed by the view for 푘푥 . According to properties P1 and P3, the last
two operations processed by the view and the base table must be identical and in the
same order. Therefore,푡 (휔)[푘푥] = 푠(휔)[푘푥] ∧ 푡 (휔−1)[푘푥] = 푠(휔−1)[푘푥],푉 푖푒푤(퐵(⟨푡 (휔−1)[푘푥], 푡 (휔)[푘푥]⟩)) = 푉 (⟨푠(휔−1)[푘푥], 푠(휔)[푘푥]⟩),
which contradicts 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 (푘푥 )) ≠ 푉푓 (푘푥 ).
Many-to-one mapping – Pre-aggregation, aggregation and index views dene a many-
to-one mapping between base and view table. The row-key of the view table is the
aggregation key. Multiple row-keys in the base table can relate to a particular aggregation
key. However, a base table row has always only one aggregation key. A correct view
record with aggregation key 푥 is dened as the combination of multiple base records푘푥1 ..푘푥푗 , related to the particular key. We prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4: Given a sequence of operations applied for a view (using Pre-aggregation and
aggregation) on table 퐴. Let 푉푓 be the nal state of the view after applying the sequence.
Let 푆 be an arbitrary sequence containing only the last operation on each key 푘푥 , 푥 ∈ 푋 :푆 = ⟨푡 (휔)[푘1],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푚]⟩. Then, 푉 푖푒푤(푆) = 푉푓 (푘푥 ).
Proof. Pre-aggregation, aggregation and INDEX are stateless operations which depend
only on the last operation of each key involved. Therefore, applying the view expression
on the state of a base table after it has processed the last operation of every key returns
the same state as the nal view state.
Suppose that 푉푓 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ) for Pre-aggregation, aggregation or index. According to
Lemma 4, ∃푥 ∈ 푋, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] ≠ 푠(휔)[푘푥], where 푠(휔)[푘푥] is the last operation processed by the
view for 푘푥 and 푡 (휔)[푘푥] is the last operation processed by the base table for 푘푥 . According
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to properties P1 and P3, the last operation processed by the view and the base table for key푘푥 must be identical. Therefore, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] = 푠(휔)[푘푥],푉 푖푒푤(퐵(⟨푡 (휔)[푘1],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푚]⟩)) = 푉 (⟨푠(휔)[푘1],… , 푠(휔)[푘푚]⟩), which contradicts푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 ) ≠푉푓 .
Many-to-many mapping: Reverse-join and join views dene a many-to-many mapping
between base and view table. The row-key of the view table is a composite key of both
join tables’ row-keys. Multiple records of both base tables form a set of multiple view
records in the view table. Since the joining of tables takes place in the Reverse-join view,
we prove convergence only for this view type. A Reverse-join view has a structure that is
similar to an aggregation view. The row-key of the Reverse-join view is the join key of
both tables. All base table records are grouped according to this join key. But in contrast
to an aggregation view, the Reverse-join view combines two base tables to create one view
table. A correct view record with join key 푥 is dened as a combination of operations on
keys 푘1..푘푛 from join table 퐴 and operations on keys 푙1..푙푝 from join table 퐵. This property
provides the basis for the following lemma:
Lemma 5: Given a sequence 푆 of operations applied for a view (using Reverse-join and join)
on tables 퐴 and 퐶 . Let 푉푓 be the nal state of the view after applying 푆. Let 푆 be an
arbitrary sequence containing only the last operation on each key 푘푥 , 푥 ∈ 푋퐴 = 1,… , 푚 in퐴 and each key 푦푥 , 푥 ∈ 푋퐵 = 1,… , 푚′ in 퐶 : 푆 = ⟨푡 (휔)[푘1],… , 푡 (휔)[푘푚], 푡 (휔)[푦1],… , 푡 (휔)[푦′푚]⟩.
Then, 푉 푖푒푤(푆) = 푉푓 .
Proof. Reverse-join and join are stateless operations which depend only on the last opera-
tion of each key involved (from both tables). Therefore, applying the view expression on
the state of base tables after each has processed the last operation of every key returns
the same state as the nal view state.
For Reverse-join and join, convergence is achieved if 푉푓 = 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 , 퐵′푓 ) where 퐵푓 , 퐵′푓
are the nal view states for tables 퐴, 퐶 involved in the join, respectively. Suppose
that 푉푓 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푓 , 퐵′푓 ). According to Lemma 5, ∃푥 ∈ 푋퐴 ∪ 푋퐶 , 푡 (휔)[푘푥] ≠ 푠(휔)[푘푥],
where 푠(휔)[푘푥] is the last operation processed by the view for 푘푥 and 푡 (휔)[푘푥] is the last
operation processed by a base table for 푘푥 . According to properties P1 and P3, the last
operation processed by the view and the base table containing key 푘푥 must be identical.
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Therefore, 푡 (휔)[푘푥] = 푠(휔)[푘푥], which contradicts 푉 푖푒푤(퐵(퐵푓 , 퐵′푓 )) ≠ 푉푓 .
A.3 Weak consistency
Weak consistency has been dened as follows: Weak consistency is given if the view
converges and all intermediate view states are valid, meaning there exists a valid sequence
of operations from which they can be derived from the state of one or more base tables
(푉푗 = 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖 ,… , 퐵푘)). As we already proved convergence, we need to show that all the
intermediary view states are correct.
For view expressions which depend on one key in table 퐴 (excluding DELTA), sup-
pose that for some intermediate view state 푉푗 , ∀푖 ∈ 1,… , 푁 , 푉푗 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖). Let 푇 =⟨푡1[푘푥1], 푡2[푘푥2], 푡3[푘푥3],… , 푡푁 [푘푥푛]⟩ be the sequence of operations applied on 퐴. Let 푠푗 be
the operation that produced 푉푗 : 푉 (푠푗) = 푉푗 . By Lemmas 2, ∀푖 ∈ 1,… , 푁 , 푠푗 ≠ 푡푖 . In other
words, the view processed an operation which was never processed by the originating
base table. However, property P1 and P2 ensure that each operation corresponds to a
base table operation and is fully processed. By contradiction, 푉푗 = 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖).
For Delta on table 퐴, suppose that for some intermediate view state 푉푗 , ∀푖 ∈ 1,… , 푁 , 푉푗 ≠푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖−1, 퐵푖). The proof is similar to the above proof, with the addition that property P3
ensures that each pair of consecutive operations processed by the view must exist and
have been processed as a consecutive pair by the base table 퐴.
For view expressions which depend on multiple keys in table 퐴, suppose that for some
intermediate view state 푉푗 , ∀푖 ∈ 1,… , 푁 , 푉푗 ≠ 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖). Let 푇 = ⟨푡1[푘푥1], 푡2[푘푥2], 푡3[푘푥3],… ,푡푁 [푘푥푛]⟩ be the sequence of operations applied on 퐴. According to Lemma 4, ;et 푆 be an
arbitrary sequence containing only one operation on each key 푘푥 , 푥 ∈ 푋퐴 = 1,… , 푚
such that 푉 (푆) = 푉푗 . According to the denition of intermediate view states, ∃푘푥 , 푥 ∈푋퐴, 푡(푘푥 ) ∈ 푆, 푡(푘푥 ) ∉ 푇 . In other words, there exist at least one operation on some key
in 퐴 which was processed by the view, but not by the base table. However, property
P1 and P2 ensure that each operation corresponds to a base table operation and is fully
processed. By contradiction, 푉푗 = 푉 푖푒푤(퐵푖).
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For Reverse-join and join on tables 퐴 and 퐶 , the argument is similar to selection and
projection. According to Lemma 5, every state 푉푗 is created on a pair of operations of퐴 and 퐶 . Using property P1, it is guaranteed that both operations have been previously
processed in the originating tables.
A.4 Strong consistency
Strong consistency has been dened as follows: Weak consistency is achieved and the
following conditions hold true. All pairs of view states 푉푖 and 푉푗 that are in a relation푉푖 ≤ 푉푗 are derived from base states 퐵푖 and 퐵푗 that are also in a relation 퐵푖 ≤ 퐵푗 . Since
weak consistency is already proven, we only need to prove the statement 푉푖 ≤ 푉푗 ⇒퐵푖 ≤ 퐵푗 . If this statement is false, then only two of the following cases can occur: Either푉푖 ≤ 푉푗 ⇒ 퐵푖 ∥ 퐵푗 or 푉푖 ≤ 푉푗 ⇒ 퐵푖 ≥ 퐵푗 . Both cases can only be constructed by breaking
the record timeline. To be precise: At least one record has to exists, whose timeline is
broken. Formally, we demand (∃푡푙 ∈ 퐵푖)(∀푡푘 ∈ 퐵푗) ∶ (푟(푡푙) = 푟(푡푘)) ∧ (푙 > 푘). Because P3
prevents the breaking of timelines, we conclude that both cases are not possible. Thus,
we have proven strong consistency by contradiction.
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